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ABSTRACT

-The objectives of, research described in this repo-rtwere to improve

our understanding of solar flares and solar coronal loops. The specific approach

to the flare objective was to analyze and interpret solar flare data, using

theoretical methods developed as part of the research. The specific approach to

the coronal loop objective was to investigate their thermal and

magnetohydrodynamic stabilityj for various physical models.

The principal result of the flare research was to demonstrate that, in

two well-observed flares, the mechanism of chromospheric evaporation accounts

for the observed amount of flare X-ray plasma. The dominant energy transport

mechanism is thermal conduction. Heating by energetic electrons is of secondary

importance.

The principal results of the magnetohydrodynamic stability analyses were

demonstrations of the role of radiative energy loss, compressibility, magnetic

field line twist, foot-point magnetic field line tying, and radial plasma

pressure gradient.
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I. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of this research was to improve our understanding

of solar flares and solar coronal loops.

The scientific approach used during the grant period was to:

(1) Analyze and interpret solar flare observations

(2) Develop new theoretical methods of value in the analysis and

interpretation of the solar flare observations,

(3) Evaluate the thermal and magnetohydrodynamic stability of coronal

loops, for various physical models.

II. RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHMENTS

a) Solar Flare Observations and Interpretation

In 1980 we obtained particularly good coordinated observations of both

coronal and chromospheric aspects of flares, by means of NASA's Solar Maximum

Mission (SMM) and Sacramento Peak Observatory. The two papers in this section

constitute analysis of these data and interpretation in terms of the most

important flare energy transport processes. The key element of the analysis was

theoretical Ha profiles, discussed in IIb (below).

The questions of common interest addressed in these papers are:

1. Can chromospheric evaporation (the heating of T " 104 K

chromospheric material to T a 10 7K) account for the observed amount of flare X-

ray plasma?

2. What physical process causes this chromospheric evaporation?

3. Is there evidence for substantial penetration of energetic

4 particles into the chromosphere?

-4-
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The conclusion of this research was that in these two flares

chromospheric evaporation can account for the observed amount of X-ray emitting

plasma. Heating by both nonthermal electrons and thermal conduction gives rise

to chromospheric evaporation, but the latter dominates. Although evidence was

found for penetration of nonthermal electrons into the flare chromosphere, it is

not the dominant source of heating that leads to chromospheric evaporation.

-5-
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ABSTRACT

We have analyzed the solar flare of 1522 UT 24 June 1980

using simultaneous observations in hard X-rays, soft X-rays, and

Ha line profiles. The X-ray observations were made with

instruments aboard the Solar Maximum Mission satellite, and the

Ha profiles were taken with a CCD detector at Sacramento Peak

Observatory. We used the theoretical profiles of Canfield,

Gunkler, and Ricchiazzi (1984) to analyze the Ha data. We studied

various flare phenomena, including heating of the chromosphere by

nonthermal electrons, enhanced coronal pressure, enhanced

thermal conduction, chromospheric evaporation, and mass motion.

We find that we can make a consistent picture of the flare in

coronal and chromospheric processes.

we interpret the flare morphology in terms of a model where

the energy release occurs at the site of the interaction of two

large loop systems. The manifestations of the energy release were

heating of the corona to '15 x 106 K and acceleration of

nonthermal electrons, evidenced by both hard X-ray emission and

Ha profiles. The electrons produced penetrative heating and

expansion of the flare chromosphere. The maximum flux of

nonthermal electrons above 20 keV was estimated, from both Ha and

hard X-ray data, to be -1011 ergs cm- 2 s-1. Electrons

penetrated at both footpoints of one loop system, giving evidence

for bidirectional beaming. Ha and soft X-ray estimates of the
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coronal pressure match well, with typical values of 400-

1000 dynes cm- 2 over Ha footpoints.

The amounts of chromospheric evaporation by conduction and

by nonthermal electrons were calculated from observed quantities.

Both mechanisms can account for significant amounts of

evaporation, but nonthermal electrons are at least 2-3 times less

effective than conduction. The extent of evaporation was also

calculated from the observed soft X-ray mass flux. Sufficient

chromospheric evaporation was inferred by both methods to explain

the observed increase in the coronal density.

Subiect Headings: Sun: chromosphere -- Sun: corona --

Sun: flares -- Sun: X-rays
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I. INTRODUCTION

Al Motivation

There are a number of important questions concerning the

nature of the physical processes involved in solar flares. In

particular. Are fast electrons accelerated in the corona and

beamed into the chromosphere? What accounts for the increase in

soft X-ray emission and higher coronal pressure? To what extent

is the top of the chromosphere evaporated, hence providing

coronal plasma? What are the role and extent of thermal

conduction in flares? Where does the energy release take place,

and what is its physical form? Using recent theoretical advances,

these processes can now be studied through chromospheric, as well

as coronal, observations. Nonthermal electrons, enhanced coronal

pressure, and enhanced thermal conduction each have identifiable

effects on the Ha line profile. This allows us to test theories

regarding the physics of solar flares. For example, it has been

suggested (see, e.g., Chubb of al. 1966) that the hard X-ray emission

during the impulsive phase of flares is thermal bremsstrahlung

from a super-hot (T - 108 K) coronal plasma. This would result
e

in greatly enhanced thermal conduction into the chromosphere.

This is in contrast to the scenario in which chromospheric

heating is by beams of nonthermal electrons (Brown 1971) and

coronal temperatures are 10-30 x 106 K.
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In addition, some authors (Dere and Cook 1979, Acton ef al.

1982) have suggested that there may be a discrepancy between the

coronal and the chromospheric or transition region pressures.

This discrepancy, plus other measurements within a system

generally assumed to be in pressure equilibrium, led Cheng,

Feldman, and Doschek (1981) to question the importance of

chromospheric evaporation. Our new techniques allow more accurate

measurements of the chromospheric pressure, for comparison with

estimates of the coronal pressure from soft X-ray data.

Finally, our ability to measure the flare parameters with

our Ha spatial resolution of 2.56 allows us to make intelligent

guesses about the energization process. There are several

opposing theories that can be tested. For example, in the model

described by Sturrock (1974) and others, energy release takes

place at the top of a single loop system, due to reconnection of

open field lines. Another single-loop theory is that of Spicer

(1977), where reconnection occurs between sheared field lines

throughout the loop. These can be contrasted with the emerging

flux theory (Heyvaerts, Priest, and Rust 1977), in which magnetic

reconnection occurs at the interaction site between two magnetic

loop sytems. While the study of just one flare cannot rule out the

possibility of different types of flares, it serves to guide and

constrain flare modeling in the future.
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_ Previous Work

In a previous paper (Acton 1 a/. 1982, hereafter Paper I) we

es-,.iated the amount of chromospheric evaporation by comparing

our observed Ha profiles with the computed profiles of Dinh

(1980). He constructed a grid of empirical atmospheres from the

observation of P number of atomic lines during several flares,

and computed Ha line profiles for each atmosphere. Using the

column depth of the transition region (the number of atoms in a

cm2 column above the chromosphere) for each atmosphere, we were

able to assign a value of the evaporated mass to each of his

profile types. These estimates of the amount of evaporated

material were compared with the observed increase in the soft X-

ray emission measure to show that we could see the change of state

of the upper chromosphere during a flare.

Since com etion of Paper I, we have improved on the work of

Dinh by computing a large grid of flare atmospheres, treating the

coronal pressure and the energy fluxes of nonthermal electrons

and thermal conduction as parameters. Unlike Dinh's atmospheres,

our atmospheres were computed assuming specific physical flare

mechanisms, solving the equations of steady state energy balance,

radiative transfer, statistical equilibrium, and hydrostatic

equilibrium. This grid of models, with its more physical

approach, offers significant improvement over the empirical

models of Dinh.
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In the following section, we give the methods of obtaining

and analyzing the data. The morphology of the event is described

in Section III. In Section IV, we use our methods to examine the

coronal and chromospheric evidence for beams of nonthermal

electrons, chromospheric evaporation, pressure balance, and mass

motion. It will be shown that the observations strongly suggest a

scenario in which two large magnetic loop systems interact to

provide the flare energy.

II. METHOD

a) Observational

Simultaneous data were taken in X-rays and Ha by instruments

aboard the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) spacecraft and ground-

based instruments at Sacramento Peak Observatory "SPO). A summary

of the instrumental characteristics is given in Table 1. The SPO

data consist of 50x5O pixels within a small region on the solar

surface. The Ha profile for each pixel is obtained as the

spectrograph slit is scanned across the field of view. Data

outside the time interval 15:20 to 15:26 UT were affected by

guiding difficulties caused by passing clouds. Profiles were

observed outside this interval, but the spatial location and

absolute intensity were difficult to determine accurately.

Fortunately, the main flare effects occurred during the cloud-

free period. Details of the SPO observational method can be found
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in Paper I.

The Hard X-Ray Burst Spectrometer (HXRBS), described by

Orwig, Frost, and Dennis (1980), is a large-area scintillation

counter which measures the total solar flux in hard X-rays with

excellent time resolution. The Hard X-Ray Imaging Spectrometer

(HXIS, van Beek of a/. 1980) has overlapping fine and coarse fields

of view, which give images of the flare in both soft and hard X-

rays. The Flat Crystal Spectrometer (FCS) of the X-Ray

Polychromator (XRP, Acton et a/. 1980) was operated in its

polychromatic raster mode to provide soft X-ray images in six

resonance lines sensitive to electron temperatures in the range

2 x 106 - T e - 50 x 106 K. Prior to 15:21:50 UT, a 4' x 4'

region was scanned with 15" resolution. A 20" resolution quick-

scan was then done to locate the brightest area, and from

15:22:36 UT to the end of the flare, a 2' x 2' region was scanned

with 15" resolution. The Bent Crystal Spectrometer (BCS) of XRP

provides soft X-ray spectra with good time resolution.

Co-alignment of the images from SMM and SPO, to an accuracy

of -5", was done using sunspot images made by FCS, Big Bear Solar

Observatory (BBSO) at Ha + 2 A, and sPO at HG + 4.6 A. We used

the known relationship between HXIS and FCS pointings for co-

alignment of the hard X-ray images. Line-center spectroheliograms

of the SPO data were compared to line-center BBSO pictures, with

the known spatial scales of both images and typical Ha features
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(filaments, plages, etc.) being used to establish the co-

registration.

b) Theoretical

The primary theoretical advance since Paper I has been the

development of a large grid of theoretical Ba profiles by

Canfield, Gunkler, and Ricchiazzi (1984, hereafter CGR). These

profiles, computed for static flare model atmospheres, show the

effects of varying the coronal pressure and the fluxes of heat and

nonthermal electrons on the columnar distribution of temperature

and density. Three general results emerged from this study: only

sufficiently high fluxes of nonthermal electrons produce

pronounced stark Ha wings; only sufficiently high values of the

coronal pressure remove the central reversal of the Ha profiles;

and the extent of chromospheric evaporation is determined

primarily by the value of the conductive flux.

We can give quantitative estimates of several physical

parameters by comparing the observed Ha profiles to the grid of

calculated profiles. We estimate the pressure by visually

comparing the central reversals of observed profiles to those of

theoretical profiles, such as those shown in Figure la. This plot

shows the effect of varying the pressure while holding all other

parameters fixed. The value of the pressure can be estimated to

within a factor of -2-3 by this method. Once the pressure has been
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determined, a set of profiles with this pressure and a range of

values of F2 0 (the energy flux of electrons above 20 keV) is used

to determine the nonthermal electron flux. Examples of these

theoretical profiles are shown in Figure lb. Again, observed

profiles are visually compared to the theoretical grid, paying

attention this time to the angle of the profile wings. This

naturally requires that the observed profiles be plotted with the

same proportion between the vertical and horizontal scales as the

theoretical profiles. The accuracy of F20 measurements is also a

factor of -2-3.

We can also use the work of Hummer and Rybicki (1968) to

provide qualitative velocity information. Their work shows that

profiles with bright red peaks indicate differentially expanding

atmospheres, while profiles with bright blue peaks indicate that

the atmosphere is being compressed. The magnitude of the

velocities near the top of the chromosphere (where the Ha profile

core is formed) can be estimated by the Doppler shift of line

center.

Coronal measurements of the parameters come primarily from

the soft X-ray data. The run of emission measure (-n e2V, where

n - coronal electron density, V - volume of the soft X-ray

plasma) with temperature Te is calculated in the fashion

described in Paper I. This differential emission measure can be

used to get the (total thermal energy)x(density), which is
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-3n e 2kT eV. To get coronal pressures and densities from these, a

volume must be estimated. We assume that the flare plasma is

contained in magnetic loops with their footpoints in the

photosphere. We can estimate the cross-sectional area of the

loops by measuring the area of chromospheric brightenings, and

the loop lengths are great enough to be resolved by the imaging

detectors.

The peak power of nonthermal electrons is calculated from

the flux and spectrum of hard X-rays, as measured by the HXRBS

instrument. It is assumed that the hard X-ray radiation is

generated by thick-target nonthermal bremsstrahlung. We divide

this total power by an estimate of the beam area to get a value of

F20. This estimate comes from the number of Ha pixels that show

the signature of electron beam heating.

III. FLARE MORPHOLOGY

This flare took place in NOAA active region 2522, at 529 Wl5.

The central distance was 0.56, Solar-Geophywcal Date (1980) assigned

an Ha importance of SB, and the X-ray importance was Ml. The major

flare Ha features are sketched and labeled in Figure 2a, along

with the SPO and PCS fields of view and the photospheric magnetic

neutral lines from Kitt Peak National Observatory magnetograms.

Note that parts of the flare are outside the SPO field of view.

The Ha flare can be divided into four main regions of interest.
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The north (N) region and east (E) region are compact brightenings

with the same magnetic polarity, while the west (W) and central

(C) regions form a long, thin strand in a region of opposite

polarity. We divide the strand into two regions on the basis of

off-band Big Bear Solar Observatory (BBSO) pictures, magnetic

connections suggested in Ha, and profile differences observed by

SPO. In particular, large postflare loops unambiguously show the

connection between the east and central regions, and preflare

fibrils and the photospheric magnetic field configuration

strongly suggest that field lines connect the north and west

regions. A fifth region, just east of the north kernel, appears

later in the flare, but never gets very bright.

There is evidence that the flare was set off by the

interaction of the two large loop systems, which we sketch in

Figure 2b. The bulk of the soft X-ray emission is from the region

where the loops come close to each other, over the eastern end of

the Ha strand. We will call this region the "interaction site".

The soft X-ray emitting material was observed to spread out east

and west from this site, as the loop systems filled with flare

plasma. Other evidence for interaction between the loops,

particularly chromospheric heating by nonthermal electrons at the

footpoints, will be presented later. The N-W loops (those

connecting the north and west Ha regions) were outside the HXIS

fine field of view, thus limiting the X-ray spatial resolution
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there to 15", the FCS resolution. Most of the E-C loop system was

within the fine field of view, however, so we were able to define

the coronal loop geometry to a resolution of 8". The location of

the loop seen in HXIS was the same as that of the postflare Ha

loops connecting the east and central regions, observed 30

minutes after the impulsive phase. A surge was observed in Ha just

east of the interaction site, possibly within the E-C loops, even

before the impulsive phase. The maximum velocity of the Ha-

absorbing material, seen at the beginning of the impulsive phase,

was measured at 120 km s-1. The maximum velocity seen by the BCS

was "300 km s -1. (The velocities quoted in this paper will

always be line-of-sight). These results will be presented in

detail later, during the discussion of chromospheric evaporation.

IV. PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION

Al Nonthermal Electrons

The hard X-ray burst began at 15:21:50 UT, as shown in the

top light curve of Figure 3. Significantly, it is in our first

observation after this time that we first notice enhancements of

the Ha profile wings in a number of pixels. As mentioned before,

Stark wings are the signature of penetration of fast electrons

into the chromosphere. These extensive wings last until

'15:24 UT, roughly the end of the impulsive phase. The hard X-ray

emission after that time is likely to be the tail of the thermal
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X-ray emission from the coronal plasma. The Ha wings are seen most

strongly in the north region, with a number of pixels in the west

and central regions also affected. It should be noted that the

hard X-ray resolution from HXIS (32") and the microwave

resolution from VLA data (28", Kundu et W. 1984) in this area were

too low for identification of electron beaming locations. An

example of the temporal development of the profile from a pixel in

the north region during the flare is shown in the left column of

Figure 4, showing enhanced wings during the impulsive phase. The

greater enhancement of the red wing is a well-known phenomenon

(see, e.g., Svestka 1976), but its physical origin is

controversial. We defer further discussion of the red asymmetry

to a future paper, and only the blue wing will be used in this

current study when measuring wing enhancements.

The power of electrons with energy above 20 keY was

calculated from the HXRBS data, under the collisional thick-

target assumption. The peak power, at 15:22:50 UT, was

5.0 x 1 0 28 ergs per second, with a number flux of 1.4 x 1036

electrons per second. The spectral index was at its minimum value

of 5.5 at this time, compared with '6.5 during the rest of the

impulsive phase. The power can be converted to a flux by

estimating the beam area from the number of Ha pixels showing

extensive blue wing enhancements. Assuming that the part of the

long strand outside the SPO field of view had similar
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characteristics to the part we saw, we estimate that between 6 and

15 pixels received beamed electrons at maximum. An assumed area

of 10 pixels gives us a flux of

F2 0 - 1.45 x 1011 ergs cM- 2 s-I. In comparison, the value of

F2 0  estimated from the Ha profiles is roughly

1011 ergs cm- 2 s-1, which agrees with the HXRBS data to within

our margin of error.

Many of the Ha pixels in the north, west, and central regions

show the signature of differential chromospheric expansion,

brighter red Ha peaks than blue. The north pixel profiles in

Figure 4 near 15:23:17 UT show this feature clearly. Only a very

small number of pixels show a compression signature, and then

only for a brief time during the impulsive phase. The expansion is

consistent with the idea that the chromosphere at this site is

being heated by nonthermal particles. Had the primary flare

effect been just enhanced thermal conduction, no such expansion

would have been expected. Conduction is relatively ineffective in

the chromosphere, where the temperature and the temperature

gradient are very low compared to the transition region and low

corona. The main effect of turning on enhanced thermal conduction

is to evaporate off the top of the chromosphere, leaving the rest

unperturbed. Beamed electrons can heat the entire flare

chromosphere, leading to broad Ha lines and expansion. The

signature of expansion, like the extensive wings, disappears at
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the end of the hard X-ray burst.

It should be mentioned that a number of published flare

simulations with nonthermal electron heating indicate a

compression of the residual chromosphere, rather than expansion.

This is due to the evaporation of the top of the chromosphere, and

the dramatic pressure increase that results. However, most of

these calculations only model -10 s of the flare, and many turn

off the nonthermal electrons after just a few seconds (e.g., Somov,

Spektor, and Syrovatskii 1977). The 15 s temporal resolution of

our Ha data largely precludes observations on these time scales.

Kostyuk and Pikel'ner (1975), on the other hand, modeled the

heating of the solar chromosphere with a nonthermal electron beam

of 100 s duration, which is more applicable to this flare. They

found a differentially expanding chromosphere, like we observed,

after 40 s. Prior to that time, however, their velocity signal

was mixed, making it difficult to predict the Ha response.

Some recent flare simulations are more sophisticated,

particularly with regard to radiative transfer effects and the

ability to resolve steep gradients by regridding schemes. Some

calculations based on the work of Fisher, Canfield, and McClymont

(1984) indicate that chromospheric compression should exist only

for 10-15 s for the high fluxes of nonthermal electrons observed

in this flare, and should not exist at all for much lower fluxes

(F20 i i010 ergs cm- 2 -i). An expansion phase would follow
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the compression phase. Indeed, after only a few seconds, the

magnitude of the compression velocity would be below what we can

see with our HQ profiles ('5-10 km s-1). Given our time

resolution, it is not surprising that we see so little

compression. Hopefully, future observational work will address

this question more completely.

It should be noted that there was no evidence for

unidirectional beaming of the nonthermal electrons. Indeed, the

chromospheric response at the footpoints shows that roughly equal

numbers of electrons traveled in each direction within the N-W

loop system. Any differences in the fluxes between the north

region and the strand can plausibly be explained by the greater

area of the strand (Figure 2b). The east region did not show any

signature of electron beam heating, but this is understandable in

view of the amount of material fast electrons would have to

traverse coming from the loop interaction site. The east region

is separated from the rest of the flare by more than an arc-

minute. It is at the end of a system of long loops, estimated at

75,000 km in length (assuming semi-circular loops). It brightens

45-60 seconds after the first brightenings in the strand (see

Figure 3). The lack of observable Stark wings in the Hf profiles

guarantees that the nonthermal electron flux is at least a factor

of 10 below its value in the other regions. Given the loop density

of 3 x 1010 cm- 3 , as calculated from the soft X-ray emission
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measure and a volume estimate from Ha, the total column number in

the loop is over 2 x 1020 cm- 2 . The stopping depth for

monoenergetic electrons of energy E (in keV) is -1017 x E2 .

Thus, only those few electrons with energy greater than 45 keV

would reach the chromosphere. It would have been very informative

if hard X-ray emission had been detectable coming from this loop.

Unfortunately, although the loop is easily seen by 1XIS in its low

energy channels, the counting statistics in the 22-30 key

channels are too low for unambiguous identification as nonthermal

emission.

b.1 Enhanced Coronal Pressure

At least 2 minutes before the impulsive phase, a

statistically significant rise in the soft X-ray flux is seen.

This subsides temporarily, but begins to rise again "20-30 s

before the hard X-rays begin. In addition, the total Ha flux from

a number of pixels near the loop interaction site begins to

increase -1 minute prior to the impulsive phase (see Figure 3).

The Ha increase is probably due to a small enhancement of the

overlying coronal pressure. As stated previously, values of the

pressure can be estimated from the depth of the Ha central

reversal. The pressure increases dramatically during the

impulsive phase, with the enhancement over the Ha strand leading

the enhancement over the north region by -1 minute. This increase

is easily seen in the time sequence of profiles in Figure 4. Note
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particularly the strand pixel. Prior to the flare, Ha is an

absorption line. By 15:22:17 UT, it is in emission, and the

central reversal has disappeared by 15:22:47 UT. There is also an

expansion signature, like that discussed earlier for the north

pixel profiles. The lack of central reversal is seen in a few

strand pixels from very near the impulsive onset, and is a common

feature to all the strand within a minute. This signature of high

pressure lasts for minutes, certainly well past our Ha data

cutoff at 15:26 UT. Notice the contrast in the depth of the

central reversal between the strand pixel and the north pixel

during the impulsive phase. The reversal fills in much more

slowly in the north pixel, remaining until 15:24:17 UT.

Using the theoretical grid of profiles, such as those shown

in Figure 1, we estimate the maximum pressure over the strand to

be roughly 400-1000 dynes cm- 2 . The pressure over the north

region also reaches these values at the end of the impulsive

phase. These pressures can also be calculated from the soft X-ray

data once the loop volume has been estimated. An upper limit on

the north-south extent of the loop footpoints can be established

by the fact that only one row of Ha pixels is affected. This gives

a maximum north-south extent of 2.56. The strand is long enough to

cross an entire 15" FCS pixel. Assigning a rough figure of 15" to

the length of a loop inside an FCS pixel gives a volume of

2.56x15"x15", or 2.2 x 1026 cm3 . Combined with the emission

$ L______
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measure and (thermal energy)x(density) measurements, this gives a

lower limit on the pressure over the strand of -200 dynes cm- 2 .

The lower limit on the coronal density in this loop system can be

computed from the same volume estimate to be -1011 cm- 3. The true

pressure would be larger if the filling factor for the Ha pixels

were less than 1, so the coronal and chromospheric pressure

estimates match fairly well.

The east region also shows the signature of enhanced coronal

pressure, after some delay. Brief increases in pressure values

are seen starting at 40 s after the hard X-ray onset, but long-

lasting pressure effects are not seen until 2-3 minutes into the

impulsive phase. The maximum pressure, as measured by both Ha and

soft X-ray data at '15:25 UT, was -100 dynes cm -2 . An increase

in the coronal density was observed, as well as an increase in the

temperature, but it is not possible to determine whether the

material was evaporated from the east region or was transported

from the central region through the long loops. We speculate that

coronal plasma is initially heated over the west and central Ha

regions, and a thermal conduction front or hydrodynamic shock

transports energy through magnetic loops to other regions.

It is instructive to calculate typical velocities and get

the time scales for pressure equilibrium to be established in the

loops. The sound speed in the corona is given by

125,1(T /106) km s-1 . Taking the temperature to be 15 x 106 K,
e
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we get Cs = 500 km s-I. Combining this with the loop lengths

that we have estimated, we expect pressure differences between

the east and central regions to exist for over two minutes, and

between the north and west regions for -l minute. This is exactly

the behavior observed in Ha. Although the velocities of

conduction fronts and hydrodynamic shocks are difficult to

calculate accurately without knowing the exact plasma conditions,

typical Mach values for each are 2 or 3. This is consistent with

the propagation time for the disturbance that caused the

chromospheric response in the east region. However, fast

electrons may have also played a role in this, even though they

did not penetrate the chromosphere there in significant numbers.

In the decay phase of the flare, a drop in the coronal

pressure was noted in both soft X-ray and Ha data as the plasma

cooled. By 15:45 UT, roughly half an hour after the impulsive

phase, the plasma in the long E-C loop system had cooled to the

point that it was absorbing Ha. These postflare loops persisted

for at least an hour, as shown by BBSO Ha movies. No obvious

postflare loops were seen connecting the north and west regions.

c_ Chromospheric Evaporation by Thermal

Conduction and Nonthermal Electrons

The temperature of the coronal plasma at the loop

interaction site increased to '15 x 106 K at the time of the
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flare. This value comes from the peak of the high temperature part

of the differential emission measure curve. A temperature

increase leads to enhanced thermal conduction, which may

evaporate enough of the chromosphere to provide the observed

increases in the coronal density and pressure. To calculate the

density enhancement due to evaporation, we must estimate the

change in the transition region column depth. The rate of

evaporation can be estimated by assuming that all the conductive

flux goes into heating and expanding the evaporated material,

ignoring radiation. Thus, the conductive flux would be equal to

the enthalpy flux. Using a loop scaling law to relate the

conductive flux to the apex temperature, An e al. (1983) and

Antiochos and Sturrock (1978) have derived the following:

KO TA 7/2/(L/2) - 5kTANtr

Thus,

Ntr2 dNt rdt - KoTA /2/[Sk(L/2)] (1)

and the total number of evaporated atoms will be

N Ntr tr At (2)

(TA-apex temperature, L-total loop length, N tr -transition region

column depth in cm- 2 , K09W1O- 6 , k-l.38x10-16 , At-time from flare

start to time of maximum loop density). The length of the N-W

loops is -30,000 km, and the maximum density was reached
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-2 minutes after flare start. For these parameters, we get:

N - 8.42 X 10 1 7 cm - 2 S - I
tr

and Ntr Ntr x 120s - 1.01 x 1020 cm- 2 ,

giving a density of

n = Ntr/(L/2) - 6.7 x 1010 cm- 3 .

This should be compared with the observed density in these loops

of loll cM- 3 . Radiative losses can be shown to be only a few

percent of the conductive flux, but the above calculations are

very sensitive to the coronal temperature. Since we used a

relatively low temperature, perhaps the amount of evaporation

given above should be considered a lower limit.

We can also estimate the evaporation due to 'he nonthermal

electrons. McClymont, Canfield, and Fisher (1984) have derived

the following formula for the transition region column depth,

assuming that evaporation continues until nonthermal electron

heating is balanced by radiation at 105 K:

Ntr - [C(8)pF(PA+gNtr)]2/0 (3)

where C(8) - (kT5( 8-2)B( 8/2,1/3)/( 3f5 )] Nc( 8 /2 - 1)

(PA is the apex gas pressure, M-l.56mH, g is solar gravity, Fc is

the electron energy flux above a sharp cutoff, T5 -1OS K, 8 is the
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spectral index of the electron number spectrum, B is the complete

beta function, f 5  (the radiative loss coefficient at

10 K)-7x1O- 2 2 ergs cm 3 s-1, Nc  (the stopping depth for

electrons at the cutoff energy)- 9.16x10i6(ECl keV)2 ). If

Ntr ' Nc, then this formula gives an upper limit.

This can be solved easily by successive approximations,

usually with less than 10 iterations. For this flare we assume an

energy cutoff of 20 keY, and get an upper limit on the amount of

evaporation by choosing a lower limit for the apex pressure of

100 dynes cm- 2 . Using the observed quantities 5=6.5,

F 2 0=lo1i ergs cm- 2 s-1, and L-3x10 9 cm, we get:

Ntr 6 4.1 x 1019 cm- 2

and n 4 2.7 x 1010 cm- 3 .

The correct density is probably within a factor of 2-3 of this

upper limit.

we see that evaporation by fast electrons can be

significant, but is less important than evaporation by thermal

conduction. Equations (1) through (3) can be used to show that in

smaller, hotter flares, the difference between the two can be

more than an order of magnitude. Since this is a relatively large,

cool flare, we would expect thermal conduction to usually

dominate the evaporation process.
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In Paper I, we had estimated the amount of evaporation by

comparing observed Ha profiles to those of empirical flare

models. This was based on a relationship inferred from the work of

Dinh (1980) between the Ha central reversal and the column depth

of the transition region. However, Dinh had assumed that the apex

gas pressure (PA-2n 0kTA) was negligible compared to the

gravitational pressure (mgNtr). In fact, the gas pressure term

often dominates the total pressure. Thus, we feel that the

chromospheric evaporation argument advanced in the present paper

is on a sounder physical basis than that of Paper I.

!L Evaporation Estimate from X-Ray Blue Shifts

Another way to address the chromospheric evaporation

question is through observed mass flux of the hot plasma.

Velocities are determined from the BCS Ca XIX spectra. A

Gaussian,centered on the rest position of the line, is fit to the

red side, and the mean wavelength shift of the blue excess gives

the velocity. This velocity, the total blue excess flux, and the

flux inside the Gaussian are plotted in Figure 5. Velocities

before -15:22:24 UT are uncertain due to poor count statistics.

The velocity of the blue-shifted material during the impulsive

phase is '200-300 km s-'. During this time, the observed Ca XIX

line profile is extremely nonGaussian and blue asymmetric. The

red wing is enhanced as well, probably due to turbulence. The

velocity drops after the impulsive phase, but it is significant
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to note that there are still velocities of "150 km s I at least 2

minutes after the majority of the nonthermal electron heating. We

have already shown that pressure equilibrium can be established

in the N-W loops, where most of the evaporation is taking place,

in '1 minute. Thus, we believe that evaporation is still taking

place after the end of the impulsive phase, driven by thermal

conduction from the hot plasma created earlier.

With the typical loop lengths in this flare of "30,000 km,

and the velocities given above, the movement of a given parcel of

material cannot exist for more than -1 minute. Thus, we sum the

emission measures of the blue-shifted component minute by minute

through the period of significant blue shift. This gives a total

emission measure of -3 x 1049 cm- 3  for the upward-moving

material. This matches the emission measure of the stationary

material, measured by FCS to be -1050 cm- 3 , to within the factor

of 5-10 uncertainty for this method. Thus, in agreement with

Feldman of a/. (1980) and Antonucci et al. (1982), the BCS results

are consistent with the evaporation picture in which

chromospheric material is heated to coronal temperatures and

expands upward into the overlying loops, providing the observed

density enhancement there.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

The data for this flare, both coronal and chromospheric,

point towards a release of energy due to the interaction of two

loop systems. Although we cannot determine whether magnetic

reconnection took place between the loops, or whether each loop

separately underwent instability, the simultaneity of energy

release in the loops is strongly indicative of some interaction.

The initial, and strongest, soft X-ray flux increase takes place

at the interaction site. Enhanced pressure and chromospheric

evaporation are seen at the footpoints of both sets of loops, and

the corona and chromosphere are approximately in pressure

balance. Chromospheric evaporation can provide the observed

coronal density enhancement, with thermal conduction dominating

over nonthermal electrons in the evaporation process. Strong

evidence is seen in the wings of Ha for the penetration of fast

electrons into the chromosphere, and the nonthermal

bremsstrahlung radiation expected from the electron energy flux

inferred from Ha matches the observed power in hard X-rays. There

is no need for a '108 K plasma component to provide additional

hard X-rays. Electrons were apparently beamed in both directions

within one loop system, and no evidence for unidirectional

particle beaming was seen anywhere in the flare. Flare energy was

transported to remote regions, away from the interaction site, by

fast particles and either thermal conduction or hydrodynamic
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flows. As is often the case in solar flares (Svestka 1976), a

moderate amount of energy release took place before the existence

of a large flux of impulsive nonthermal electrons.

Two interesting possibilities for future work arose from the

study of this flare. Our limited Ha time resolution prevented us

from studying the temporal development of chromospheric

compression and expansion in more detail. Fortunately, advances

in the observational instumentation at SPO will allow us to

obtain spectra every few seconds. This should permit us to see the

first stages of chromospheric heating and find the time

dependence of any observed velocities. Also, this higher time

resolution will make it possible to look for the signature of

impulsive heating. A second question arose concerning the

mechanism of the enhanced red wing of Ha. This effect can be seen

in a number of the flares we observed during May and June 1980. We

will explore the time development, morphology, and theory of this

phenomenon in a future paper.

The authors wish to thank a number of individuals whose

contributions were invaluable to the study of this flare. Dr.
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Fig. 1.-- The effects of various physical processes

on theoretical Ha profiles (from CGR).

(a) As the coronal pressure (P.) is increased, the

central reversal disappears. The conductive flux at

10S K (F5 ) and the energy flux of nonthermal electrons

(F2 0 ) are held fixed.

(b) As the flux of nonthermal electrons above 20 keV is

increased, the Ha profile develops extensive Stark

wings. The amount of central reversal is not greatly

affected. The conductive flux and coronal pressure are

held fixed.

Fig. 2a.-- Sketch of the Ha flare along with the SPO

and FCS fields of view and the photospheric magnetic

neutral lines (dashed lines). The bright Ha regions are

outlined and labeled, and a dark filament is drawn for

reference. The squares in the lower right-hand corner of

each field of view show the respective pixel sizes.

Fig. 2b.- Hypothesized coronal loop structure,

showing two large arcades of loops. The loops connecting

the east and central Ha regions were seen as postflare

Ha loops. The loops connecting the north and west

regions were seen as preflare fibrils. Note that the
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north Ha region was displaced upward to make the field

lines clearer.

Fig. 3.- Light curves for hard X-rays (top panel),

soft X-rays (middle panel), and Ha excess relative to

preflare (averages of pixels in the north (N), strand

(S), and east (E) regions, bottom panel).

Fig. 4.-- Ha profiles from the SPO observations.

Each column is a time sequence of profiles from a single

pixel. The left column is a pixel from the north Ha

region, and the right column is a pixel in the strand,

near the west-central interface. The spectral range is

H t 4.8 A, and the distance between tick marks

represents half the quiet sun continuum intensity. Each

profile extends from the left vertical line to the small

vertical dash at the right. A straight line connects the

right end of each profile to the I/Ic - 1.0 point for

that profile. Times during the impulsive phase are

underlined.

Fig. 5.-- The unshifted Gaussian soft X-ray flux in

the Ca XIX line (thin curve), the excess to this

Gaussian on the blue side of the line (thick curve), and

the velocity of the blue-shifted material (broken curve).
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ABSTRACT

From the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) and Sacramento Peak Observatory (SPO)

we observed the compact solar flare of 7 May, 1980, previously studied by Acton el

ad. (1982) and Slmnett (1983), with spatial, spectral and temporal resolution in

both X-rays and Ht profiles, throughout the impulsive phase. We have compared

the observed flare Ha profiles to theoretical Ha profiles based on physical

models of chromospheric flare processes and mcdel parameters inferred from the

X-ray observations.

We find that:

(I) The cbserved HQ profiles show the theoretlcally predicted enhanced-

wing signature of nonthermal electrons, well correlated in space and time with

hard X-ray emission, for values of electron energy flux in agreement with the

thick-target interpretation of the observed hard X-ray emission;

(2) Coronal pressure values inferred from the observed central reversals

of the kernel Ha profiles agree well with the values inferred from the analysis

of soft X-ray data, at the end of the impulsive phase (the approximate time of

maximum thermal X-ray emission measure);

(3) The dominant chromospheric evaporation mechanism is thermal

conduction. This process successfully accounts for the measured coronal

pressure at the time of maximum emission measure. Chromospheric evaporation

driven by thick-target nonthermal electron heating is insufficient.

ZSibect headings: line profiles -- Sun: chromosphere -- Sun: flares
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r. INTRODUCTION

There is no doubt that energetic electrons (with characteristic energy

much greater than that of the 1-2 key thermal flare electrons) exist during solar

flares; well-known observational consequences include nonthermal hard X-rays

and microwave radiation and the presence of the electrons themselves in

interplanetary space. The physical mechanisms and morphology of the

acceleration and transport of these electrons are topIcs of considerable

ntrnerest in current solar flare research. It is believed that these electrcns

are accelerated in the corona and produce hard X-ray radiatlon by nonthermal

bremsstrahlung as they are stopped at the feet of coronal loops (the so-called

tick-target model, Brown l'- 1). Hard X-ray :mag4ng o3ter;at ions at energes

greater than about 20 keV) tend to support this picture in flares in which the

hard X-ray emission is impulsive (Duijveman and Hoyng 1983; Ohki et a/. 1983).

Substantial hard X-ray emission appears to come from 2 or more points, which can

be identified with the feet of coronal loops, relatively low in the atmosphere,

when limb events have been observed (Ohki et a/. 1983)

From the point of view of particle transport theory, it is important to

know whether the primary mechanism for stopping these fast particles is

collisional, i.e.. Coulomb collisions with the ambient solar atmosphere, or whether

noncollisional (say wave-particle) effects significantly modify the particle

transport. Hard X-ray direct imaging observations, which presently claim spatial

resolution of 7-8" (5000-6000 km at the sun), are not adequate to spatially

resolve the distribution of emission if the stepping occurs in the chromosphere,

whose density scale height is an order of magnitude smaller than the
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instrumental resolution, Up to the present time, the most quantitative

observational test of the collisional thick-target hypothesis is 2-spacecraft

observation of nonimaged X-rays (Kane et al. 1983). These measurements of X-rays

above 100 keV, simultaneously from 2 spacecraft, of flares partially occulted

(by the solar limb) from one of the spacecraft, agree approximately with the

predicted altitude dependence of collisional thick-target emission (Brown and

McClymont 1975).

An independent test of the collisional thick-target model is to look for

the heating effects of the collisions in chromospheric line profiles. An

improved ipplication of this approach is enabled by recent physical models of

Thrcmospheric energy balance during solar flares. Ricchiazzi and Canfield

('-83) solved the equations of static energy balance, hydrostatic equilibrium,

radiative transfer and atomic statistical equilibrium in a 1-dimensional

theoretical model chromosphere. To make the problem computationally more

tractible, and conceptually more simple, they neglected dynamic effects, on the

grounds that such effects are of second-order importance for a* least some, but

certainly not all, of the chromospheric phenomena of interest. Their models show

the effects of collisional heating by energetic nonthermal electrons, classical

thermal conduction, and enhanced coronal pressure. Using these model

atmospheres, as well as impulsive model atmospheres that apply only for the

first few seconds of impulsive bursts, before significant chromospheric mass

motions can develop, Canfield, Gunkler, and Ricchiazzi (1984), henceforth CGR,

determined tho theoretical Hf spectral signatures of these processes. Hence, we

can examine observations of profiles of the Ha line during impulsive hard X-ray

flares to see whether or not they show the predicted Ha profile response to any
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of these processes, we then see if the chromospheric response is consistent with

the thermal and nonthermal X-ray observations and the collisional thick-target

model.

In this paper we extend our previous analysis of chromospheric evaporation

in the flare of 7 May, 1980 (Acton et al. 1982, henceforth Paper I) in which we

showed, using empirical flare chromospheric models, that chromospheric

evaporation can account for the thermal X-ray plasma of this flare. Recent work

by Kiplinger et al. (1983) confirms that the hard X-ray emission of this flare was

highly imoulsive and nonthermal, leading us to believe that there might be

nicnthermal electron heating effects in the chromcsphere. Hard X-ray images of

this flare are available (Paper I and Simnett, 1383), so we have observational

constraints on where these effects should appear. In this paper we also return to

the issue of chromospheric evaporation, but for the interpretation we use

physical model atmospheres, not empirical ones. We conclude that the imbalance

between chromospheric and coronal pressures found in Paper I is due to a problem

with the empirical models; pressure imbalance is not implied when the

observations are interpreted using the physical models.

II. NONTHERMAL ELECTRON HEATING

We begin by discussing the way the Ha profile should respond to thick-

target nonthermal electron heating, using previous theoretical modeling. We

show that broad Stark wings are the theoretically expected response, above moderately

high values of the input nonthermal-electron energy flux. Then, in § b), we

examine the observed spatial and temporal behavior of Ha profiles and hard X-

mom



rays during the impulsive phase, concluding that broad Ha wings are closely

related observationally to hard X-rays. Finally, c), we show that the observed wi,'th

of impulsive phase Ha wings supports the thick-target nonthermal electron

heating picture.

a) Theoretical Ha Profiles

In C3R we modeled the effects of nontherma- electron heating on the

profile of the Ha line in 2 static approximations. We showed that in both the

h-drostatic and impulsive models, only high values of the input flux of

ncnthermal electrons produce Ha profiles with obvious brzad Stark wings. The

nonthermal electron flux is measured by F 2 0 , the energy flux above 20 keV at the

point of injection, we measure the column number density (the number of hydrogen

nuclei per unit area) from this point, assumed to be the loop apex. The absence

of such wings precludes heating with values of F20 1010 ergs cm- 2 s -1 . The

calculations show Stark wings both in the impulsive approximation, which applies

for the first few seconds, and in the hydrostatic approximation, which applies

after chromospheric mass motions have died out (after at least several tens of

seconds). Approximately isotropic mass motions directly observed in

chromospheric line profiles during flares are not large enough to account for Ha

wings as broad as those observed (see Canfield 1982, and below). We therefore

expect that the presence of such wings is the ignature of nonthermal electron

heating throughout the temporal development of flares.

Figure 1 shows theoretically predicted Ha profiles, from C5R, for various

values of F20 The upper panel shows profiles in the impulsive approximation,
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for 4 different values of F20' and a fixed value, F of the conductive flux at

105 K. The lower panel shows profiles in the hydrostatic approximation, for 3

lifferent values of F 2 0 , and fixed values of F 5 and the coronal apex pressure,

P a These calculations lead us to believe that if nonthermal electrons of

sufficient intensity are present in the chromosphere during flares, we should

expect broad Ha wings at points in space and time associated with sufficiently

intense hard X-rays. The figure shows that Ha wIl 'have broad wings, with flare

exzeszes at the level of 10% or more, e.tending int3 the extreme wing region

(beyond ±3 A).

b_ rmoulzive-P-ase C3er;-.o~.s

The key X-ray observations for this study of nonthermal electron heating

are the SM/ hard X-ray observations of the Hard X-Ray Burst Spectrometer (HERBS,

Orwig, Frost, and Dennis 1980) and the Hard X-Ray Imaging Spectrometer (HXIS,

van Beek ef al. 1980). The HSXRBS is a large-area proportional counter sensitive to

spatially unresolved solar X-radiation in the energy range 28-470 keV, with an

instrumental time resolution of 128 ms. The HXIS is an array of mini-

proportional counters that provides simultaneous spatial and spectral

information in spatial pixels of 8" half-width in six energy bands from 3.5 to

30 keY.

Our impulsive-phase Ha line profile observations were obtained using a

:harge-coupled device (CCD) array of 100 by 100 pixels in the focal plane of the

Echelle Spectrograph of the Vacuum Tower Telescope (Dunn 1369, 1971) at SPO. The

flare was observed with 2" x 2.67 spectroheliogran image pixels; each is



observed for 0.25 s at 25.6 s intervals. For each image pixel there are 50

spectral pixels of width 204 mA over a 10 A window centered on Ha. Further

details of the Ha data acquisition are given in the Appendix of Paper I.

The temporal relationship between the SPO Ho and HXRBS X-ray measurements

is shown in Figure 2. The impulsive hard X-ray phase of this flare consisted of 2

periods of multiple impulsive bursts. The first extended from 145603 to

:45612 UT and the second from 145624 to 145647 The ti-mes of Ha profile

measurement, shown by open circles, include 145616, between the 2 burst periods,

and 145642, during the second burst period.

The spatial relationship between the SPO Ha pixels and I-E<I X-ray pixels

is shown in Figure 3. The two large contiguous squares, one above the other,

whi h together appear to frame each panel, are the 2 HXIS pixels in which

somewhat over half of the 16-30 keV X-rays were detected. As in Paper I we

consider the impulsive phase as a whole, to accumulate higher photon counts. The

alignment of Ha and HXIS pixels is that of Paper I, in which it was shown that

38±3% of the impulsive phase 16-30 keV photons came from the southern (lower)

HXIS pixel, 15±2% from the northern, and the balance predominantly at the level

of roughly 6-8% from surrounding pixels. The 2 HXIS pixels shown in Figure 3 are

pixels 5 and 8 of Paper 1. A spatially deconvolved image, removing the effect of

a triangular point response function of 8" full-width half-maximum, has been

published by Simnett (1983); these same two pixels are his pixels 197 and 196,

respectively.

We now focus our attention on those SPO Ha pixels that show substantial Ha

wing enhancement. The Ha line profiles of all such pixels are shown in Figure 3,



along with a few other less-disturbed pixels for comparison. The profiles of

each pixel are plotted within the small rectangle that represents the pixel

(both location and dimensions) in the spectroheliogram. This information is

given at five indicated times spanning the impulsive hard X-ray burst period.

Each Ha pixel contains not only the profile observed at the given time, but also

(lighter dotted curve) the profile observed in that pixel at 145525, 38 s before

the start of the first impulsive hard X-ray burst period. The Ha flare kernels

ire indicated by the shaded pixels in Figure 3; they were defined as all pixels

whose peak Ha power (measured by integrating over -5 ! AX 1 +5A) reached or

exceeded half that of the brightest pixel. This, of course, need not have

anything Jirectly to do with nonthermal electron heating or the presence of

wings. At 145616 UT North kernel pixel (40,42) shows relatively little wing

development, while pixel (37,45), outside the South kernel, shows about the same

core intensity but much more extensive wings.

Neglecting, for the moment, the matter of wing development, one might ask

what we find to be the relationship between the relative power output of the 2

kernels in Ha and hard X-rays, The observed ratio of impulsive south kernel to

north kernel brightness in 16-30 keV X-rays (see above) is in the range 2.1-3.2,

based on the count statistics derived in Paper I. The impulsive phase south-to-

north ratio in Ha, at the time of simultaneous impulsive X-ray emission and Ha

observation (145642 UT), is 2.9. Hence, the observed power ratios in the two

different emissions agree to within observational uncertainty. In view of the

sensitivity of Ha power to pressure (see Figure 4), we feel that this agreement

is of little direct relevance to the nonthermal electron heating of the

chromosphere.
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It is interesting to note that the relationship between Ha kernel size

and wing development is the same as that found by Neidig (1981); the larger

kernel shows stronger wing development. Neidig interpreted this in terms of an

asymmetric loop, in which electrons mirror above the chromosphere at the end at

which the magnetic field lines are more strongly convergent, but enter the

chromosphere and are stopped at the other end, producing Ha wings there. In this

f!are we see supporting evidence for this picture, from both the Ha vin 3nd hard X-ray

emnson. The magnetic field morphology that one would infer from the relationship

between footpoint locations and their proximity to sunspots supports this

nlcture. we expect field lines to diverge away from the weaker North Ha kernel,

which is located closer to the nearby sunspot.

c- Comparison of Physical Models and Observation

Both the timing and the relative energetics of the relationship between

hard X-ray emission and spectrally integrated Ha emission suggests that fast

electron heatang is closely related to the creation of Ha photons. However, what

do we see when we make a direct comparison of the observed profiles to the

theoretical profiles? One must bear in mind that both image motion and small sky

transparency variations may affect the Ha data. Image motion is certainly the

more important of these two effects, and our Ho data show evidence of either

image motion combined with steep intensity gradients or real brightness

variation on time scales much less than I second, during the impulsive phase (cf.

Paper I). For this reason, one must always consider the effect of simply shifting

the whole spectrum up or down at all wavelengths, in order to approximate the
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effect of spatial displacement of the pixel of interest on the background

continuum intensity.

Finally, when we compare the observed and theoretical Ha profiles, we must

also bear in mind that the theoretical profiles are symmetric, whereas in some

cases the observed profiles are quite asymmetric. It has been known for a

considerable period of time that the Ha line in flares shows a bright red wing

,Svestka 1976). Neither the relationship of this 3symmetry to the X-ray flare

nor -he theoretical mechanism of its orc:ln is well understood, although a

recent paper by Ichimoto and Kurokawa (1984' concludes that it is a consequence

of downward motion driven by zmpulsive heating Jue to either an energetic

ec-.r n beam or thermal conduction.

Do _bser-ed Ho profiles show broad wi:gs that have a d:rect temporal

relationship to impulsive hard X-ray emission? Referring to Figure 1, we see

that at 145551 UT, 14 s before the start of impulsive X-ray emission, the Ha

profiles show no blue-wing emission that extends more than about 1-2 A from line

center. We ignore the red wing emission, since it may be enhanced by hydrodynamic

motions, as discussed above. At 145616, between the 2 impulsive burst periods,

pixel (37,45) shows excess blue emission all the way to Ak - -5 A, and the

emission in pixels (37,44) and (42,42) extends blueward more than 3A. If we

adopt as a working criterion of wing enhancement an excess that extends farther

to the blue than about 3;, even taking into account any possible image motion

effects by shifting the entire spectrum up or down, we find that 3 pixels show

broad blue wings at 145616, 8 at 145642, 5 at 154707, 2 at 145733, and only 1

(40,42) during the next 3 spectroheliograms. After that time, no profiles show
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such blue-wing enhancement. Hence, the temporal behavior of the wing enhancement

beyond -3 A from line center closely matches the temporal behavior of impulsive

hard X-rays. The blue wings are broadest, and more pixels show broad blue wings,

at the time (145642) that coincides most nearly with hard X-ray emission.

The impulsive-phase energetics must also be examined; we find that they,

too, tend to support the collisional thick-target model. The analysis of the

:CRBS data of Paper I split the flare into 2.56 s time intervals. In the interval

enccmpassing the 145642 spectroheliogram, usng the power-law thack-target

mcdel, we found a Dower P = 7 x 1028 erg s - i In electrons above 20 key and a

photon spectral index Y = 4.8. If we estimate the flare area based on the number

-f pixels that show broad blue wings at this time (), and assume them to be

fully and uniformly filled, we conclude that the electron impact area was

2.3 x 10 1 7 cm 2 . Combining the power and area estimates implies a value of F2 0 =

3 x l0 l ergs cm- 2 s- . This value is certainly sufficiently large that we

would expect to see a broad-wing nonthermal electron signature, out to the ±5 A

edge of our spectral field of view. Figure 3 shows that this is what is observed

in these pixels at this time.

Combining timing and energetics, we see that in both respects there is a

close relationship between the value of F inferred from P20 and the flare

kernel area, on one hand, and the presence of Ha wings, on the other. Given that

F = 3 x 10 1 ergs cm- 2 s- 1 at 145642 UT, we infer from the hard X-ray light
200

curve given in Figure 2 that F 2 0 significantly exceeds 10 ergs cm- 2 S-I

during the 3 times of Ha profile observations underlined in Figure 3. These are

the times at which at least several pixels show extensive Ho wings. During the
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post-impulsive period for which only 1 pixel shows extensive wings, we infer

from Figure 2 that F - 10 ergs cm - 2 s - 1. Hence, whenever F0 1 10 ergs

cm- 2 s-1 , the number of pixels showing broad Ha wings appears to track hard X-

ray emission quite directly. Our calculations in CGR show that the column depth

at which the specific Ha wing emission reaches a peak is in the lower

21 -2
chromosphere (column depth N 1 10 cm ), where the radiative cooling time is

short (t. <( 1 s). Thus the close temporal correlation is to be expected, if the

iominant heating mechanism is direct 7o!1is:o0ns wi:h nonthermal electrons.

It is interesting that this approaches the upper limit imposed by return

current cons:derations (Kindel and Kennel 1971, Cuiveman el at. 1981). Duijveman

.?I. ( '82 ) show that if T < T , return ourrent stablilty requrres that theC I

ambient electron density n exceeds F /O.5v , where F is the beam elecltron
e e e e

flux and v is the ambient electron thermal velocity. The data permit only a

rough analysis, since we cannot be sure to what extent T 0 T or how far the
e i

electron spectrum extends below 20 keV. However, 30 keV as the mean electron

energy, 20 key as the mean electron energy, 20 keY as their low-energy cut off,

and 3 x 107 K as the ambient temperature, we find that ne 6 x 109 cm- 3 is

required for stability. The soft X-ray observations of Paper I imply a preflare

electron density of about 1 0 11 cm- 3 . Hence, only if Te/T i " 1 and the low-

energy cutoff energy is much less than 20 keV do return-current stability

considerations appear as a potential inconsistency.

rn summary, the temporal, spectral, and spatial characteristics of the

combined Ha and hard X-ray data set support the hypothesis that nonthermal

electrons are heating the flare chromosphere during the impulsive phase of this
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flare, in numbers consistent with the thick target hard X-ray model.

III. PRESSURE BALANCE

A puzzling inconsistency arose in Paper I; the analysis carried out there

implied a lack of pressure balance between the top of the chromosphere and the

corona, even several hydrodynamic scale times after the impulsive phase. The X-

ray coronal pressure was found to be 5-9 times greater than the upper

chromospheric pressure around the time of maximum X-ray emission pressure. In

Paper I we speculated that part of the problem arose from the use of Ha profi-les

based on empirical model atmospheres. As we see below, if we use the CGR physical

models to interpret the observed Ha profiles, instead of empirical models, no

such pressure imbalance is implied.

Al Coronal Pressure from X-Rays

The pressure in the soft X-ray emitting corona is based on temperature

and density estimates. In Paper I, the characteristic coronal temperature was

obtained from the SMM X-Ray Polychromator (XRP) data by the

satellite-to-resonance-line technique, using the observed lines of Ca XIX and Fe

)OCV (Culhane ef al. 1981). These temperatures were 107 and 6 x 106 K at 145712 and

145944 UT respectively. Also using the XRP data, the density was estimated from

the total soft X-ray emission measure (all material at T 2 x 106 K) and the

11 -3
estimated X-ray source volume. The density so inferred was 2 x 10 cm , with

an uncertainty of about a factor of 2. Inferred pressures were thus " 400 dyne

-2 -2cm at 1457 UT, near the end of the impulsive phase, and Z 50 dyne cm 3
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minutes later, spanning the period of maximum emission measure.

Independent estimates of the coronal pressure have been made by Simnett

(1983). Using the X-ray continuum spectra in the range 3.5-30 kev observed from

1XIS, he derived values of temperature and emission measure in six time

intervals during the flare. His method is based on a 2-temperature model of the

X-ray plasma, and the spectra predicted by the model are fitted to the data. For

the tool zompoent, Simnett derives T = 6.6 x 106 K during 145649-145729 UT, T

6.6 x 106 K during 145729-145854 UT, and T = 6.4 x 106 K during 145854-

150031 UT. For the hot component, he derives 21, 22 and 23 x 106 K

respectively, during these same 3 intervals. On the basis of the HXIS image at

flare maximum, Simnett derives a volume virtually identiz:al to that of Paper :,

but emission measures roughly 3 times larger. His derived densities for the cool

11 -3
component are 5.8, 5.9, and 4.6 x 10 cM , during the 3 time intervals of

interest. The corresponding pressure values are thus 1.3, 1.3 and 1.0 x 103

-2
dyne cm respectively. For the hot component, one can do no better than use the

same volume, obtaining densities 9.8, 6.7 and 3.2 x 0 10 M- 3 , and pressures

-2
5.7, 4.0 and 2.0 x 102 dynes cm , respectively.

When we make a comparison, we see that the HXIS and XRP measures of

coronal pressure during the period 1457-1500 UT, immediately following the

impulsive phase, agree to within a factor of 3-4. The difference between the XRP

and HXIS values accrues mainly from different inferred values of the emission
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measure.

b) Coronal Pressure from Ha

By comparing theoretical Ha profiles to our observations, we can infer

the coronal pressure. In CGR we showed that in hydrostatic equilibrium, the

amplitude of the central reversal is a measure of the coronal pressure, P 0.

Fizure 4 shows that as P is increased, the central reversal (measured by the

-2
ratio I /1 max) increases, reaching 1 between 102 and 103 dynes cm . CGR showed

that the primary reason for this pressure dependence, at high values of

pressure, is collisional creation of Ha photons in the region near unit line-

center Ha optical depth. We note that although we do not know what value of F5 to

associate with the observations, values of F5 > 107 ergs cm- 2 s- 1 (which we

would expect from the measured value of the coronal temperature, the inferred

loop length, and the coronal scaling laws of Craig, McClymont, and Underwood

(1978)), would lead primarily to a reduction in the intensity of Ha, but not an

increase in the central reversal. For given P0 , but higher F5, the radiation at

line center would come from an even denser region than it does in Figure 4, i.e.. we

wculd expect a reduction in total intensity and even less central reversal.

In order to credibly compare the Ha profiles of Figure 4 to the

observations, we must be convinced of the plausibility of various assumptions.

In particular, there must have been sufficient time after the major period of

heating (which we identify as the impulsive phase, 1456-57 UT) for the mass

motions necessary to establish equilibrium to take place. On the basis of the
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observed temperatures at 1457 UT (see above), and the length of a loop

connecting the north and south kernels (length - 11,000 km), the sound transit

time throughout the loop is about 30 s. Hence, by 145730 UT, we can plausibly

compare the hydrostatic profiles to the data.

The Ha observations during the post-impulsive period of maximum X-ray

emission measure show only weakly reversed and unreversed profiles in the flare

kernels, whi.ch we identify as the footpoints of the arches that contain the soft

X-ray plasma. In the south kernel, the central reversal is weak throughout this

period. In the north kernel, it is even weaker. When we compare the amplitude of

the reversal with the theoretical profiles in Figure 4, we cnclude that in both

the south and north kernels, the implied coronal pressure is in the range 100-

-2
iCO iynes cm

tt is noteworthy that none of the observed Ha profiles are as intense as

-2
the theoretical P. O3 dynes cm profile in Figure 4. It must be kept in mind

that in creating the model flare chromosphere on which the theoretical flare Ha

profiles are based, the set of values of F2 0, F 5 and P0 are not required to be

consistent with any particular coronal structure. We believe that the major

reason for the lower intensity of the of the observed profiles is that, for the

specified value of P0. a physically consistent value of F5 should be larger than

the value F5 -107 ergs cm-2 s-1 illustrated in Figure 4, Craig, McClymont and

UInderwood (1978) show that the flux at the base of a purely conducting loop is

Fbase 7.5 x 10- 7  'T7 /L, (1)bas .0 o /L
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where 3 1 for nonesoteric heating functions, T. is the coronal (loop apex)

temperature, and L is the loop half-length, all in CGS units. For the purely

conducting model to be reasonable, we cannot apply it at temperatures less than a

value Tbase, below which radiation begins to become significant. Clearly Tb

105 K, where F. measures the conductive flux. To relate F5 to Fbase we must

ta-ke into account the effect of radiation at temperatures between 105 K and

Tbase' Fisher (1984) has shown that if one adopts a radiative loss function

inversely proportional to temperature in this range (which is a reasonably good

approximation to the functional dependence of the effective radiative cooling

f. nctz.*n, see McClymont and Canfield 1983), the balance between conduct-_ve flux

divergence and radiation that determines the transition region temperature

structure leads to

Fc(T) =0.18 T F5, (2)

where F (T) is the conductive flux at a temperature T within the transition

region. Since the conducting coronal part of the loop is nearly isothermal, we

equate the base and apex temperatures. Combining (1) and (2), we have

- 13/41.( )
F5 = 4.2 x 10 T /L. (3)

If we use the observed range of coronal temperatures, and the loop dimension

Lnferred from the observations, we obtain 8 x 107 _ F5  6 x 109 erqs cm-2

s-1. (As an aside, we note that such transition-region flux values, though
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large, do not exceed the saturated-flux limit (roughly one-sixth the energy

zarried by free-streaming electrons), because the transition region densities

implied by the observed coronal pressure values are so high. For a coronal

pressure of 103 dyne cm - 2 , the saturated flux limit at 105 K is 1.3 x 1010 erg

Cm- 2 s-I.] In CGR we showed that such values of F5 are in the range that

sensitively affects the total Ha intensity, for coronal pressures in the range
-2

102 i P 0  103 dynes cm in the flare kernels. Hence, from the CGR models, we

woGuI expect observed intensities to te !ess t-an 3;oe stwn -n The Theoret.,a

models of Figure 4.

c C mcar:son

we can now compare X-ray and Ha estimates of the coronal pressures. From
-2

the X-ray spectra in Paper I we derived P 0 = Z50-400 dynes Cm during the

immediate postimpulsive time period of maximum emission 
measure (1457-1500 UT).

-2

simnett (1983) derived 1.0-1.3 x 03 dynes cm during this same period. From

-2

the Ha spectra, we infer 102 , P0 1 103 dynes cm in the flare kernels. Hence we

conclude that within their apparent uncertainty, 
the two approaches give values

that agree.

The speculation in Paper I that the apparent pressure imbalance found

there might be due to the use of the empirical models of Dinh (1980) now seems

confirmed. The problem seems to be that Dinh assumes that the coronal (apex) gas

pressure is negligible in comparison to the gravitational 
pressure at the top of

the chromosphere. The CGR models show that this is not true for values of P 0 in

the range implied by our observations of this flare.It .
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The order-of-magnitude agreement of these 2 measures of coronal pressure

has implications for the volume filling factor in the coronal part of the flare

loop plasma. The Ha profile method does not make any assumption about coronal

volume filling factor; it is only necessary that the observed flare profiles

reflect the conditions at the footpoints of the coronal loops, in equilibrium.

On the other hand. the X-ray pressure does depend on the assumption that the soft

X-ray emitting volume is fully filled, so the derived pressure P( X The

order-of-magnitude agreement of the Ha and soft X-ray pressure estimates

supports the assertion that the soft X-ray volume filling factor is greater than

-2
azprcx~matey lO

IV. CH!ROMOSPHERIC EVAPORATION

We use the term chromospheric evaporation to describe the process in which

enhanced heating is sufficient to drive the temperature of chromospheric

material up to T - 105 K, above which the plasma is thermally unstable. As a

result, its temperature jumps dramatically, typically to T :> 106 K, where it is

effectively stabilized by thermal conduction (Field 1965). Observed flare X-ray

spectral lines are blue-shifted (Feldman et al. 190, Antonucci et al. 1982) by

amounts corresponding to up-flow velocities of under the coronal sound speed.

These motions are commonly (though not universally) ascribed to the transient

pressure excess associated with evaporated chromospheric material (for a

review, see Doschek et al. 1984). Two basic issues arise below. First, can

chromospheric evaporation account for the amount of high-temperature material
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(T t 106 K) in the thermal X-ray flare plasma? Second, is chromospheric

evaporation driven primarily through thermal conduction from the hot flare

corona or through direct collisional heating of the chromosphere by nonthermal

electrons?

In this paper we approach these questions differently from Paper 1.

TIhere, the amount of material evaporated from the chromosphere was estimated

from the observed Ha profiles by comparing them with a grad of empirical model

chromospheres created by Dinh (1980). These models do not distinguish between 2

different contributors to the pressure at the top of the chrcmosphere,

lv the coronal loop acex (zznfinement) pressure and gravitataonal

pressure. On the other hand, the physical model chromospheres of CGR do make this

distinction and hence permit us to take a different approach to estimating the

amount of evaporation through interpretation of the Ha line profile

observations. In this paper we address these questions by estimating the extent

to which the 2 different evaporation mechanisms, acting alone, displace the

flare transition region to column numbers N 1 that are greater than the preflare

value N o , and then compare N 1 for the 2 mechanisms to the value required to

II
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explain the observations.

a_ Evaporation by Nonthermal Electrons

In Paper I we estimated the column depth of evaporation through direct

collisional heating by the thick-target fast electrons associated with the

observed hard X-ray emission. We used an expression, derived by Lin and Hudson

'1976), based on the physical assumption that at the flare transition region

collisoonal heating is balanced by radiation, bearing in mind that the peak

ability of the solar plasma to radiate is at T - lO K. The estimate of the

column density of the evaporated material given in Paper I should be revised for

2 :easzns. Most importantly, the Lin and Hudson (1976) expression neglects the

dominant contributor to the transition region pressure in closed loops, i.e.. the

loop apex pressure. Second, in § II above we showed that the Ha wings imply a

ncnthermal electron impact area about a factor of 2 greater than that used in

Paper I (there we used only the south kernel area). Hence, we now derive a

revised estimate of the amount of evaporation by direct collisional heating.

McClymont, Canfield and Fisher (1984) take into account loop apex

pressure in their consideration of direct collisional heating by nonthermal

electrons. They use the analytical scattering approach of Brown (1973), assuming

heating by Coulomb collisions only, in a vertical column of fully ionized plasma

in which the power-law distribution of electron energies has a lower cutoff

energy E that corresponds to stopping above the flare transition region. They

3how that transition region energy balance between radiation and collisional

heating can be expressed as
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[(P 0 + MgNI)/kT] f 5 = ([(6-2) B(6/2,1/3)]/[6 Nci- 6 / 2 ]} FcN1
6 / (4)

The left-hand side is the specific (per H nucleus) radiative loss rate; the

right-hand side is the specific collisional heating rate. The density at the

flare transition region is given by (P + mgNI )/kT where mgN is the

gravitational contribution, and T is taken to be the temperature of the un-

ionized preflare chromosphere, in the case where the time scale is so short that

material has insufficient time to change its density, or 2T in the hydrostatic

Sase, where T S = 105 K and full !onization is assumed. The constant f 5 is the

-22
peak value of the specific rad-at-ve cool.ng f nction, at T - !OS K, ', x :2

-l
erg cm3 s . on the right-hand side, 6 (6 = + I for a thick target) is the

spectral index of the nonthermal electron power law, B(x,y) is the complete beta

function, N is the stopping column number of electrons with the cutoff energyc

E c , and Fc is the energy flux of nonthermal electrons above energy Ec (F 20 if Ec

20 keY), at N = 0. If we define a coefficient C( 5) by

" 1-6/2
C(O) = [kT (5-2) B(6/2, 1/3)]/[6 fSN c

then the column depth of chromospheric evaporation by direct collisional heating

by flare electrons is the solution of the equation

NJ = C(O) F /(P + rgN I) 61 (5)

which can conveniently be solved numerically by the method of successive

approximations. If the solution of (5) is a value N N c , then the value of N
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is an upper limit.

For this flare, we can determine the depth of direct collisional

evaporation from the inferred values of the parameters of equation (5): F20 =

3 x 0l ergs cm- 2 s-1, and 5 = 5.8. By 1457 UT, the end of the impulsive

phase, one can plausibly argue that there has been sufficient time to set up

apprzximate pressure balance in this small loop (the hydrodynamic time scale -

-2
15 s'. If we adopt P0  70 dynes m , the prerlare value from Paper r, we then

19 -2
obtain N - 7 x 10 cm . This is certainly based on a lower limit to the

-2
pressure; a more approprlate value is 400 dynes cm , which leads to N = 4 x 01 9

7m 2  31nce N 4 x 1019 (-2 f:r E 20 ke,. our result is :isensit:ve to E
c

unless E (:> 20 key, in which case this N value is an upper limit. in any case,

iirect collisional evaporation cannot plausibly be argued to extend to column

depths N :t 7 x 1019 cm- 2 , whatever the value of E

As an aside, were we to (inconsistently) neglect P., as dcne in Paper I,

20 -2we would obtain N - 1." x 10 cm . If we were to (inconsistently) use the

impulsive model at 1457 UT, adopting T = 6000 K as the temperature of the

preflare chromosphere at the column depth of the flare transition region, we

19 -2
would obtain N < x 10 CM Below we will c mpare these values of N to those
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appropriate to conductive heating.

P1 Conduction-Driven Evaporation

Heat deposited in the coronal part of a high-temperature loop is

efficiently transported toward the chromospheric foot points by thermal

conduction. In time-dependent numerical simulations of energy transport in

!cops whose flare heating was due solely to energetic electrons, Fisher,

_n i, nd McClymont (1984) showed :hat only fsr the f-rst second or so -s

evaporation dominated by direct collisional heating. In the case they

cons:dered, i.e.. a constant collisional heating rate, a quasisteady equilibrium

W-1s es-abli3hed in which conduction drove :hrn-mcspheric evaporation as

described by An et a/. ( 1983):

F, = 5 kT1 dN /dt + fN 2 R dN, (6)1 1 fN 1

where R is the radiative loss rate per H nucleus. Here the subscripts 1 and 2

refer respectively to the coronal and chromospheric boundaries of the flare

transition region; dNI/dt is the rate of addition of material to the corona, i.e.,

the rate of chromospheric evaporation. Identifying F1 with the base of a purely-

conducting coronal loop, and neglecting radiation, we combine equations (1) and

(6) to obtain

dNj/dt = KO To 5/2/(5 k L). (7)

Cur szmnulations of conduction-driven evaporation in Kopp et al. (1984) show that

for F- 109 ergs cm- 2 3-l, the radiation term of equation (6) is comparable to
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the enthalpy term. Hence, we estimate that equation (7) is accurate to a factor

of 2 or better, since F is probably substantially higher in th e flare of

interest here, and therefore transition-region radiation is probably even less

significant.

To determine the amount of conduction-driven evaporation at 1457 UT, we

need only know the evolution of temperature during the impulsive phase. This

informnation is available from Simnett (1983). As before, we identify the flare

loop with his hot component. Simnett derives temperatures that start at

36 x 106 K at 145600-145606 UT, and gradually fall thereafter, reaching

5/2
2: x 106 K in the interval 145649-145729. weighting by T over the 60 s

interval before the time of interest at the end of the impulsive phase

(1457 UT), we see that conduct:ve-drlven evaporation will have reached a column

20
depth of approximately N1  8 x 10 , with an uncertainty of a factor of 2.

c Comparison with Observations

In order to ascertain whether either fast electron heating or thermal

conduction could account for the measured evaporation in this flare, we note37

that the X-ray observations require n eV to be approximately 3 x 10 (Paper I)

137 016
to 7 x 10 (Simnett). Given a cross-sectional area of 6.3 x 10 cm2 (Paper I),

the required values of evaporated column density (at each footpoint) are 2.4-

20 -2
5.6 x 10 cm . we have seen above that fast electron heating can account for

19 -2 20
at most 7 x 10 cm , while conduction can account for as much as 8 x 10

-2cm . We therefore conclude that of these two alternatives, only conductively-
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driven chromospheric evaporation accounts for the thermal X-ray plasma observed

in this flare, at the time of maximum emission measure.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The primary conclusion of this paper is that there is consistent evidence

for heating of the chromosphere by nonthermal energetic electrons during the

i.mpuli3ve phase of this flare, although it is not heating by these electrons that

produces the bulk of the soft X-ray plasma through chromospheric evaporation. It

acrears that there is satisfactory order-of-magnitude agreement between the

-bserved Ha wlng development and the theoretical Ha wings expected from the

spectrum of nonthermal electrons inferred from observed hard X-rays. From the

point of view of transport theory, it appears that collisional stopping of the

energetic electrons provides a satisfactory theoretical interpretation of the

observations. However, it seems that thermal conduction, not heating by

energetic electrons, is the preferred mechanism for production of the thermal X-

ray plasma maximum emission measure, 3ust after the end of the impulsive hard X-

ray phase.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. l.--Theoretically predicted Ha profile signatures of nonthermal

electron heating, from CGR. Top: Impulsive approximation. Bottom:

Hydrostatic approximation. The unit of intensity, I continuum  is that of

the quiet sun in the vicinity of Ha.

Fig. 2.--Temporal development of hard X-ray counts and Ha energy output of

the flare of 7 May, 1980 from Paper I. The hard X-ray data sum all counts

at energies above 30 key. The Ha data sum all power within 5 A of preflare

line center, subtracting the average value during a preflare reference

period. For the Ha data, circles indicate values and times of

observations. The heavy solid curve indicates the integrated Ha t 5 A

energy output (left scale). Percentage contributions of the south and

north kernels (see Figure 3) are indicated by the light solid and dashed

lines respectively (right scale).

Fig. 3.--Ha profile observations at times spanning the impulsive hard X-

ray phase. The 2 large contiguous squares that appear to frame each panel

indicate 2 relevant 8" x 8" HXIS pixels; the smaller rectangles indicate

relevant 2" x 2,67 Ha pixels. The location of the Ha pixel in the

spectroheliogram is indicated by its (row,column) index (i,j). In each Ha

pixel 2 spectra are plotted in units of I c , the observed quiet sun

continuum intensity near the flare site. The heavier spectrum is that at

the indicated time; the lighter spectrum is that of 145525 UT, before the
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impulsive phase. The values of (i,j) are the (row, column) indices of the

pixels in the Ha spectroheliogram. The shaded pixels are the north and

south kernel pixels of Papr I. Times underlined are those for which F2  >

1010 ergs cm-2 s-1.

Fig. 4.--Theoretically predicted Ha profiles for 4 values of the coronal

pressure, Pa, and fixed values of nonthermal electron energy flux F 2 and

conductive flux at 10 5 K, FS

Fig. S.--H.a profile observations at times spanning the post-impulsive

period of maximum emission measure (1457-1500 TJT). Same format as

Figure 3.
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b) Theoretical Modeling of Flare Energy Transport

In order to analyze and interpret our flare observations, we have

Jeveloped methods for efficient and realistic treatments of radiative transfer.

We have then used these methods to construct physically self-consistent model

tlare atmospheres. Finally, we have calculated Ha spectral line profiles for

'arious model flare atmospheres, and thereby demonstrated how the Ha line

profile responds to energetic electrons, thermal conduction and coronal

r:ez.3Jre.

rhe flare model atmospheres show that the chromosphere responds quite

Jifferently to these three different processes. The amount of evaporated

nierlal lepends on all three processes considered. However, only thermal

._,:' n can account for sufficient chromospheric evaporation in small

tires. nly energetic electrons can give heating of the residual flare

' 7 ' :o0phere.

Z:milarly, the Ha line profile responds quite differently to these three

lifferent processes. The most important effects, from the point of view of the

interpretation of our observations, are:

I. Only high values of the flux of energetic electrons produce Ha

profiles with obvious wide Stark wings;

2. Only high valuas of coronal pressure can cause flare Ha emission

profiles that are not centrally reversed (a relative minimum at line center).

These Ha signatures are the key to the analysis of the data in the

previous section (Ila).

-82-
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Abstract. We have developed a computationally efficient method for
highly nonlinear problems in which radiative transfer is an important
aspect of the heating and cooling of the medium. In this paper we sum-
martze all essential aspects of the method. We derive an approximate
probabilistic radiative transfer equation for one-dimensional plane-
parallel atmospheres of finite or semi-infinite extent, for both spectral
lines and bound-free continua. We also discuss boundary conditions,
accuracy, escape probabilities, and practical aspects of complete lineari-
zation. which is a key e!ement of the method Our method is accurate to
a few tens of percent for a wide variety of realistic problems in which fre-
Quency redistribution of scattered photons dominates the transfer and
esca-e of adiat~on

I INTRODUCTION

Probabilistic methods of radiative transfer have two basic features that

make them desirable-ease of understanding and computational speed. Their ease of

understanding comes through analytical, rather than numerical, treatment of frequency

integration. This approach recognizes that in many radiative transfer problems. the

detailed atomic physics can be decoupled conceptually from the description of the

effects of photon propagation. The computational speed of the unique method dis-

cussed in this paper accrues from three factors: (1) analytic frequency integration

reduces the number of equations to be solved numer:ca!ly. (2) the radiative transfer

equation is cast in first-order differential form. (3) no elaborate auxiliary equations are

required.

Analytical frequency integration has substantial computational benefits.

The usual approach of frequency-dependent radiative transfer, i.e. the simultaneous

numerical solution of the radiative transfer equation at many discrete frequencies within

a spectral line or continuum, is reduced to solution of a frequency-ntegrated equation

at a single reference frequency. In practice, this reduces the number of radiative

transfer equations per spectral feature (line or continuum) by an order of magnitude or

more. Typically the computing time required to solve the system of equations in a com-

plete linearization approach scales as the number of equations to a power of between

two and three on parallel-processing computers, or three on scalar processors. Hence.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Probabilistic methods of radiative transfer have two basic features that

make them desirable-ease of understanding and Computational speed. Their ease of

understanding comes through analytical, rather than numerical, treatment of frequency

integration. This approach recognizes that in many radiative transfer problems, the

detailed atomic physics can be decoupled conceptually from the description of the

effects of photon propagation. The computational speed of the unique method dis-

cussed in this paper accrues from three factors: (1) analytic frequency integration

reduces the number of equations to be Solved numer:ca!ly: (2) the radiative transfer

equation is cast in first-order differential form. (3) no elaborate auxiliary equations are

required.

Analytical frequency integration has substantial computational benefits.

The usual approach of frequency-dependent radiative transfer, i.e. the simultaneous

numerical solution of the radiative transfer equation at many discrete frequencies within

a spectral line or continuum, is reduced to solution of a frequency-integrated equation

at a single reference frequency. In practice, this reduces the number of radiative

transfer equations per spectral feature (line or continuum) by an order of magnitude or

more. Typically the computing time required to solve the system of equations in a com-

plete linearization approacol scales as the number of equations to a power of between

two and three on parallel-processing computers, or three on scalar processors. Hence,
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the analytic frequency integration translates into a speed gain of at feast two orders of

magnitude on parallel processors, or three on scalar machines.

Because our equation is a first order differential equation, rather than an

integral equation, it relates only adjacent spatial points, rather than all points in the

atmosphere. Hence, -t has the same advantage over integral methods as the well-known

Feautrier (1964) method used in frequency-dependent radiative transfer; one has to

solve only band matrices, not full matrices, to obtain a simultaneous numerical solution

of the full set of equations. This reads to a further speed gain. by a factor on the order

of the number of equations in the numerical grid, relative to integral equation tech-

niques.

Many interesting apolications of radiative transfer theory involve systems

of equations of various types. rather than just a srgie equation that describes. say.

radiative transfer in an idealized atom with only a single radiative transition. Two quite

different approaches have commonly been taken to the solution of such systems. For

example, let us consider the usual steady-state multilevel-atom radiative transfer prod-

rem One approach to solving this system of equations is to solve for the Source func-
tion .n equivalent two-!evel atom orm The numerical tectnique that s commonly used

is successive substitution (see. for example. Athay 1972). The second approach uses

the equations in primitive form, which has the advantage of avoiding the elaborate and

time-consuming evaluation of the auxiliary equations of the equivalent two-level atom

form. The primitive equations are usually solved by complete linearization, using a

Newton-Raphson procedure. This method was pioneered by Auer & Mihalas 1969). and

is described in a very readable fashion in Mihalas' (1978) book.

The assumptions made to obtain the advantages of probabilistic radiative

transfer are common to all techniques that use a frequency-integrated radiative transfer

equation and escape probabilities alone, without further refinement. These assumptions

break down above certain limits on the gradients of properties of the medium. Although

our experience thus far indicates that these limits are not reached in many problems of

astrophysical interest, they obviously must be kept in mind. Also, at present. probabilis-

tic methods have not been fully developed for treating overlapping spectral features

(say, the overlapping continua of H- and atomic hydrogen) or partial frequency coher-

ence of scattered photons. The reasons for these various limitations will become clear

in appropriate sections below.

A key advance in radiative transfer theory was the derivation of a

differential frequency-integrated radiative transfer equation. Such an equation was

derived by Frisch & Frisch (1975), hereafter FF. in two-level atom form. Their equation

was subsequently cast into primitive form by Canfield et al, (1981 a). henceforth CPR.

and subsequently generalized by Puetter ef a/. (1982), henceforth PHRC.
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The approach to radiative transfer described in this paper has recently

been applied to a wide range of solar and astrophysical problems at UCSD. Applica-

tions have included coupled radiative transfer and gas dynamics (McClymont & Canfield

1983 a.b. Canfield et al. 1983, An et al. 1983), coupled static energy balance and multi-

element radiative transfer (Ricchiazzi 1982. Ricchiazzi & Canfield 1983), and steady-

state multilevel-atom radiative transfer for interlocked lines and continua (Canfield et al.

1981 b, Puetter & LeVan 1982).

Our methods are a synthesis of the numerical approach of Auer &

Mihalas (1969) and the analytical approach of Ivanov (1973). We have tried to write

this paper for a reader who is familiar with stellar atmospneres theory at the level of.

say. Mihalas' (1978) book. We have not elaborated on finite difference methods, since

many suitaole descriptions are readily available leg. Richtmyer & Morton 1967. Ames

1969. Potter 1973), and limited space precludes a complete description here.

The methods discussed here are oriented toward both spectral lines and

continua, in plane-parallel atmospheres. We begin, in Section 2. by discussing the

atomic population equations and cooling rates. After introducing the radiative transfer

ecuation in its usual monochromatic (frequency-decencent) form in Section 3 Ne :ake

two cifferent approaches to probaoilistic (frequency-(ntegrated) radiative transfer n

Sections 4 and 5. In the latter we split the radiation field into two oppositely-directed

streams, while in the former we do not. The interrelated questions of boundary condi-

tions and accuracy are discussed in Sections 6 and 7 The fundamental topic of

escape probabilities for various types of absorption and emission coefficient profiles is

treated in Section 8. Finally, in Section 9. we discuss numerical methods, with

emphasis on techniques for complete linearization, which strongly motivate our entire

approach.

2 A TOMIC POPULA TION EQUA TIONS AND COOLING RA TES

Before discussing probabilistic radiative transfer methods we will first

discuss the atomic population equations and the expression for the radiative cooling

rate. since these equations in a large measure determine the particular radiative transfer

quantities that shall interest us in later sections. The atomic population equations can

be written

an, at - -n, R, + n, R, (2.1)

where for i >

R, C, - A, B. J"' (22)
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and for i <

R, C, + B," jab. (2.3)

We define

fst- = dv J, 1', (2.4)

and

J f' = di., J, V. (25)

In the above equations. A,, B, for i > 1. and B, for i < j are the E nsten coefficients for

spontaneous emission, stimulated emission, and adsorption resoectively for transitions

from level i to 1, C., is the collisional rate coefficient from level i to 1, 4', and V, are

respectively the normalized emission and absorption coefficient profiles

fi di, ". = f di,= 1 and J. :s the -oncchromatc -rean infensity at frequency

We will typically assume that 1'1, - 4, for spectral lines and ignore stimulated process

in the bound-free continua. This assumption will be important to our results belc Ind

is discussed further in Section 3. Note also that the values of the Einstein B's e-'"ijyed

here are defined per unit mean intensity, and not per unit energy density, which is

another common form.

Often it will be desirable to separate J,, into a diffuse component, J,, aris-

ing from the local emission in the gas, and an incident component. J, ". arising outside

the atmosphere. Hence the total mean intensity is written

J,i(r) = J. (r) - J C() 12 6)

We distinguish these components of the total mean intensity by italics

An important alternative form of equations (2.1-2.5) is obtained by rear-

ranging the radiative rates into net radiative downward rates. When this is done equa-

tion (2.1) remains identical but. if i >

R, - C, A,p P, (27)

where

p, - ( n., + n, B, Jl" - n, B,, )80 n, A, (28)

and if, <i

R., - C., . (29)
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The quantity p has been given various names. It has been termed the net radiative

bracket by Thomas & Athay (1961) and the flux divergence coefficient by Canfield &

Puetter (1981). At times we will indicate, using subscripts, the specific transition to

which p applies.

Assuming that we can define an effective mean intensity J such that

j js.. jaos . (2.10)

we find for the transition between the upoer level. u, and the lower level, I

p",= 1 - J/S . (211)

where

SQ--njA., 1
n. B -n8 B, 2121

The other important consideration for our probabilistic radiative transfer

scheme is the expression for the cooling rate. It follows from equation i2 8) that the flux

divergence (radiative cooling rate) per unit volume Q., n transition u-I is

0,, = ri,, n, A.,, p,, 12.13

for lines, and

Q = hv n. A., p: (2.14)

for bound-free continua, where

pc : - I - WJ<' % (S" <"V'V>.) ( 2,15)

The factors that account for the difference between the absorption-weighted and

emission-weighted average frequencies respectively are

<Vi'/>a = f dv (v/v,) 1'D t2.16)

and

<LlV 0>, dt, (z'/v,) 'P , 12 17)
0

The distinction between the photon flux divergence coefficient p. which is used to cal-

culate radiative rates in equation (2 8). and the energy flux divergence coefficient, p6,

which is used to calculate the cooling rates, is necessary for bound-free continua

because of their large frequency bandwidth. For lines we have to a good approximation

< ,/Vi>- <,/V iv>* - 1, so the distinction is unnecessary.
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3 THE RADIATIVE TRANSFER EQUATION

For plane parallel atmospheres, the equation of radiative transfer at fre-

quency P can be written

* 81,( A (lax - -K, 1.1 /A + 4 (3.1)

or

* at,( M )/a- m -b, ftljg S,1 (3.2)

whiere

S. 1  -cz (33)

and

dr E K, dx 134)

where x is th~e distance into the atmosplmere , s the cosine of the angle bDetween !he

direction of radiation propagation and the inward normal to the atmosphere 1,,1 AA )is the

SCeclitc ntens'ty -)f 3c' aticr at !t'e 'reo ,e-cy , ard 0z'zoagating n cirection a. . s 'he

opacity per unit engtri at frequency v. j s the emissvity er init volurme at 'requency ~
is the line center optical depth (optical depth at !he 'onization edge for bound-free

Continua). 6. s the absorption cceff'c.enl orcf le sca ed 'o uinity at line center Ioniza-

tion edge), and S, is the source function.

For spectral lines the voiume emissivity is

-hL, n, A, Tp. --- (35)

and the linear opacity is

~ n, Bu I). - n, B,,V. ( 36)

and thus

S- n, A,' Pin, B.,it,- n, B, '). (37)

where we have counted the stimulated emissions as negative absorptions. Employing

the relationships between the Einstein coetfic:ents for spectral lines

A,, B,, - 2h,&'0
3!c2  (38)

and

B, B., g, g, .(39)
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we can write equation (3.7) as

S, - (2hwo
3/C2) (g. n / g, n. - ', I $,) - P, / b,. (3.10)

If 0, - 4v,. then

S, S0  (3.11)

where

S = (2hpi')c 2 ) (g, n, ' g,n - 1)-nu (312)

Here v_ s the line center frequency and g, and g, are the statistical weights of the

upper aro lower !evels. Replacing P, ' D. by 1 is adequate for many spectral lines

This aocc-xmation may become ,nadequate. however. for an accurate treatment of cool-

ing by weakly interlocked resonance lines (like hydrogen Lya). since wing scattering in

these ires is coherent and the majority of line photons result from scattered radiation

For bound-'ree continua. S simply giVen by

K - n rA,') (313)

where n s the level population of the -ower 'evel and r .(40 is me cross-section for rac-

ative transitions at frequency v between level I and the continuum, c. Thus the Po-

tooniza:,on "ate can be written IMnalas !978 o 130)

n, B, J= 47- nf dv J. ,ILp) hi, 314)

Assumi g that

, '( ) = .. . (3 15)

where

=~~~~ 'i 'f 6)

which. a"ter normalization, becomes

(D - [(s- )! ,o b . (317)

we find

n, B.c J - [4- n, r,-(v) h(s-1)] h,f di, J, iD hv (318)
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Here we have defined, by analogy to spectral lines, the absorption rate coefficient. B,,

as

Bic  47r (-ic(vo) / hs-) (3.19)

and the effective mean intensity. J. as

J = h, .f d,, Jit h, (320)
0

By detailed balance we can obtain an expression for the spontaneous

recombination rate coefficient A- (LI) A, '(iv). here

A- = 8 g. g¢ C r1 (L',) v, " e' E, -Ic,) 1321)

P) _ (v,,)
3
- e 

'  
E (-) (322)

a = hv, kT . 323)

and

g, - 2. rnkT h)- 2U % 3241

(as shown by Osterbrock 1974, Appendix 11. Here v, is 'he onization edge frequency.

U is the statistical weight of the on. m is the mass of the eiectron. E,(x) is the exponen-

tial integral of order n

Exl = f dt t-, e 1325)

and T s the electron temoerature.

Thus the source function for bound-free cortinua. ignoring stimulated

recoroin3tion. can be vritten

S, = -, h, n. A. ,If I n, B, P, (326)

or

S, = (2hv,3'c 2) 
(gc n, g, n --, ..,)3 e 327)

or

S, - S, (L,,V") 'P, / ,' (328)

where

S, - 2h11,3 - ;,r- n. g, n is- e' E , ) Q 29)
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4 ONE-STREAM PROBABILISTIC RADIATIVE TRANSFER

The formal solution to equation (3.2) in the absence of incident radiation,

and assuming 0. and '' do not vary with optical depth, is

I ( .. ) dt/,,.S, e - -'' - )j"  
;L > 0 (4.1)

0T

l7(wrS'-- e-" A < 0 (4.2)

where I.- and I,- are the radiation fields propagating into and out of the atmosphere

respectively. In the equations above, r !s the optical depth at frequency V. which is

given by

6, (4.3)

where 7 is the line center (photoionization edge. for bound-free continua) optical depth

and T, is the total depth of the slab at freQuency v (note T, s nfinite for semi-nfinite

atmospheres)

To cerwve tfe expression for the mean m',ensity

J -(7 ,7r)Jfd n ( ) (44)

or

J. 1-.. 21 f dg 1, -t .I -A,7 f dA ,7., ( 45)

we use equations (4 1 and (4 2) to obtain

J f .=- vjft dt S e

(46)

- f') d, f dt'M S. e

or using equation 13 25)

J(r) - ) f dt S E, -(t- ) - f1 dt S, E, (rl,-t) , (4.7)

or

J (7.) l f' dt S E.l t-- (481
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To get an expression for the effective mean intensity, which since we

assume 'P, - ,. is

J(r) - dL J, 1b, (4.9)

we use equation (4 8) to obtain

J( -Z.) d v'), f" ddt6, S. E,( t-rd,. ) . (410)
3 0

Since for both lines and continua we are assuming we can write

s - S, 'V. ,tD (411)

we find

J( = f:) dt S",t) f dL 6, '11. E. t , ) . (412)

If ,e :efine

K,(r - (2) dv 6,, E,( 7 6 , 14!3)

then

J,-) -f dt Sit) K,It-r) (4.14)

where - and t now measure line center (ionization edge) optical depths and we have

chosen to write the kernel function in equation (4.14) as K , in keeping with common

notation However. note that many authors define K, in slightly different ways. For

examr ?,. this definition is 2 that given by Ivanov (1973). Other common modifications

to these formulas and definitions result from using mean optical depth rather than line

center (ionization edge) optical depth.

The fundamental assumptions of equation (4.14) are: (1) the atmosphere

is plane parallel and (2) tne propagation of photons from one point to another depends

only on their optical depth difference, and not upon the conditions at the individual

points (through the assumption that *b and 41, do not depend upon r). The second

assumption is a good approximation as long as there is sufficiently little variation of the

atmospheric parameters within a photon mean free path We return to this point in the

discussion of escape probabilities below.
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The value for the frequency integrated mean intensity given in equation

(4.14) is. of course, only the diffuse component of the total intensity The incident com-

ponent must be added to this value to obtain the total value of J(r):

J(r) - J(7) jflC(..) (4.15)

where

J(r) - f dt S,(t) K, (t-r) (416)

J = l f dv f .1 'I ! e

S4 1 7)

Here se see that we need be concerned vith calculating only the diffuse

component of the ac:atlion 'ield. since tme nc:cent -onr',, o.on can be exoressed n

c'osed lorm Thus. n der'ving our probailSt:c raa ative transfer equation, we shall

AcrK 'rr eq-at!cn '4 ' - ass rn,rg h J- s zero " Ne sr3 I 3 'r e ope'9.cr

d S,(7) i,8 (418)

to both sides of equation (4.14) and obtain

7d" S,(-, J(-).- f dr Sn ) - f it St K., it--I (4 19)
3

which can be written

.f Or S2r %)-) 5)r = f* dr S lr) i/ ,) fa,.t S't' K. it-r)

o (4 20)

f dr SO(-)&a'- f dt S,(t) K,(t--)

One can show that the first term of the right hand side of equation (4 20) is identically

zero since K,(t--) - K,(-r-t). In the second term. since 0 < r < (- < t < T and the

integrand vanishes for r-t >> 1. we can write S(r) Szt) S(i-). If S is slowly varying,

i.e. (d InS, / d Inr) << 1. we obtain

dr S,(71) ,J(rl)/. S0 Gy) f dr . rf dl K, (t-r) . 1421)
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From the definition of the single flight escape probability P. Isee Section 8) and t'.he

relationship between E,x) and E2(x) (see. eg. Abramowitz & Stegun 1964)

f dt K, (t) - Pe(O) - p.() - 2 - P (-) (422)

Thus we also have the relation

f dt K, (t-r) - pe(a- ) - p (T-7) (423)

and hence

f17 f It Kit-,) p - rT -- - D - r 424,

Suostituting equation (4 24) nto equation 421 ) a:py r.;- e operator

S'- (T in ic (425i

!o :r'e 'es,!t 3rci Ten "ec:ac:-g r &,th 7 ,ye -a,e

'J, a7 = 2 [p.(O) - pT) - p.Q[() - o.T-- * S, j" f4 261
- S ", ,-- ro,(i - o.T--)]

This equat!on can be expressed in a numoer of for-rs. S'-ce De.0) = z,

,.J ,)- [ 2D '-)] iS, 17) - S ,oi,- (4 27)

or

;J(S,-J) .- I ( S, ' a7 - 2 lp ') ;j ;J- 7 ' S ], (428)

or

: )r" = &pe' a- - f2 e'-P) a inS 0 , ii . (429)

where

Pwh, J/S 0  f4 30)

and

p.'(r) - p.e( p (T-r) - p,(T) (431)

It is important to remember that since the probabilistic differential e-quations given

above were derived for the diffuse radiation fields. the va!ues of p given by these equa-
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tions are the values for the diffuse radiation fields The contributions of the incident

radiation tields must be added to these values.

One can also write the probabilistic radiative transfer equation (for
steady state problems) in equivalent two-level atom form:

S, 8h/4- tpe* - 12D.*E P, ir i, r It (B) 1432)

where we have written the source function in the well-known two-level atom form (cf

Mihalas 1978. p 376. Jetferies 1968. p. 181)

S, -L E8l It - dl 1433)

The sole apporoximration of the der~vation of our orooab,1srtc acat~ve

transfer equal on, 'rorn (4 4i s '.hat S, vares slcwty co'oarec to K S~rnce Ki17 war es

ike the derivative of p().it is necessary that the absolute value of d InS, d in -;<< 1

for the apporoximation to be valid lunless 'he value of - a very small)

.hevarious forms of the rooaoiiistic radiative transfer equation -427)

th'Ougn '4 291 and 14321 are -isefui 'or ci!ferent aocatons Since 'he - vous n ent
of our alocroacni S to _Ce~e c ) a rac at .e :rarsfer -34tc;n!c tnat s sefu' as -art of anl

extensive set of equations. 1427) througn 14291 are much more useful, they do not
requre the evaluation of Eand B, Nhich is iery time-consuming For simpole oroblems In

which In3d E? are lixedl. ec;.at;on 14 321 Is *he ovious choice

5 Two-s TREAM PPOBABIL IS TIC RADIATIVE TRANSFER

The equations developed in Section 4 treat the radiation field In a 'one-

stream 'approach For finite sab atmospheres a two-stream approach to the 'adiation

field has the advantage that t allows specification of the mean intensity at each of the

atmosphere boundaries lie. the diffuse radiation field propoagating into the slab is iden-

tically zero at each boundary). Since the results of this approach are important 1to

understanding the boundary condition problem presented in the next section. we wilt

now develop these equations.

Equation (4.7) shows that the mean intensity J, can be written in two

parts, which we shalt call J,.' and J,-, corresponding to I,' and 1,-. By integrating these

quantities over frequency we obtain the expressions for the diffuse contribution to both

J* and J- (cW 4.14):

Ji-) - dtf S,Mt K,(t--)(51

r
Jir)- f dt S,,t) K, It-ri (52)
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where T is again the line center (photoionization edge) optical depth and K, is given by

equation (4.13). We now proceed in a manner nearly identical to Section 4 and apply

the operator

f dr. S,(T) al'r (53)
0

to equation (5.1) to obtain

f d- S,(-) J(rl a- - fdC1 S,(-) i ir f dt 53 it) K,(t-7) (54)

or

f d7 S, (7) 3.i -5 () d- S,(-. i dt S-lt) K, t-r)

5d-, S'' i' r,. 5 S. t0 K 
5)

Again ,us, as n Sec: 3r - :'-e 3.-e'y K.:ases :he I,rst , g':-na-c 'err to an1 -

ish. ivith the result

5 7 S,- jJ11 J 7 7 (tSi ~t -56)

Assuming that S. varies slowly :n comoarison to Kit-7., we find

5d-, S,(~ &J () a dr S.(vl & & ir) 5l- dt K.Q t-I 157)

Using equation (4 23) we obtain

Jd7 Sin &J' ) J7 d-, S,(7 '3 a7 Sir() !P.,r-- -P.OC)j (58)S

or since p,(0) -"

f d- S,(7&Jl)'- ') f di- S,(-,) aS,(ri'ir
3 C (5,9)

45d,- S,,(,) 83/8, [S,(r) P,(i7-r)1
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If we now further assume that S. varies slc e, y on the scale of p. then we can write

fdt S,(r) 8J(-)i 7  - (") f d- ;S 0
2
(;)/;i.

oo (510O)

+ S0'(o) f d7 ,P,(L7;l/; (1

This last assumption is apparently more restrictive than assuming S. varies slowly in

comparison to K,. However, the resulting equations are very similar. After evaluating

the right hand side of equation (5.10) we apply the operator

S;' (,r) a ar (5 ill

and oy reolac~ng r with we mmecately gain 'he esut

;jJ'i) = iOp. - 2o,(- 1 (-I '3r - Sl1- 'jp. l '5 12)

Aoolying the oderator

S 5 53

to equation l5 2) and using a similar lme of reasoning we obtain

J a i = [p.10) - 2o lT--] . ' )7 - S,(-.) "Do(T--!' -- (5 .1)

The above equations !or J- and J-, when aCded together. give the result.

5J(7) a- -3 557 [J'( I - J-(7)] = 2 [piO) - 0(7) - pe(T-'l) S .
t515)

- S a3 67i lp.(r) - 13eT-r)]

This result is nearly identical to equation 14 26). The only difference between the two

equations is the aooearance of the term 2o=iT) ',5 '7 in equaton f4 26). which van-

,Shes for large T Nonetheless. we feel that equation !4 26) is slightly preferatle to

equation (5.15) since we did not need to assume that S. vary slowly in comparison to pe

to derive this equation. We can, however, easily make both sets of equations the same

by defining

p,- - p,(-,) - o.(TI 2 (5 t61

p-- pi(T-r) - p.1T)/2 . (517)

to obtain

'(lri '3r - [I - 2D.'11 'S,() J7 - S;(,) 5o.'(l i7 15 18)

" r' ;J - [1 - 2oir)l '3S.l'')3r - S,-)l '3p7 (':) ir 15 19)
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The other forms of the two-stream radiative transfer equation can also be obtained by

defining p and p in the appropriate manner:

P- - '12 - J-':'S (5.20)

p-2",-J- S., (521)

and thus obtain

5(S,-J' a- -5(pS, ar = 2 (p.) j '53 ' S ] (522)

,S'-J
-

)': = d -S, 4 = 2i 0r.) j : [( ) S4 (523)

and

ap- = a7 -. '3 - f2oe. - p-) a InS, ir: (524)

,, 7= 'ej7- (2oI - k) Il ' nS . 525)

The .wc-stream accroach. Nhile aocarerty Qute similar to tte ore-

s:,eam 3,crcacn. -ias ,re ,e,/ s.g f:t 3cariage t a .:,'Vs !Ac CCary coro t ons

This advantage will be discussed further -n Section 6 Oelow.

6 BCUNDARY CCNDIT;CNS

We now turn to the questron of ooundary conditions, for both the one-

stream and two-stream acoroaches. and for both semi-.nfinte and finite Dlane-oarallel

atmospheres.

For semit-nfinte atmospheres. for ,vhich one-stream radiative transfer is

of well-known accuracy, the oounoary condition reflects the fact that the probability of

ohoton escape aoproaches zero deeo in the atmosphere. Hence. both the effective

rntensity and the line center source function approach the effective Planck 'unction

J (--, ) - S,(7--) = B(-= ) . (6 1)

where

B - f d, B, ., (6 2)

In effect, this boundary Condition is adequate because it follows trivially from the

equivalent boundary condition for a semi-infinite atmosphere in the two-stream

aOoroach

J-.---) = J-(r- 1 - B (r-=o), 2 (63)
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Clearly these boundary conditions can be implemented accurately in a numerical calcu-

lation. in which a finite number of grid points are used to represent a semi-infinite atmo-

sphere, only by ensuring that the optical depth of the deepest point in the model atmo-

sphere is sufficiently large.

The question of appropriate boundary conditions for a one-stream

approach to finite atmospheres has recently been discussed by PHRC and Hummer &

Rybicki (1982). Both of these papers treat time-independent atmospheres using an

effective two-level atom approach in which the values of e and B are held fixed, and the

boundary conditions discussed in them are most useful for such problems (see Section

7 below). Also. several of these expressions are of limited usefulness either because

they are only approximate or they only estaolish uoper and lower imits. Hence we will

not discuss them further here. The excebtion s the global energy balance ccndotion

suggested by Hummer & Rybicki. This condition, which can be written

J- d S fd7 ;. S .64)

requires that the excess Df ,e iu-cer :f ea .ss:cns :ver the iumer :f ansorot ors be

equal to the number of escaping onotons. ntegrated over the atmosonere. Huobara a

Puetter (1983 have successfully used this boundary Condition for a multilevel atom

racliative transfer prcoiem n a fntre atrrcsonere

For finite atmospheres it may be better to use two-stream radiative

transfer, because exact and fixed boundary conditions are available. 1e. there :s no

diffuse radiation coming into either side:

JTl-=O) = J-(r=T) = 0 . 651

On the other hand. one could also use a one-stream approach

T
J(7,) = f dt S tI K ,--t) , 661

where r. is the optical depth at the point where the boundary condition is imposed.

However, this has the significant disadvantage that the value of J(:-) changes from

iteration to iteration. Hubbard & Puetter (1983) found the global energy balance condi-

tion, equation (6.4), superior to equation (6.6).
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7 ACCURACY OF THE SOLUTIONS

The accuracy of probabilistic radiative transfer methods depends on both

the equation itself and on the boundary condition. In the case of semi-infinite atmo-

spheres, both the one and two-stream boundary conditions can be approximated to arbi-

trarily high accuracy, and FF have adequately discussed the accuracy ot the raaiative

transfer equation itself. They showed that the one-stream probabilistic radiative transfer

equation gTves results accurate to a few tens of percent unless the effective Planck

function varies on an unrealistically small spatial scale The FF discussion shows that

probabilistic techniques will prove useful for a wide range of problems of physical

interest. Our experience is that even models that appear to have very steep Planck-

function gradients, such 3S the semi-empircal solar model chronospheres of Vernazza

et at (9 81). y'e~d source funct'ons Ainose graCerts o -lot violate the 3SSumct~ons of

one-stream probabilistic radiative transfer

For finite atmospheres. the accuracy of the comoination of one-stream

protaikstic radiative transfer and the bcurcary cor0,tons of PHRC and Hummer &

R,jbicki (19821 is a matter that must be establsned. since the boundary conditiOns are

not -2xac These 3.thors n3ve srcwn ,t 'te, er re!'cCs ae yocailTy 3czurate !o 20-

or better. in the cases they examined

On the other hand. there is no question of accuracy of boundary condi-

tions for ninte atmosoneres when two-stream radiative transfer is used. only the accu-

racy of the probabilistic radiative transfer equation itself need be determined.

8 PHOTON ESCAPE PROBABILITIES

From the sections above, it is clear that photon escape probabilities play

a central role in probabilistic radiative transfer. Hence, in order to model nature accu-

rately, we must employ escape probabilities that rest on a sound mathematical and

physical foundation. Furthermore. having developed an efficient computational tech-

nique, we are interested in expressions for the photon escape probability that will not

compromise computational speed. In this section we will develop simple and efficient

expressions for the single flight photon escape probability for a variety of physical

processes.

Our probabilistic radiative transfer equation assumes that the atmo-

sphere is plane-parallel and that the kernel given in equation (4.13) can be represented

adequately as a difference kernel, i.e. that the propagation of photons from one point to

another depends only on their optical depth difference, and does not depend on other

physical conditions at the points themselves. The escape probabilities are defined on

the same assumptions. If one wants to treat atmospheres with significant velocity gra-

dients, for example, it is then necessary to derive both an appropriate transfer equation
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and appropriate escape probabilities. We will begin with a description of the static

escape probabilities that we use. and return later in this section to the question of the

range of their validity in atmospheres with bulk flow velocities.

The probability that a photon will escape the medium in a single flight is

given by

P,(7) -fd 4'e'.. (811
0 a

which can be wr;tten

( f d, , V E'o (82)

For spectral ines, if we assume that the lne profile is symmetric, change the variable of

integration to displacement from 'me center x = At- :;, ,here .1&.: -s the Doorier

width, and assume that *he emisson anc 3nsrptcn :celf c;ent orofiles are dentical.

this reduces to

J" Ox "l'xi E " a i . (831

or

p(7) = M f dx ..5(x) E.[,(x)] . (84)

where M s the normalization constant defined by

( -- . (8 5)

In order to achieve high comoutational speed it s usually necessary to

employ approximate expressions for the photon escape 2rooabilities. However. these

expressions can be made to have surprisingly good accuracy over a wide range of opti-

cal depths. This is usually done by using a simple analytical expression for the escape

probability that incorporates exact asymptotic escape probabilities that have the proper

behavior as the optical depth approaches infinity. Below, we will derive such exact

asymptotic forms of the escape probability, which we denote by 0., for a variety of com-

mon absorption coefficient profiles.

Before we proceed, it is instructive to examine an approximate expres-

sion for 5. which gives one some physical understanding for how the functional form of

the escape probability arises For purposes of illustration, we will derive an approximate

asymptotic form for Doppler absorption profiles. Following the development of
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Osterbrock (1962). we assume that only photons with optical depths less than unity

escape the atmosphere. Under this assumption

P.l) f dx?(x) (8)

where

r-b (x,)1 (8.7)

For a Doppler absorption coefficient profile,

Vx= rr Dlx) = ir exo I-v K 88)

As - gices to rifinty so -ces x no wve 'nd

This recuces to

27 8 1. I

As we shall see below. Osterbrock's approximation gives the correct functional form of

e for a Doppler absorption coefficient profiie, though the numerical factor is in error by

a factor of two The reason this accroximation is successful is that redistribution of
photons in frequency, which it takes into account, is very important, and only photons

emitted at nearly optically thin frequencies escape.

We will now turn to the derivation of the exact asymptotic expression.

Following the 'ead of lvanov (1973 ;12 61, in wnose notation the probability that a photon

escapes the atmosphere in a single flight is K, 2, we shalt change the variable of
integration in equation (8.4) to z -1, 6(x). and thus obtain

M f l=Mfd -' x zi E2(- z) 18.11)

where x'lz) is the derivative of x with respect to z. Letting y - r/z we get

p.(7) - Mfdy y-' x'(-.y) E2(y) 18.12)

which we rewrite as

-M x'(r) f dy y-' E2(y) 07( y)/X (7) (8.13)
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We are now ready to derive the asymptotic form of ot lie we let r7- in eq. 8.13) For

many functional forms of i?(x) we have

lim it Cxf(r/y) / x (T)( - y "( 1
(8.14)

and hence the exact asymptotic form of p, is

51= M x(r)7 dy y
2

-1 E2 (y) (815)

By the definition of E.(x) we have

5 ,(-) = M x (l y y- it f t
2  

exc'-ty ,8 ' 6)

or. reversing the order of ntegration,

= x'(-r f dt ,-' f oy y" ' ex0i-y) 1817)

Again changing variaoies. his time ettng u - ty. we find

5:7 = Mx- f t 1f7u .'- exo(-ul

Noting that the first integral is easily evaluated and the second ,s a gamma function, we

finally obtain

= M F(28) x (71 (2S - 1t 1819)

Having derived the exact asymptotic form of Pe. we can also write the

expression for the asymptotic expression for K. Since

K,()--dPe/'d , (820)

(see equation (4.13)). we immediately find

K,(T---) - - M r(28) x"(7) / (28 + 1) (821)

Equation (8.19) gives the following exact asymptotic expression in the

case of pure Doppler broadening:

N(r) - (4r- In" ,)- , (822)

)M-5
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while for line absorption coefficient profiles varying like ?(x) - a t x - with j3 > 1. equa-

tion (8.211 gives the exact asymptotic result

5.(r) - a'a Mw-11 [a- HI r- (2,3-1) (8.23)

From equation (8.23) we can calculate the asymptotic escape probability for a wide

range of physical processes, as done by Puetter (1981) and Puetter & Hubbard (1982)

In the radiative and collisional damping wings of strongly interlocked

resonance lines, which have a Lorentz profile, i.e. (x) - a / wx
-2 , the asymptotically

exact expression is

5q(r)- 1/3) (a ' ' ' , (824)

where a - r (4-r.i-), and r s the total damping vfCth of the transtion fMihalas 1978.

p. 278).

If linear Stark broacening (we assume a Hoitsmark profile

lx) =, x- 5  ) dominates the absorption coefficient profile. Ne obtain the exact

asymptotic escape probability for hydrogenic ions

7 = 1), 1 7 [.3 5) 7 , 525

where

-,= 69x10 
Z -

4 
2 n , 

n )-TI ' n, ; 
. .8261

In equation (8 26) n, and n, are the princopal quantum number of the upper and lower

levels, x, = 0.5 if n, = n, - 1 and X, = 1.0 otherwise, T, - T. 104 K.

n. 2 = n ' 10' cm - 3 (we assume that n. - ne), and Z is the charge on the on.

Lya and other weakly inter!ocked resonance lines cannot be treated.

using the methods described in this paper, without further approximation, since we

know that the emission and absorption coefficient profiles differ This s because wing

scattering is coherent in the atom's frame and Lya emission is almost always dominated

by scattering. Adams (1972) has shown that diffusion of photons in space and fre-

quency is critically important to the escape of Lya. and has estimated an eventual

escape probability that takes these processes into account. An upper limit to the single

flight escape probability p. is given by this eventual escape probability, i.e.

p.(r) ( 1 / 3r " ). (8.27)

To apply probabilistic radiative transfer to Lya and similar lines, one can make either of

two approximations, On one hand, one can assume that frequency redistribution is

confined to the Doppler core, and the damping wings play no role, ie. one can use a

pure Doppler escape probability. Milkey and Mihalas (1973) showed, for a solar model
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atmosphere, that this is a reasonably good approximation. On the other hand, one can

adopt equation (8.27) as an equality, and use it as an effective single-flight escape

probability. Although these two different approaches are based on much different phys-

ical mechanisms, they do not give dramatically different values of the Lyat escape prob-

ability.

If Stark broadening dominates wing photon emission in Lya. but the

damping wings dominate wing photon absorption. we find the asymptotically exact

expression

5,(r) = (2.7) r3 4 . a
3  

-3 7 (828)

In oroer to treat single flight escape n the pound-free cont:n ,e nust

take nto account the 1"eence Oetween the em sson ccefftc:ent pro - the

adsorption coefficient profile. An accurate treatment of the photon escape 'r, , ity

unfortunately requires numerical ntegration of equation (82) For many applications.

ncwever apcrox:mate .aiues ;or the cOnotcn escace orocaoity are adequate Fjrther-

more. approximate excress-cns for o. are more expedhent computatlonally For these
easCs C3- e = CCn.3ZZ: " er.ec -e ,, -g 'crCvinate 4cm 'Cr z. .n

tound-free continua.

= 23) exp --3 - _1 , 829)

where

3= max3' ,, 8 3C

and v is defined n eauation Q3 23) This expression uses the fact that at low tempera-

tures the Boltzmann factor cuts off sharrly the contr bution of eiectrons beyond the ,on-

ization edge. As long as a is significantly !arger than 1 and 3 is not much larger than 1.

equation (829) .s a reascnaoly acc-rate aoproximat:on to O, Thus. equaton '829)

gives good values for the photon escape probabilities between = 0 and reasonably

large values of .

Having now evaluated the exact asymptotic escape probabilities under

various circumstances, we need a procedure to join the various regimes, since in gen-

eral the absorption coefficient profile will not be totally dominated by the Doppler.

damping, or Stark component. Obviously an exact calculation is not in the spirit of the

techniques discussed above since it would compromise computational speed. For-

tunately. it is often adequate to express the absorption coefficient profile as the sum of

various parts (a sum of the Doppler profile and a Lorentz profile is a expedient aporoxi-

mation to the exact Voigt profile. for example) This is the approximation we have used

in applications Isee. for example. Canfield & Puetter 1981 a.b. Canfield ef al 1981 b.
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Puetter & LeVan 1982) One must take care. however, that the rndividual terms n the

sum are well behaved outside of their region of dominance. The exact asymptotic

expressions typically diverge as - approaches zero, obviously steps must be taken, for

example, to ensure that p, takes the value of 2 at 7-- O.

It .s clear that static escape probabiities and our basic radiative transfer

equation begin to break down significantly at certain dentifiaple limits on the gradients

of Doppler width and bulk flow velocity Useful guidelines are given by Hummer &

Rybicki (1980). based on general expressions from Sobolev (1957). Hummer and

Rybicki show that for a given value of the flow-velcclty gradient y -- dv dr (v n units

of the thermai ieocjyt. the expression 'or the static escape orcoapoty hcds approxi-

mately 'or all al.es of ine center optcal Oeoth ess than a critcal ,atue - wn,ch

Peoends oniy on , and ,te form of P For Dc;:, er prof 'es - = 3 1-, 2'

Lorentz profiles 7, 8 y
2

9 NUMERICAL METHODS

C,,r accrcacn" to aaoatve transfer Nas je,elcced for a,; catons n

c7-, 3c at. ,e trs er s :.,t :,e ,.f se,.e' s, vloec:s :f 'e o ,s cai orc e" of eest

Hence, the method antic:oates the simultaneous scout!on of a set of many coupled non-

itnear equations. ,nich may ,nC'ude time decendence For sO,,.,on on a o-gita corn-

outer, these cont nueus equations m..st be recaced oy a 'n te set of equaticns On a

discrete grid, ahci may be written as

Tr") - 5 . i9.11

wnere each component x i= 1.N) of 7 recreserts one of the physical varabtes at

some point in space.

Some considerations are unique to time-dependent problems. Nonlinear

time-deoencent equations may be integrated using either excocit or impticrt formula-

tions of the finite difference equations (Richtmyer & Morton 1967. p. 1 7). In an explicit

formulation, the variables to be determined at a future time occur only in the linear time

derivatives. However. explicit formulations have the great disadvantage that numerical

instability can limit the time step to an impractically small value. Any physically impor-

tant diffusion mechanism (eg. thermal conduction) or "stiff" process, whose time scale

is short compared to the typical time scale of interest (e.g. atomic transition rates). lim-

its the time step to the time scale of that phenomenon. (If the time scale depends on

scale length the relevant length is the spatial separation of points on the finite

difference grid)

. - . . ... .. . . -. . .. . . . .. . . . _ _ . . . . .. . -.. ... " ] ', --' -- --.. -. .. . ; .. ..
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To overcome this problem. we use a tully mbicl formulation of the finite

difference equations, in which the undetermined variables appear also in the nonlinear

terms of the equations. This method is numerically stable for all time steps. The solu-

tion of steady state nonlinear equations is necessarily a fully implicit problem.

The system of nonlinear equations represented by 19 1) can be solved

only by iteration Two basic methods are recognized, complete linearization and suc-

cessive substitution While neither method is guaranteed to converge, a successive

substitution scheme possessing a large radius of convergence can sometimes be de-

vised on the basis of physical reasonng Such a scheme may converge reliably but

with agonz:ng slowness The coril-ete :rnearzation, or Newton-Raonscn. method, on

the other hand, converges raclty olrvde the rta est:mate of 'he sOuion .s cse

enough to :he :r-e sc.ticn The s ze of :he zo'e 3f -zr'erelce arounl he so,,! on

point ?- ray be estimated by Kantcrovicn s convergence theorem Henrici 963)

In *he :o,-rr ete rea'..a, cn -et.cC '9 1 I s esoal'cec about the cirrent

estimnate ? f t'o e scilt on 7

Thus a Irst zrcer :.-earze .cCrx ratior Z to 're sclutoi " s .'.en oy

. = = - '' x 1 ,93

Given an nt:ai estimate ' of the solution, (9 31 s apoied teratvey for successive .

until some estimate of the remaining error Y -? s cons cered iegJigjle Our experi-

ence indicates tMat the radius of convergence can ce large. so that convergence s

obtained withcut difficulty. However c~rcumstances can arse :n .hich the racus of

convergence s extremety small (for which a physical reason s often aoarent) n these

cases we have seen forced to use a successive substitution approach.

;n the successve -uostt on -ettoc. each cycle of 'he terat on s oro-

ken down into a secuence of steps Frst. a subset of the equations is chosen and

solved (by Newton-Raphson iteration. if the equations are noninear) for a subset of the

variables. Next, another subset of the equations s solved for another subset of vari-

ables: the most recent values of the remaining variables are used, i.e the newly calcu-

lated variables of the first subset together with the "previous generation" of the other

variables. This procedure is repeated until updated values of all the variables have

been calculated, then another iteration cycle may begin. In contrast to the well-defined

mathematical procedure of the Newton-Raphson iteration. the construction of a suc-

cessful successive substitution scheme is an art That 5, the choice of subsets and the

order in which they are solved relies on ns'ght into the particular physics and

mathematics of the problem,
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In several applications we have found that a hybrid of complete lineariza-

tion and successive substitution has computational advantages. Perhaps the simplest

example of a hybrid method arises in connection with the optical depths, which are

dependent variables in our frequency-integrated radiative transfer method. The optical

depth equation for each transition can be included in the system of simultaneously

solved equations, along with the radiative transfer equation Ricchiazzi & Canfield

(1983) devised an alternative method in which optical depths aie removed from the set

of linearized variables in this stable, yet rapidly converging, hybrid scheme, cnnsistent

ootical depths are computed from the remaining 'inearized variables after each iteration

of the linearization cyc!e. This has the obvious benefit of nearly halving the !ength of

the band matrix These authors also found that the convergence properties of the

"ivbr d -enriod were not materially oiferent from those of the full set of equations

Another hybrid scheme that achieves a speed increase and reduces

storage requirements was used successfuly by Canfield et al. (1981 b) and Puetter &

LeVan 8 921 They !of :ny 'emoved the opt;cal depths from the inearzatlon. but they

also solved the combined atomic zopulat'on equations and radiative transfer equations

at .", I :re soas: a rc cc 1!t at a tr-e is"g :t e ia'.es at n.e grdi: point oe'cw 1 as

boundary conCdlons Our experience with this scheme indicates that convergence is

not raoid nitally. but :hat once convergence begins. it is essentially as rapid as com-

,.ete rear ca:,on

Regard!ess of the method of solution. it is advantageous to reduce the

number of linearized variables to the minimum set (see. eg. Mihalas 1978. Chapter 7)

In the wvork of McCymont & Canfield (1983 a), the solution of the basic set of equations

was speeded up by a 'actor of approximately three by using the hydrodynamic con-

tinuity equation and the atomic rate equations to express the linearized changes in den-

sity, position and atomic populations in terms of the remaining variables.

Substantial economies in computing time and space can be acnieved by

the use of optimal spatial and temporal grids. It is straightforward to maintain optimal

temporal resolution simply by monitoring the changes in key physical variables from one

time step to the next. Optimal spatial resolution takes a bit more effort. It is essential to

maintain enough spatial grid resolution to properly represent the smallest scales, vet it

is uneconomical to use a finer spatial grid than necessary. Certainly some problems

can be treated with a uniform spatial grid in an appropriate variable, say optical depth.

However, in a hydrodynamic calculation in which both radiative transfer and thermal

conduction were important. and large thermal fluxes were present, McClymont &

Canfield (1983 a) found it necessary to use an adaptive nonuniform Lagranglan grid in

which grid points were automatically inserted and deleted to maintain optimum spatial

resolution in the key variables. The use of this method has two slight drawbacks; first.

i _ - .,7
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the finite difference formulae are more comocated than on the usual uniform grid and

secondly, the insertion or deletion of grid points inevitably excites small hydrodynamic

oscillations. However, alternative methods using moving finite difference grids are not

well developed at this time (see, e.g. Tscharnuter & Winkler 1979. Gelinas et al. 1980)

Whether the method of solution is complete linearization. successive sub-

stitution or a hybrid, attention to the physics described by the equations is essential It

is important that the equations, boundary conditions and finte difference formulation

are all self-consistent. Two areas, in particular, must be considered carefully the

evaluation of the derivatives at i and the self-consistency of !he solut:on at the end of

an iteration cyc!e Eacn of these points is discussed oe!ow

In our n,!al attemots to aco'y 'he Newtcn-Paolnson method. we

evaluated the matrx of Ier, atves -T j7 %u er caLy by ::erturD rng eacn .ar'aoe and

evaluating the change n each equation The resulting derivatives were found to vary

wildly and convergence was not obtained In certain egions. the equations are 'stiff'.

,e the solution s letermned by the sn-al -et ot'erence .etween Iwo comoetng

processes leg. onization equ,!ibrium s the result of comoettion between cnizations

3-d 'eco-oinat Cns .c'oer these c r n.-s:a'-ces 3'v errors Dr ccz- secy :etaeen

the derivatives of the comaeting processes. with rescect to !he variables on whicn they

depend, drastically alters the apparent dependence of the important net difference on

these varlaoes. Hence. the teration will rever converge This prc:t!e- was overcome

by deriving analytic expressions for all derivatives (a tedious process)

We have also found that convergence is more rapid when the variables

Y'l describe a self-consistent and physically realizable situation at the beginning of

each iteration cycle. Therefore. after each iteration cycle, we perform what amounts to a

successive substitution step. In the radiative hydrodynamic calculation lMcClymont &

Canfield 1983 a), for instance, we discard the linearized corrections to the density,

atomic populations, and optical depths, and recomoute these from the continuity, atomic

rate and opacity equations, using the linearly corrected values of temperature, velocity.

and mean intensities. This technique can also be viewed as reducing the dimensional-

ity of the space to be searched for the solution. After solving (93), "'" lies in the full

N-dimensional solution space: before beginning the next iteration it is projected back

into a subspace of self-consistent solutions.

10 CONCLUSION AND OVERVIEW

We have described a computationally efficient technique for including

the transfer of radiation, not just its escape, among the physical effects treated in a

variety of complex nonlinear problems in the dynamics and equilibria of radiating gases

We have found that these techniques provide a method for including radiative transfer
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effects in complex prooems that otherwise would exclude it because of limitations on

computing resources, We feel that many interesting problems currently under con-

sideration in solar physics and astrophysics fall into this class, including the specific

examples cited above and obvious extensions of these problems We expect that these

techniques will become more common and more refined in the future.

While the above techniques can already find use in a number of interest-

ing problems, there are several aspects that might be improved and thereby result in

even greater usefulness. At the time this paper was written, the accuracy of the two-

stream approach had nct jet been studied thoroughly, and the relative benefits of one-

stream and two-stream ladiative transfer ,ere not yet c!ear Another aspect that would

benefit from further study ,s the incorporation of the abiity to handle arbitrarily targe

gr3C!ents of noth Dcoce, and ou*k flow ieiocties nto a 'requency-integrated proba-

Oistbc radiative transfer scner'e A second mportant ;:roDiem that one cannot attack

• ith present probaoilistic methods s partial frequency redistribution If the treatment of

these phenomena could be incorporated in a useful way. then the techniques of oroba-

bilistic radiative transfer would be able to attacK an extremely arge range of prociems

'e ysn tc "harK ,.ene Huoard. Paul ZeVan aro Os,., P.cch azz, '0'o

nave coitaocrateo ,ith S n Ieeioping and apo:y.ng -'any if tlhe tecn- ques cesc, ced

above. We also wish to thank Woifgang Kalkofen. who has made many suggestions that
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grants ATM81-12866 from the National Science Foundation, NAGW-30 from the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and AFOSR 82-0092 from the United

States Air Force Cffice of Scentific Research, Air Force Systems Command. Computing
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ABSTRACT

We have modeled the response of the solar chromosphere to several flare processes: nonthermal
electrons, thermal conduction, and coronal pressure. The equations of ,tead, state energ_, balance,
h\.drostatic equilibrium, radiative transfer, and atomic statistical equilibnum are solved '!multa-
neouslv by finite difference methods, using linearization and iteration. It :s a,,umed that the
atmospheric response is confined to one dimension b% a strong %ertvcal ma,net:c field The radiat:.e
transfer equation is solved for the most important opticall, thick tran,;io, of hdrogen. maz-
neium. and calcium. Radiative loss due to H . the EUV and \-ra'. l,nes 4 hcasier Aen., and
free-free bremsstrahung is included in an optically thin manner.

Our theoretical atmospheres elucidate the role of various ph.sical processes in Ctablishing the
structure of flare chromospheres. At low coronal pressures. conduction :N more rmportant than
nonthermal electrons in establishing the position of the transition rezion. OnI, thermal conduction
c.an account for sufficient chromospheric evaporation in compact flares Of the mechanims conNid-

,rd. onl. nonthermal electrons cause si2nificant heat:nz hch, !he 4 rc: rin,::;, n rc,::,,n CoIL: at
ionization by nonthermal electrons significantly enhances the ionized fraction in the lower chr. to-
sphere. This. combined with the heating effects of the nontherma electrons. nfluences the tempera-
ture and density structure there. This relates to the contro'ers, over the mechamsm for temperature
minimum heating during flares, and implies that senuemptncal models of hromosphenc structure
during the impulsive phase must take into account nonthermal ionization

Su/yect headings: hyd'romagnetics - radiative transfer - Sun: chromosphere - Sun: flares

t. INTRODUCTION nisms compare over a %tide range of ph%sical conditions.

The thick target model for the generation of flare A natural outcome of this investigation will be an esti-

hard X-rays has been adopted by many authors as an mate of the relative importance of thermal electron

explanation for the observed enhancements in chromo- conduction and nonthermal electron thick-target heating

spheric emission during flares (Lin and Hudson 19'1: in the process of chromosphenc evaporation. Observa-

Sturrock 1968). This idea seems to be supported by the tions of chromosphenc spectral lines and continua, to-

observed simultaneity of hard X-ray (LXR) bursts and gether with predictions of line profiles based on our

the sudden brightenings of small Ha kernels during the theoretical flare chromospheres, can help set limits on

impulsive phase (de Jager 1967: Vorpahl and Zirin the energy spectrum of nonthermal electrons present in

1970: Vorpahl 1972). It has even been suggested that the the chromosphere during flares.

bulk of the energy release in some flares goes into the Two basic approaches have been used to understand

acceleration of energetic electrons and that virtually all and interpret the chromospheric response to flare energy

flare enhancements are powered by them (Lin and release: semtemptrical and snthetic.

Hudson 1976). Opposing this point of view. several The semiempirical method makes no assumption

authors have suggested that thermal conduction alone is about the mode of energy transport in the flare. The

,ufficient to explain all the chromospheric marifesta- temperature structure of the chromosphere and photo-

tion of solar flares (Svestka 1973: .Machado and Emslie sphere w%,hich are assumed to be homogeneous, plane-
1979: Shmeleva and Ssrovatskii 1973). parallel, and in hvdrostatic equilibrium) is deduced by

In this paper we present a steady state calculation of trial and error fitting of the computed spectral features

the chromospheric response to nonthermal electrons, to the oh,er ations

cnhanced thermal conduction, and enhanced gas pres- In the % nthetic method. ,khich is applied in this
sure from the corona. The results of this calculation will paper. the generated model atmospheres are solutions to
,ho, how the chromospheric effects of these mecha- ,pecific ph,,ical equations, such as those describing

cncrg\ balance, pressure equilibmum. and, in the more
N.t .a Intitute fr .\,trn,m.. Uniserit, )f Hfaysai sophisticated models. radiative transfer, If the physics of

739
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h) Siaristcal Equiltbrium Equations where .2 is the collision strength of the transition The

In terms of the population fractions. x,, the statistical collision strengths are based on the results of Johnson
equilibrium equations can be written (1972) for hydrogen. on Shine and Linsk\, 1974) for

calcium, and on Milke, and Mihalas ( 1974 ) for mag-
nesiun.

vYx Z, =.' Z , I =.s. ) An auxiliary statistical equilibrium equation not in-
cluded in equation (5) is the charge conseration equa-
tion

where the Z, are the sum of the radiative and collisional

rate coefficients from state i to statej., and s is the total xe = x, -x.. (101
number of levels included in the model atom. A linearly
independent set is obtained by replacing one of the where x. = n,/n H , x is the ionized fraction of h\dro-
equations by a particle conservation constraint. gen. and ,, is the metal i e.. non-h~drogenic) contibu-

tion to the electron fraction. We have set .,,, = 10 -

=_ V( )() in all calculations in this paper.
In the statistical equilibrium equations. ve haxe

limited the calculation to the first and second bound
%%here v(m) is the relative number abundance of ele- level and the continuum of hydrogen, the 3) iground
ment m with respect to h\drogen state) and 3p bound leel' and continuum of ,:nc_',

For bound-bound transitions the Z are gixen b\ ionized magnesium, and the 4 (ground state). 3d. and
4 p bound levels and continuum of singly ionized calcium

Z = C - B J (upward transitions). The radiative transfer equation is sohed for all trani-
lions ,kithin each model atom.

Z ==C - -B.J - .4 (doknsard transitionN). The 4 p and 3d states of Ca it and the 3p state of
Mg it are actually composed of a small number of

(-I substates with nearl equal eneries In ,oking the
statistical equlibrium equations. it is assumed that these

where 8 . B,. and .4 are respectixel\ the Einstein substates are populated relative to each other according
probabilities of absorption. stimulated emission, and to their statistical weights. Shine and Linsk' 11914) have
spontaneous emission, and C., and ( are the up~ard investigated the effects of neglecting the separate rate
and downward colLisional rate coefficients In the equations for the fine structure levels of Ca II. The\ find
bound-free case we ignore stimulated recombination,, so that grouping the substates in this \\a\ :ntroduce, onx a
the Z are gien b% modest error.

Z = C,, R (ionization), c ) Collisional loni:ation .VNthermal I:'l( tr,,,

Nonthermal electrons not onl, heat the chromosphere
7 = {" -' R (recombinaton). ( through Coulomb colhsions: the, also alter its state b

direct collisional ionization (Hudson 1972: Lin anderebRnaond R ae the. phofoienes atin andihotre-, Hudson 1976). To appraise the importance of this cffcct
Combination rates (cf. Jefferies 196M) R is directl\ vwe include explicit nonthermal ionization and ex . tation
proportional to the bound-free continuum mean inten- te in estiical euiliru equ ation

sit% integrated over the photoionization cross section t
references for the various rates which enter into The calculation of the collisional ionization rate due

the atomic rate equations are as follows. he es fo to a nonthernal ditribution of electrons is nontrivial
the raiatmice ransitions proabes arows.he gv ens for because the imposed nonthermal distribution is alteredthe radiative transition probabilities are given by Wiese. b\, the production of energetic secondary_ electrons % hich
Smith. and Miles (1969). The photoionization coefficient bu the ortionreeTrons hacis given by Mihalas (1978) for hydrogen, b aproblem hasisMihalas (1974) for Mg ht. and bv Shine and Linskv been treated in detail by Dalgarno and Griffing (1958)

for the case of a neutral hydrogen target. They found
(1974) for Ca It. Convenient forms for the collisional that, for an initial beam energy above 200 eV per
rates are electron, the mean number of ion pairs produced is

,, ( T) e JT (upi ard transitions, simply equal to 3.78 x 10" erg 1 times the total encrg,
C T(w rloss of the beam electrons. Our case differs slightlx from

theirs, since the chromosphere is not completel, neutral
C, n, ( ,/g, ): :( T) (dovknvard transitions). In the chromospheric case, the beam energx lost through ji

collisions with ambient electrons %% ill haxe no direct.
(9) effect on the collisional ionization rate. We can alloy, for
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this by relating the ionization rate, dn./dt, to the rate at beam electrons at the column depth .V. i.e.. no electrons
whAich beam energy is lost to the neutral particles: with energy less than E* can penetrate to depth N. It

can be written
dn idt -3.78< xlO0dF/d., - C,"n (1

where C, is the collisional ionization rate from the first U - (21reA[2 i,8/2]yN/g)" (16)

level. The quantity dF,/dz is the rate at which collisions
with neutral particles remove energy from the beam. It where B - (Ax *- (I - x)( A" - .V))/3, and go is the
can be related to the total energy deposition rate of the pitch angle cosine of the injected electrons. The defini -

beam electrons dF,/dz by tions of the quantities A, A'. and A" are given by
EmsLie (1978). The quantities p and q for the transitions

dF,/d =dF/d:[(l - x)A'/y], (12) of interest here are provided by Ricchiazzi (1982).

where x is the ionized fraction. y = A x + A'(1 - x), and d) Hydrostatic Equlibrtum
. and V are respectively the Coulomb logarithms for In our physical model of the flare chromosphere a
,:uLilions with ambient electrons and neutral particles, strong vertical magnetic field is assumed to confine the
Combining this with equation (11) and setting n = redistribution of chromospheric material within a verti-
,c n,. we find cal column of constant cross section. The gas pressure at

some point in this column is the sum of the total wkeight
C,,, = 3.78 X l09dF,/d( A'/nFy). (13) of the material above that point and the gas pressure at

the top of the column. We can write the gas pressure P
In addition to causing ionization from the ground as

,tate. collisions with nonthermal electrons also directly
excite line transitions and cause ionizations from other P P, - f P,
1',und 1e~els. To estimate the nonthermal collisional .)
effects for these other transitions, we have included in
the statistical equilibrium equations nonthermal colli- where P, is the gas pressure at the top of the column, rn
sional rates vhich do not include the contribution from is the mean mass per nucleon (which we take to be I 4
secondary electrons. These rates are computed directly times the proton mass), g is the solar gravitational
from an integration of the collision cross section and acceleration, z is the distance measured from the loop
velocity over the energy distribution of primary elec- apex. and V is the column number density of nuclei.
trons. X-ray observations of postflare coronal loops imply

The electrons which penetrate into the chromosphere coronal loop pressures between 1 and 10' dyn cm-
have energies in excess of 20 keV-much larger than the IFeldman. Cheng, and Doschek 1982: Underwood et al.
ionization energies of hydrogen or singly ionized mag- 1978).
nesium or calcium. At these energies it is appropriate to In terms of microscopic quantities. the gas pressure
use asymptotic high-energy approximations for the colli- can also be written
sional cross sections. These are based on simple scaling
laws and the Born approximation, and have the form P = nnkT( 1.1 -- x,)- n ntJ (1M)

o = a2[pln (e)- ql(e- 1)/E 2 , (14) where x, is the electron density fraction n/'n and v, is
the microturbulent velocity. The factor I.I is used to

where o is the collisional cross section, e is the ratio of account for the number density contribution of helium
electron energy to ionization/excitation energy, ira2 is and other metals. We used the v,(.V) distribution of
the area of the first Bohr orbit, and p and q are provided by VAL in their model F, in all our model
constants for each transition. Using this approximation calculations. The nonthermal pressure component in
for the collisional cross section, the nonthermal colr- equation (18) provides a small and roughly constant
sional rate (not including secondaries) can be written fraction of the gas pressure throughout most of the

preflare atmosphere (Model F). However. the much
E r I ) JdF E, larger thermal pressures in the flare model atmospheres

C,, = 2.63 X 10-) 0.8 3 p In q d . dominate over the nonthermal component.

(15) e) Energv Balance
The condition of energy balance requres that the

%here E, is the energy of the transition (Ricchiazzi total heating rate be equal to the net radiative energy
114821. The quantity E* is the cutoff injection energy of loss rate. In terms of the energy flux of nonthermal
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electrons. F,) (for electrons with E t 20 keV), and the As an aside, we note that Allen (1974) presents a
thermal conductive flux. F. this condition can be wnt- tabulation of the H - absorption coefficient per unit
ten neutral h,,drogen pressure and unit electron density

a~eraged over a blackbody radiation profile. Between
R -Q -(F/d-dF,/d:)/n, (19) 40 K and 1.1 x 10' K this quantity is roughly propor-

tional to the fourth power of the local temperature.
where R is the specific radiative loss rate (i.e.. per Several authors have taken advantage of this result to
hydrogen atom) and Q is the preflare specific heating write the H - radiative '"ss as
rate. The latter quantity is evaluated by computing the
total radiative loss rate of the preflare atmosphere. This RH - - 2.21 x 10 - 3 n,xT. (22)
same specific ambient (preflare) energy input is main-
taimed at each column depth point in the flare atmo- This approximation yields radiative losses which are up
sphere. to a factor of 5 times larger than the VAL results in

regions of the chromosphere in which H - radiative loss
f) Radiance Enersjy Loss is important. Furthermore, this formula is clearly inap-

The specific radiative loss rate in an optically thick propriate to describe the H - radiatie loss at the tem-
tran iton is gen by perature minimum where equation (21) and the results

of VAL indicate that H - heats the atmosphere.
R0.0 = hvxp,,.4j,. (20) Ramond ( 1981) has calculated the radiatie loss rate

of a low-density plasma composed of He, C. N, 0, Ne.

The quantities x and p are determined by a solution of Si. S. Fe. and Ni. Ra.mond's calculations include the
the combined equations of radiative transfer and statis- effects of forbidden and sermiforbtdden line transitions.
tical equilbnum discussed previously. Our probabilistic dielectric recombination, and two-photon continua. The
radiative transfer equation can be expected to produce ,pecific power radiated bv these transitions is given by
mcn n:ensit:es and level populations that are xithin
about 50% of those produced by the more complete R,, = nI T. 23)
frequency-dependent methods (Frisch and Frisch 1978).
Ricchiazzi (1982) has shown that as long as p > 0 the For temperatures below 10" K. ( T) is given by
radiati'e loss rate is known to about the same 50%
accuracy because it depends only on a good estimate of T) = C1 exp ( - C /T), (24)
the neutral fraction. Only in regions of the atmosphere where C, = 3.708 × 10 and C. - 67172 K. C, and C,
w here p < 0 and - p is comparable to the destruction are chosen to match Raymond's (T) at T - 104 K and
probability p, is knowledge of the actual value of p 104 K. which mimics the temperature dependence of
c ritcal. the collisional excitation rate. The function I(T) is

Radiative loss from the optically thin transitions of plotted, along with our low-temperature extrapolation.
the H - ion, the EUV lines and continua of metal ions,
and free-free bremsstrahlung all play an important role The bremsstrahlunz radiative loss rate used in these
in the energy balance at some point in the solar transi- calculatons is nonstndard ln that absorption of the
tion region. chromosphere. and upper photosphere. The photospheric radiation is included. While in the corona.
approximations used for these important radiative loss the absorption rate due to this process is very smallmechanisms are as follows. We have adopted the H - compared to the loss rate, this is not the case at the
radiative energy loss rate formula given by Henoux and lower temperatures of the chromosphere.
Nakagawa (1977): Assuming a photospheric radiation field represented

.-37 T -3/2 es762/ T4 _ 7 by a geometrically diluted Planck function with radia-
RH-- .5X- n~xi T-(4 70)'] tion temperature TA, Ricchiazzi (1982) has shown that

(21) the bremsstrahlung radiative loss rate can be written

This expression is based on the assumption that H - R ,r,= 1.4 X 10 - :'T " x
ionization is in LTE and that the emission is in an
optically thin region. The validity of these assumptions X (I - [ i (I - TR /T) -y [ TR/2 T 1). (25)
is supported by a comparison of the H - radiative loss
rate using this equation with the H- loss rates tabulated where 4, is the digamma function, and y is Euler's
by VAL. Troughout the chromosphere of VAL model constant. The standard result, with no absorption, is
C the loss rate computed with equation (21) agrees with recovered by setting TA - 0. When the local electron
the more rigorous treatment of VAL to within 20%. temperature equals TR, absorptions reduce the net radia-
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drogen atoms, which will dominate at low chromo-
.E'.iL. .OSS KNC'ON spheric temperatures.

In terms of the energy flux. F., (for electrons above
the reference energy, E - 20 keV). the specific heating
rate is

' 1 l _= -e-y(8-2) B 8

4 -,

.. S d , , 04K E 2 E

where 8 is the power law index of the nonthermal
. __.._ _electron number flux and g, is the pitch angle cosine of

4, og the injected electrons. The other quantities are given by
Enslie (1978).

FiG - ,,d curoe. the radiar e energy loss functin of In the thick target model, the nonthermal electron
c,': .ud.n, :he onitrbutions from hxdrogen. man;um, pow er law index is related to the HXR power law index

and .i..rn. ,edurte. the low-temperature extrapolation Atch by S = y ' I (Lin and Hudson 1976). The range of
.s ued belo, 1o K electron spectra implied by the KLXR observations

is 3 < 8 < S. with 8 = 5 being most probable. In this
paper a standard %,alue of 8 = 5 %ill be assumed for

ti'e loss rate by a factor of 2. In these calculations. T most of the calculations. In order to explore typically
ha, -ct equal :o 6-00 K. r-crred vadues of electron flux, we calulate a ;rid of

theoreucal atmosphcre v, wth F,, = 10'. 10 ". and 10'
g) Thermal Conduction eras cm - s - .

The hermal conductive flux is (Spitzer 1962) Since the nonthermal electrons transport charge to
d Lcper layers, an upflowing reverse current. among the

F = - T2 dT/d:. (26) atMOent electrons, must be generated to maintain charge
neutrality (cf. Hovng, Knight. and Spicer 1978). How-

,,here the value of K is 1.5 1 10 6 The contribution e,,er. since a complete understanding of how the reverse
that protons or neutral hydrogen atoms make to the current affects the heating rate is not yet available, we
total heaung rate is negligible. ha%e neglected its effects in our calculation.

The rate at which conduction heats the plasma is
i ) Method of Solution

dF /d: - d(KT 5' 2 dT/dZ )/dz. (27) We have used numerical methods based on the gener-
alized Newton-Raphson (GNR) approach of Auer and

Amcng .he parameters which specify the coronal input Mihalas (1968) to simultaneously solve the finite-
into the lower atmosphere is the quantity F, the con- difference form of equations of radiative transfer, atomic
ductie flux at T- 103 K. Withbroe (1978) has used the level statistical equilibrium, pressure balance, and en-
observed differential emission measure of a large flare to eray balance. Application of this procedure to the full
infer the conductive flux during the heating phase. He set of equations proved to be numerically unstable un-
finds that the conductive flux at 10' K steadily drops less the initial guess of the values of the dependent
from 3x 10' ergs cm -

2 s - 1, 15 minutes after flare variables was very near the final solution. Hence an
maximum, to 6 x 107, 3 hours and 38 minutes after intermediate step was inserted in each GNR step. The
maximum. Using these values as guidelines, we have successful procedure consisted in the sellowing:

explored the effects of varying F5 in the range 106 to 10' I. Construct a first-guess model atmosphere using a
ergsctn -s -simple radiative loss formula.

2. Holding the temperature and optical depth scales
h) Heating by Nonthermai Electrons fixed, determine the density, atomic populations,

Emslie (1978) has derived a set of formulae for the and flux divergence coefficients by integrating point-by-
energv deposition rate of a beam of charged particles point upward from the fixed lower (subphotospheric)
penetrating into a cold hydrogen target. His treatment boundary.
generalizes the results of Brown (1973) and Lin and 3. Evaluate all optical depths and escape probabilities
Hudson ( 19-6) to include interactions with neutral hy- from the current values of the atomic populations.
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4. Perform a single GNR step. correcting the full set
of variables: temperature, density, level populations. EFFECT OF NON-THERMAL ELECTRONS

flux divergence coefficients.
5. Same as step 2. F;O_ -' S'

6. Repeat steps 3 through 5 until no escape probabil- I ,
ity changes by more than 10-4 and no temperature 4AL F

changes by one part in 10'. - - 0 " erg cm
, 

I"

Step 5 is required to stabilize the procedure. Between " . - ,0 - Co'O
10 and 15 iterations are typically required. Further [ -

20
details are given by Ricchiazzi (1982). 6

III. THIORETICAL ATMOSPIIERES .

The conductive heat flux, the flux of nonthemal 4

electrons, and the coronal pressure each has a umque (a)
effect on the theoretical atmospheres. In this section wXe , 0 .
discuss the mechanisms that underlie these effects. : . C C,

To streamline the exposition. the values of the
most :mportant parameters used to generate the theoret-
ical atmospheres will be referred to in a shorthand -',, :,-

notation consisting of three numbers separated by col- M,
ons. The numbers represent values of log F-,. lea F4. .
and log P, all in cgs units. For example, the atmosphere - , - -

with nonthermal electron energy flux F., =0

c :s cm - s - conductive flux F4 = 10 erzs cm - s . ,
and coronal pressure P, = 10: dvn cm . will be re-
ferred to as 10:7:2. In all atmospheres shown. 8 and jA
are held at fixed values 8 = 5 and A.,) = 1.

a) Upper Chromosphere and Transition Region (b)

The effect that nonthermal electrons have on the _

temperature profile is shown in Figures 2a and 2b. for 0 ' 2o0 00 322 023 0 o

coronal pressures of I and 100 dyn cm-. respec6%ely. , Di, .c."

and with a conductive flux of 10' ergs cm- 2 s '. In the FIG '.-Effect of ,ar'yng F,) , the energy flux of nonthermal
atmospheres shown in Figure 2a the position of the electrons at E , :0 ke, for a fLxed conductie flux of 10
transition region is completely insensitive to the varia- ergs cm-: s .and fLxed coronal pressures of a) I d'n cm- and

tion of the nonthermal electron flux. In these low- (h) 11) dn cm-:

pressure atmospheres the heating rate at temperatures
above 2X 10' K is mainly due to thermal conduction.
On the other hand. the transition regions of the hi_.her These comparisons of high and low coronal pressure
pressure atmospheres plotted in Figure 2b are rod- atmospheres illustrate that the relative importance of
eratelv sensitive to the value of F=0. For this value of the thermal conduction depends on the value of the coronal
coronal pressure the importance of conduction for tem- pressure. To see how this comes about, consider an
peratures 10' K < T < 105 K, relative to electron beam atmosphere in which conduction dominates the heating
heating is much reduced. Deeper down in the chromo- rate in the temperature range To < T < T , where To and
sphere. where the total gas pressures are nearly the T, are the temperatures at the base and top of the
same, and I and 100 cm- 2 models are practically ideni- transition region. Since the temperature gradients are
cal. The effect of varying the conductive flux is much small in the residual chromosphere, one can assume the
different. conductive flux is negligible for T !5 T. Ignoring opti-

The effects of changing the value of F are investi- cally thick radiators for the moment, the energy balance
gated in Figures 3a and 3b for P0 - 1 and 100 condition can be written
dyn cm -. respectively. In the low-pressure case the
temperature structure of the upper atmosphere is '.er F/d: = T) 129)

sensitive to the value of F. On the other hand, in the
high-pressure atmosphere, the temperature structure is
quite insensitive to F until F, _ 10 ergs cm s . If one a,,sumes n = P 2kT. this equation can be :n-
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kept fixed and Po is increased, the formation depth of
EFFECT OF CONDUCTIVE FLUX the transition region must decrease such that P - P, -

mg.V is constant. This effect should be manifested in
03~q F, z ~ 0 S 7 atmospheres in which thermal conduction dominates

P, I dyne Chi-' down to relatively low temperatures.
In Table I we have summarized the physical char-

- - 106 er cm . acteristics of our theoretical atmospheres. Notice that1P -- 10,, the values of the total gas pressure at T-103 K (the
column marked P at T- 10' K) of the 10:8:0 and the
10:8:2 atmospheres are both about 220 dyn cm- 2, eventhough an additional 99 dyn cm- has been applied to

0.I the latter atmosphere. The smaller values of the transi-
ion-region column depth that are implied for the atmo-
spheres with larger values of P) will increase the amount

(a) of nonthermal electron heating (because this heating
rate is proportional to N-8':). Thus. increasing p,

0 n ca'  o *  c+ otends to increase the importance of heating by nonther-

mal electrons relative to conductive heating. This effect
:s also illustrated in Figure 4 for atmospheres 10:7:0 and

- ,,q cm- ¢, - 10:7:1. In this case the total pressure of the transition

0 1ye :,m" region stays constant at about 22 dyn cm- while P) is

0' increased from 1 to 10 dvn cm-. As the coronal
- -- 5:+ 0 ,q .- i; CMSpressure is increased further, as in the 10:7:2 and 10:7:3
, 9. atmosphere. the upper parts are no longer conduction

domnated. This relaxes the constant-pressure require-
ment. In atmosphere 10:7:3, for example, the total pres-
sure at 10' K is much larger than in atmosphere 10:7:0

S- because the heating due to beam electrons can supply
the energy for the augmented radiative loss rate. One

(b) I can also verify the accuracy of equation (32) by noting
that the transition region pressure of atmospheres 10:8:2

c o0 ' 0:: *0zs 0, and 10:8:0 are almost precisely a factor of 10 larger

cawm Depth (cm' Z than atmospheres 10:7:0 and 10:7: 1.
An interesting feature of the conduction-dominated

Fio. 3 -Effect of 'aring F,. the conductive flux at T - 10- K. models is the small temperature dip that separates the
for fixed alues of P, and F. . ia) P,) -I dt, n cm-: b) 100dn c- a) transition region from the chromosphere. This feature

can be seen at the bottom of the conduction-dominated
regions of atmospheres 11:7:0. 10:7:0. 9:7:0. 0:7:0 in

tegrated to yield Figure 2a, 10:8:0 in Figure 3a. and 10:8:2 in Figure 3b.This feature has a simple physical explanation. At the
Fs: - F,!(T) = P-X( T), (30) base of the transition region the conductive flux makes a

negligible contribution to the heating rate. Therefore,
where the heating rate at this column depth is the same as in

an atmosphere with an equal value of Fo but a smaller
A(T)- (P/'2k '")'T'"2 1(T)dT. (31) value of Fs . However, the cooling rate at that point is

jr, very different. Since almost all the material above the
base point is ionized in the high conduction case, the

Now. using the fact that F,.(T) - 0. we rind optical depth in the transitions of hydrogen, magnesium.
and calcium is greatly reduced. The temperature drops

P- F[A(T)] . (32) because these ions radiate more effectively. (Further
discussion appears below.) At larger depths. the temper-

Since (1(T) is strongly peaked at T- 10' K, X (T) is ature quickly climbs back up to the value found in the
nearly constant for T ,* IO K. Thus. as long as the low flux models. This rapid recovery is caused by a
temperature at the base of the transition region is much sudden increase of opacity with increased depth. At a
smaller than 105 K. the pressure of the transition region column depth 3 to 4 times larger than the base point. the
is directly proportional to F. Put another way. if F5 is optical depth of these radiators attains practically the
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TABLE I

CH-RARACTIPCSncS OF THEORETc .L MODEL ATMOPHERES

Log V, H .1ll,, P at 105 K ._ Log %'
Model (Cm- 2 m)ki) km) (dn cm (K; cm-)

0.7.0 .. ........... 20.5 1041 026 22 4440 226
9 7:0 ............. 20.5 1113 029 21 4353 224
10:7:0 ............. 205 1205 0 26 22 4365 22 5
11:7:0 ............ 20.5 1400 20300 23 4435 228

10:6,0 ............. 198 26-0 1356 5 4372 22.5
10:8O . 21 5 736 003 216 4376 22 5
107 1 203 1237 0 25 23 4368 22 5
10-2 19)3 '54 57 101 4400 224

10:7.3 ............. 18.9 567 3 5 1001 4329 22 6
9' 2 ......... 18,9 887 25 101 4318 22 4
II 2 ... 197 106 35 103 -3,121 2

i0 5 . ... ,15 4'14 42 io2 41362 "

10 21 3 -43 03 -360 22 o
I 1 2, 5 19 .14 ,2 -3'i2 22 6
11 I 2. S 3 15 25 2o'1 :2 ..Si I26
li "2 4 . ;9 '-N 0, ,.. -4,i 2

i, =.20 5 1234 0 2o '' -452

%'-L F . . 187 2130 II 03 ,-P0 225

'Log of the column Jepth at T - 10' K ,cint
He:.ht aboe photosphere oi r = io' K point
Thi, kness of region with temperature hetv~en !0 and ' K
!L, f :he column depth at -he te perature - 7.m m.-

models 10:6:0, 10:7:0. and 10:8:0. respectively. In the
: C ,ES3RE bottom panels of these figures we ha,e plotted the

temperature as a function of the optical depth in

, the Lva transition. This choice of independent variable

, 'allows us to resolve features in the transition region
more easily. In the next higher panel the net cooling rate

- .. :, per unit volume is shown. The top three panels show the
. --.. P, o relative contributions of the different heating and cool-

I - - ing mechanisms. These three figures illustrate how the
importance of the thick radiators is modulated by the
conductive flux imposed at the top of the model atmo-
sphere. In model 10:6:0 the conductive heating never

/ contributes more than a few percent to the total heating
rate. Consequently the total contribution of hydrogen,
magnesium, and calcium never exceeds 15% of the total
radiative loss rate. On the other hand, conduction'". 10o 0'* . 10,, ,o 3 ,o" 26 dom diates the beating rate in th e region 7-Ly .< 10 2 in

c,, m,, DOOM (C-") the 10:7:0 model and rLya < 10' in the 10:8:0 model. In
FIG. 4.-Effect of varying coronal pressure for fixed values of both these models the contribution of the optically thick
and F5. Note that conductive beating is negligible in both the radiators is large. At T - 2 x 10' K, the temperature at

10- and 103 dVn cM- atmospheres. which Lya radiates most efficiently, all of the models

are effectively thin in the Lya transition. Furthermore,
we find that the resonance lines of magnesium and

same '.alue as they would have had in the low flux calcium are effectively thin in the upper chromosphere.
atmosphere. Therefore, the reason for the relatively small radiative

A surprising rLult of these calculations is that radia- loss from the optically thick radiators in the low conduc-
tu'e losses from the optically thick radiators are im- ti'e flux atmospheres is not merely a consequence of
portant only at the base of a conduction-dominated enhanced absorption. A thorough examination of how
region. This result is illustrated in Figures 5, 6. and 7 for the relative importance of hydrogen is modulated by the
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As long as the flux divergence coefficient is not numerical results. The neutral fraction is larger in the
negative (which it is not for Lya at 2 x 104 K), the high conductive flux atmospheres because the Lya source
radiative energy loss rate of an effectively thin radiator function is depressed by enhanced photon escape in the
is well approximated by the energy of the transition thinner transition regions of these atmospheres. Since
multiplied by the collisional creation rate. Hence we can the second level popLiation is relatively smaller, the rate
write the ratio of hydrogen to metal radiative loss rates of photoioinization in the Balmer continuum is reduced
as and a large neutral fraction results.

RH h tiP,x, e'tx h v/ kT) _ G(T) x, b) The Lower Chromnosphrere and Temperature
R ea P(T) (33 Minimum Region

In the lower chromosphere the conductive heating
where Q2,, is the collisional strength of the Lya transi- rate is totally negligible. In addition the larger optical
tion and G( T) is a function of temperature only. Thus, depth of this region reduces the importance of radiative
the ratio of hydrogen to mi: ul loss at 2 x 104 K var-ies loss from hydrogen, magnesium, and calcium. In ts
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FIG 6 -Same quantities as in Fig, 5 for the 10:-,0 atmophere %ith F, = 10' ergs cm: -

reon the temperature structure is determined primarily the column depth range 5 x I0:"' to 10:: cm the
by the balance of the optically thin radiative loss mecha- temperature is enhanced by roughly 10% for each factor
nisms (metals. bremsstrahlung, and H -) versus heating of 10 increase in the electron energy flux above 10'
by nonthermal electrons. Even though the radiative loss ergs cm- s '. The temperature tends to its preflare
due to the optically thick radiators is not important value at larger column depths. As shown in Table 1,
here. a solution to the radiative transfer and statistical the minimum temperature for some of the electron-
equilibrium equations for hydrogen is still required to bombarded atmospheres is actually less than that of the
find the electron density on which the optically thin preflare atmosphere. In the 9:7:0 atmosphere, for exam-
radiative loss rates depend. It should also be emphasized pIe, T, is 47 K less than the VAL/F r,,. This result
that the metal loss rate used in these calculations does is even more puzzling when one notes that the total
not include any contribution from hydrogen. mag- heating rate (and cooling rate) at this column depth is
nesium, or calcium. A calculation based on the metal twice as large as the original preflare heating rate. Part
loss rate of a plasma of cosmic abundance (for example, of the explanation for this phenomenon is the increased
as given by Raymond, Cox, and Smith 1976) will over- density brought about by increased coronal pressures.
estimate the total radiative loss rate in this region of the Since the gas pressure of the preflare atmosphere at
atmosphere. V = 10: cm - ts on the order of 10' dvn cm- 2. the

The response of the lower chromosphere to heating imposition of a coronal pressure of this same order will
by nonthermal electrons is shown in Figure 2. In increase the density and consequently increase the radia-
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FIG 7.-Same quantities as in Figs. 5 and 6 for the 10S:O atmosphere mith F - 1o ergs cm -

tire loss rate. This mechanism helps to explain the the radiative loss near the temperature minimum is
extremely low Tm, of model 10:7:3, but it fails to dominated by H - (e.g.. Fig. 5. 6, or 7), the increase in
explain the small T",, in the low-pressure atmospheres. the radiative loss rate is directly proportional to the

The increased radiative efficiency in these models can increase in ionized fraction. Hence, the value of T,.
be explained by considering how the direct collisional decreases in the flare atmospheres because the relative
ionization by nonthermal electrons affects the state of increase of the ionized fraction is greater than that of
the gas near the temperature minimum. Throughout the total heating rate.
most of the quiet solar chromosphere. photoionization In Figure 8 we show two versions of model 10:7:0,
from the second level and photorecombination to the one with nonthermal collisional ionization, one without.
bound levels are the dominant rates that determine the Note that when nonthermal collisions are left out, T..
hydrogen ionized fraction. In an atmosphere bombarded is hotter by 164 K. The maximum difference occurs
by nonthermal electrons the ionized fraction is increased slightly above the temperature minimum at N - 2 x 10 "
directly as a result of enhanced collisional ionizations cm- 2 where the atmosphere without nonthermal coll-
from the first level. Nonthermal electrons also increase sions is 10% hotter. At smaller column depths and larger
the photoionizations in the Balmer continuum by in- temperatures the difference is smaller for two reasons.
creasing the second level population through nonther- First, at higher temperatures the thermal coUisional
mal collisional excitations in the Lye transition. Since rates begin to dominate the nonthermal rates. Second, in
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The length estimate for the 1000 dyn cm-2 model
MPCR'-CE ZF %CNT,4ERMAL implies that the entire loop structure must be containcd

COL_SICNAL CNIZAT;ON within the preflare chromosphere. Clearly, this situation

105- ,does not correspond to the traditional concepts of the
F, :o', g C,- flare structure, though there are no observations that

- . I '.0 cT" rule out such small loop lengths. The compact flare
2 events with coronal pressures as large as 1000 dyn cm- 2
* - - *~, o.,frol are typically observed in structures having lengths of

.. Co,,so., order 10" km. This is consistent with a transition region
which forms at roughly 3X 1020 cm 2 . If nonthermal
electrons are assumed to dominate the heating rate at

- T = l0 K. the implied value of F, 0 can be found by
setting the electron heating rate equal to the metal
radiative cooling rate at this temperature and column
depth. Using 8 - 5 and A,) - I in equation (32), and
,ntng n, = nH m (rngN - P)/_k[10 KI in the equa-

S Cv 0t O3 t'.on for R ,,, we find

Fu " Eifct of i n ±ernai ,:ii ,nai .,onjZat.,n -F, = b.7" -( 10 - . - ( 26.41 x 10 -- 0.V. P,)). (36)
.n the L0 - , atmosphere.

Inserting N, = 3 X 10:' cm: and P) = 1000 dyn cm- "e
the upper part of the atmosphere the ionized fraction find F,0 = 10" ergs cm- - s- .This value of F,, is much
approaches I in both models. Hence, the relate dif- too large to be consistent with the IXR observations.
ference in the ionized fraction decreases. On the other hand, if conduction drives the evaporation.

h)n b,. equation 34 ) the total gas pressure :n ihe
c) Cort~oaI Jfe: t Sl transition region should be given by

Bv choosing to specify our theoretical atmospheres
parametricallv in terms of the quantities F-o. F,, and P,. P, - 6 41 x 10 - -. V = P = 2.2 x 10- 6F. (37)
we have avoided dealing with the coronal temperature
structures that would be consistent with our model. To Ahere the coefficient of F was estimated from Table 1.

place our atmospheres in a more general physical con- Inserting N = 3 x 10:° cm- 2 and P) = 1000 dyn cm ,
text. below we estimate the coronal height scales that are we find F, = 4.5 X I0' ergs cm - - s - .This value of F, is
implied for several values of the coronal pressure. consistent with the conductive flux estimate made by

If the loop length is held fixed. the coronal pressure Withbroe (1978). Hence, we conclude that plausible
P, and the depth of the transition region YT are related loop lengths follow only if the major process that drives
by the condition of hydrostatic equilibrium. By making chromospheric evaporation is thermal conduction.
different choices of P, we are in effect choosing different
coronal loop lengths. To illustrate this relationship, con-
sider a flux tube of constant cross sectional area. We can IV. DISCUSSION

use equation (17) to write An important objective of this research is an im-

v. proved understanding of how the chromosphere and
L -'2 k7./( P0 - ngN ) dN, (34) transition region respond to the altered environment of

a solar flare. Our grid of theoretical atmospheres can be
where L is the arc length from the loop apex to the used to understand the functional relationship between
transition region. Making the assumption that T is atmospheric temperature structures and the parameters
constant in the corona, the integral can be evaluated as F20 , 8, F, and P0 .

)I - ) (35) A nivmber of researchers have produced static semi-
L - (2k7 g) In (I-mgN,/P0 ) (35) empirical models of solar flare temperature structures.

Now inserting a typical coronal flare temperature of 107 These semiempirical atmospheres are potentially a good

K. using the values of V at T- l05 K for X, from Table yardstick against which our theoretical atmospheres can

I, and adding the height of the transition region to L, be compared, in order to infer the nature of the physical
we find the loop length to be 1.3 × 106, 3.6 x l01, 6440, processes that beat flare atmospheres. Unfortunately,

and "90 km for the I. 10. 100. and 1000 dyn cm- atm. the semiempirical atmospheres have a number of fea-

respectively. Including the effect of a cross sectional tures that weaken the significance of this comparison.

area which expands in the corona will tend to reduce For example, most of the observations on which these
these estimates. model atmospheres are based are made at times long
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after the impulsive phase, i.e.. at a time when the positive correlation betaeen the fluxes, with the conduc-
electron heating rate is negligible. Another difficulty is tie flux always within a factor of 2 of the La flux
that some of the model atmospheres are meant onl to Howeoer. this finding is open to question. The formula
represent the aerage conditions in flares and are not they used relating the dfferential ermssion measure to
based on observations of a single event, perhaps not the conductive flux invcses rough estimates of the flare
e% en the same kind of event. It is also important to note area and transition rez-on pressure. This could easily
that none of the semiempirical atmospheres include the introduce a factor of 3 error in their conductive flux
effects of nonthermal ionization or coronal pressure. (Withbroe 1978). Since he highest and lowest conduc-
Despite their shortcomings, however, these models have tive fluxes in their list differ by a factor of only 10, the
much to say about the average atmospheric structure correlation they claim is not well supported.
after the impulsive phase. In the chromospherc region Dinh achieves the best

agreement with the obser.'ed Ha profiles of the IB flare
of 1974 June 30 with transition region depth N, = 8.5 x

a) The Dinh Model 10:0 cm ', T,_ = 8300 K. and .h - 3 kin. A feature

Dinh j 1980) has constructed several sermiempincal of this model which is censistent vtth other emempin-

model atmospheres based on the coohng phase spectra cjd models is the tempe-ature enhancement infeed in

,of hree chromospher.c flares. Throughout the model the the residual chromosphere. In this region of his model

,,a preNure :s set equal to ,ig\' Unhke our models, no the temperature gradients are much too mdl to pro-

phclt allowance is made for the adddtonal coronal duce an% ubtantial conductive heating A compartonpressure. to our atmospheres re.eals that this same amount of

Afucr a teal atmosphere is prescribed the emergent temperature enhancement is closely matched by model

intensities of the L',man continuum and Ha line are 1I:7 0 However. the fact that Dinh's obserations %%ere

calculated. Dinh finds that these ,pectral features are made 3 min after flare :aximum suggests that heat:ng

\er. sensitive to the 'hoice of transition region thick- b, nonthermal electrons :s not the cause of this inferred

nc ,. Al In models .,ith A.h as large as 5,)- o) km the :c:epcrature enhanccment..

amount of L,,man continuum radiation is much larger
than ober,.ed in the three flares. The observed Lman
continuum (Lvc) flux could be matched with obser'ed b) The %14 VN Models

%alues only %,hen .. h %as kept less than or equal to II The .emiempirical model atmospheres of Machado
km. We have found a similar behavior for the Lva and et aL. (1980), hereafter %L-kVN, are based on a large set
L,c fluxes produced by our atmospheres. Of course, in of Skylab data which in,:udes observations of six flares
our case, .1h :s not a free parameter. It is instead a during 1973. Their mo,.,e!s are meant to represent the
computed result for particular choices of F., 8. F, and average conditions in these events. They claim that their
P, The flare observations compiled by Machado et al. models are consistent -th the flare observations of the
11981). henceforth MANN, limt the Lva flux to the hydrogen Lya, Lyfl, Ha lines, the Lyman and Balmer
range I0 5-10 ' ergs cm - s ' .Our calculated Lva continua, the Ca it H. K and infrared triplet lines, the
flux is within these observational limits only in those Mg ii h and k lines, and the Si i M1525 and 1682 and
models that are conduction dominated at a temperature C I V\ 1100 and 1239 continua.
of 2 10- K tmodel 11:7:2.8 = 3. is the one exception). The MAVN models, like the other semiempirical
Those atmospheres that are not conduction dominated models, do not explicith include the effect of the coronal
produce too much Lya flux. To understand why this is containment pressure. The gas pressures in the transi-
so. note that when the value of F is increased, the total tion regions of their models are 8.6 dyn cm - for F, and
amount of material with temperatures near 2 X 10' K is 95 dvn cm - 2 for F2. These values are consistent with the
decreased because of the larger temperature gradient. coronal pressure estimates of the large-volume flares to
Even though the total gas pressure of the transition which their model applies.
region is increased by the larger transition region depth. Like Dinh, they find that a steep temperature rise in
the reduction in emitting volume is sufficient to decrease the transition region above 8500 K is necessary to
the Lya flux. As noted previously, a conduction- reproduce the Lyman continuum intensity. The thick-
dominated atmosphere is a prerequisite to producing a ness of the transition regon in their models are 4 km for
L,,a radiative loss rate that is significant to the total F, and 1.2 km for F.. A. in the Dinh model, tempera-
radiative loss at T - 2 X 10' K. Thus the effect of an ture enhancements are Inferred for the upper chromo-
increased thermal conductive flux is to increase the sphere. The elevated temperature in the chromosphere
rclatie importance of Lya loss at 2 x 104 K while at the of either of their models is required for consistency with
same time decreasing the total flux of Lya radiation. the observations of the L a wing and C i continua.

This result seems to be at odds with the comparisons A feature of the MAN.N F model that is not present
of the Lya flux and conductive flux made by Machado in Dinh's model is the temperature enhancement in the
and Emslie (1979) for -,even Skilab flares. They claim a lower chromosphere. S, ce this model is claimed to
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present the structure of the early stages of bright flares, estimates of the emission measure and flare volume
this feature may be due to heating by nonthermal elec- (from the Skylab SXR images), they find coronal pres-
irons. Machado. Emslie. and Brown (1978) have sures in the range 1000-3000 dyn cm- with tempera-
presented theoretical calculations of the temperature tures of I or 2 x 10' K before and up to the time of the
enhancement at the depth of the preflare temperature Lites and Cook observations. Since this flare was com-
minimum (which they take to be 2x 1022 cm- 2). One of pact. there should have been plenty of time for this
the implications of their calculation is that nonthermal pressure to be felt at the transition region. Other re-
electron heating can produce the types of enhancements searchers have estimated that the conductive flux at
found in the MAVN T,,, region. In their calculation. l05 K is about 6 x 106 ergs cm- 2 s - ' (Machado and
the temperature is found as a solution to a simple energy Emslie 1979) and electron flux is approximately 10'
balance formula in which radiative losses due to the H - ergs cm- - s -' (Canfield and Cook 1978) at this same
ion are equated to the heating by the ambient preflare time.
process and the nonthermal electrons. In their Figure 3 None of our energy balance models comes very close
they show that for F 0 - 10"° ergs cm- 2 s -' a tempera- to matching this set of coronal input parameters. How-
ture increase of 12% is expected (for 8 - 5). At F0 = 10'' ever, in view of the large difference between the coronal
ergs cm : s ' they would predict an increase of 50%. pressures inferred by Underwood eraL and the much
Both of the estimates are much larger than those of our low~er transition region pressure in Lites and Cook's
calculation. At the same depth and the same value of 8 semiempirical atmosphere. it would be unwise to
,e find temperature enhancements of only 3.3% and compare our results at column depths less than
18% for F., - 10'0 and 10'' ergs cm-2 S'-, respectively. 3 x 10-" cm- 2. where the high coronal pressure found
The crudeness of their H- radiative loss formula by Underwood etal. should dominate over mg.V The
ac,:ounts for this overestimate. In this formula they only meaningful comparison would be at larger depths
ignore the hydrogen contribution to the electron density where the effects of the coronal pressure and. inciden-
on the ,rounds that the metal contribution, which is tally,. the conductive flux. are nehaible. At these depths
hc!d fixed in their calculation, is dominant. Our calcula- L.tcs and Cook find greater temperature increases than
uons do not support this assumption. We find that in our atmospheres. But at these column depths and
collisional ionization of hydrogen by nonthermal and temperatures other considerations cloud the issue. If it
thermal electrons causes hydrogen to be the dominant is assumed that the high-energy electrons inferred by
contrbutor to the electron density at this column depth. Canfield and Cook penetrate into the chromosphere.
As noted previously, this additional ionization increases then the hydrogen ionized fraction should be altered by
the radiative loss rate and thereby decreases the net the additional nonthermal collisional rates. A plausible
temperature enhancement. One can only conclude that explanation for the larger temperature of the Lites and
the temperature enhancements inferred by MAVN at Cook temperature minimum region is their neglect of
N - 10:- cm- cannot be explained by electron heating nonthermal ionization. Since their hydrogen ionized
with reasonable values of F.0 and 8. fraction is smaller than ours at a given temperature. they

must invoke a larger value of Tm, to explain the in-
creased emission at the temperature minimum. On the

c) T7he Lies and Cook fodel other hand. the difference may also be explained by our

Lites and Cook (1979) analyzed spectra of the 1973 neglect of other temperature-minimum heating mecha-

August 9 flare recorded by the ultraviolet spectrograph nisms in our theoretical model.

aboard Skvlab. They derived a semiempirical model of
the flaring chromosphere based on a solution to the V. SU.MARY AND CONCLUSIONS

radiative transfer equation for hydrogen Lyc. Lya, LyB, We have presented an improved theoretical approach
and Ha as well as some lines and continua of the ions to static energy balance problems involving optically
C t, C it, C tit. and C iv. Their model atmosphere was thick radiative transfer. Our use of a frequency in-
constructed by iteratively adjusting T(N) until the syn- tegrated radiative transfer equation has allowed us to
thetic carbon line profiles and continua matched the UV improve the treatment of the effects of several important
data at a time I minute after the flare maximum. The chromospheric radiators, thereby providing a more re-
transition region of this model is set at a column depth alistic treatment of radiative cooling than has previously
of 1.3 x 10:) cm--'. where the gas pressure is 8 been used for this problem. With this technique, we have
dyn cm'. Again. as in the Dinh and MAVN models, modeled the response of the solar chromosphere to both
the coronal pressure contribution is not included ex- a lonz-lived flux of nonthermal solar flare electrons and
plhc:tl\. In this case, however, we are able to obtain an a large heat flux from the overlying flare corona. In
independent estimate of the coronal gas pressure by addition to the more realistic treatment of radiative
referring to other research on this well-studied flare. cooling, our model also incorporates the effects of in-
Undcr,,ood et al (1978) have studied the concurrent creased coronal pressure (presumably brought about by
X-ray and EUV data for this event. Based on their chromospheric evaporation into the coronal parts of the
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flare loop) and nonthermal collisional ionization. Neither cooling from Lya or the lines of Mg ii or Ca n is
of these mechanisms has been explicitly included in important. The thinner transition zones of these conduc-
previous synthetic or semiempirical models of the flare tivelv dominated atmospheres produce reduced optical
chromosphere. The theoretical atmospheres we have depths in the upper chromosphere and thereby increase
generated illustrate a number of interesting phenomena the radiative efficiency of these optically thick radiators
associated with these mechanisms. relative to the optically thin radiative energy loss from

The coronal pressure modulates the relative impor- metals.
tance of heating by nonthermal electrons versus heating An increased conductive flux cannot be used to ex-
by thermal conduction. For a particular choice of the plain the enhanced chromospheric temperatures inferred
energy flux of nonthermal electrons, F20, and the ther- by the semiempiical models, even though it is adequate
mal conductive flux, F5, the relative importance of heat- to explain the larger depths of the transition zone. This
ing by nonthermal electrons is increased as the coronal refutes the suggestion made by some authors that
pressure is increased. For the high coronal pressure that thermal conduction alone is sufficient to produce
is characteristic of a compact flare, thermal conduction all the observed flare enhancements at all atmospheric
is important in the energy balance only for large values levels (e.g., Machado and Emslie 1979; Shmeleva and
of F. All else being equal. the increased radiative ef- Syrovatskii 1973: Svestka 1973).
ficiency brought about by the higher pressure causes the The large temperature enhancements inferred for the
transition region to form at much smaller column depth: flare chromosphere by MA1-N and Lites and Cook
hence less material e.xists at temperatures greater than (1979) are not evident in our synthetic atmospheres.
10W K. To reproduce the pressure and emission measure Other theoretical treatments of heating by nonthermal
observed in compact flares without resorting to an un- electrons have predicted larger temperature enhance-
acceptably short loop length or large nonthermal elec- ments in the lower chromosphere (Machado. Emslie and
tron flux, it is necessary to assume a thermal conductive Brown 1978) for moderate values of F.0 and the electron
flux greater than l03 ergs cm- ' s- ' power law index. S. Due to the effects of nonthermal

In .he low coronal pressure atmospheres it is found colLsional ionization, our theoretical models do not
that the column depth at which the transition zone show such temperature enhancements for equivalent
forms is determined primarily by the value of the con- values of F:0 and 8. At a given temperature the ionized
ductive flux. at least for values of flux greater than 10' fraction and radiative energy loss rate are larger in our
ergs cm- 2 s - . Increasing the conductive flux increases atmospheres. Hence, the energy balance condition re-
the depth of formation and decreases the thickness of qures lower equilibrium temperatures. This suggests
the transition zone. This correlation of formation depth that semiempirical models of flare chromospheres at the
with conductive flux agrees with the results of Machado time of heating by nonthermal electrons should also
and Emslie (1979). However. the thinner transition zone include the effects of nonthermal collisions in the atomic
which is a result of higher conductive flux also has the statistical equilibrium equations.
effect of reducing the total Lya flux, contradicting their The potential that our theoretical method holds has
suggestion that the Lya and conductive fluxes are posi- not been exhausted by the research presented in this
ively correlated. paper. An important future application of our theoreti-

Models with thick transition zones tend to produce cal atmospheres will be the synthesis of spectral line
too much Lya flux. Only those models with a large profiles that can be directly compared to the observa-
imposed conductive flux and hence thin transition zones tions. These line profiles will be a direct link between
match the Lya observations. This would seem to indi- the observations and the physical processes in the flare.
cate that conductive fluxes at least as large as 10' In a future paper we will present such line profiles.
ergs cm- 2 s -I exist at temperatures of 10 K only a few
minutes after flare onset. This also suggests that conduc- We wish to thank George Fisher, Sandy McClymont,
tive heating at a temperature of 2 x 104 K (the region of Rick Puetter, and Todd Gunkler for helpful discussions,
peak Lya loss) is important in almost all phases of the and John Raymond for supplying his results for opti-
flare evolution, and its effects must be included in all cally thin radiative loss rates due to metals. This work
models of chromospheric flare heating. has been supported by the National Aeronautics and

Even though a larger value of the conductive flux has Space Administration, through grant NSG 7406, and by
the effect of reducing the Lya flux, it is only in the the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Air Force
conductively dominated atmospheres that the radiative Systems Command, through grant 82-0092.
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ABSTRACT

We have calculated Ha line profiles based primarily on the

static model flare chromospheres of Ricchiazzi and Canfield

(1983), which show the effects of enhanced fluxes of nonthermal

electrons and heat, as well as enhanced pressure, on the

temperature, density, and ionization structure of the

chromosphere. Both hydrostatic and impulsive phase models are

examined. Hydrostatic model atmospheres with substantial

electron heating characteristically produce wide and bright Ha

profiles with a central reversal (measured by the ratio of

central to peak intensity) that is insensitive to the electron

heating rate. In the impulsive atmospheres, however, the central

reversal does depend, to some degree, on the nonthermal electron

heating rate. Enhanced thermal conduction reduces the width and

total intensity of the profiles. High thermal conduction alone

cannot account for flare Ha enhancements. High coronal pressure

dramatically increases the width and total intensity of the Ha

profiles, while reducing the central reversal.

We are able to identify two unique qualitative signatures

among the mechanisms examined. First, only high values of the

flux of energetic electrons (above about 1010 erg cm - 2 s - 1

above 20 keY) produce Ha profiles with obvious broad (Stark)

wings of non-Gaussian form; the absence of such wings precludes

such heating. Second, only high values of coronal pressure (in
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excess of 100 dyne cm- 2 ) produce strong Ha emission profiles

that are not centrally reversed.

I. INTRODUCTION

a) Motivation

During a solar flare, the chromosphere is heated above its

pre-flare value by various mechanisms. Recent observations of

hard X-ray emission from the footpoints of coronal loops strongly

suggest that energetic electrons are being stopped there. In

addition, measurements of elevated coronal temperatures suggest

that thermal conduction could also play a role. Another process

that affects the chromosphere is enhanced coronal Pressure, which

is a direct consequence of the observed increase in both coronal

density and temperature. In a previous paper (Ricchiazzi and

Canfield 1983, henceforth Paper I), we have modeled the response

of the chromosphere to these processes. In this paper we compute

the Ha profiles for various models, thus giving us their Ha

spectral signatures. Other flare processes, such as heating by

energetic nonthermal protons (Lin and Hudson 1976, Emslie 1983)

or soft X-ray irradiation (Henoux and Nakagawa 1977, Machado

1978) have been shown to be of much less importance in

chromospheric heating (see, g.g., Canfield et al. 1980).

The Ha line is chosen because it is an optically thick line



from the chromosphere. Because it is optically thick, its

spectral profile gives us information about how flare effects are

distributed in column depth. The chromospheric response is useful

for discriminating between heating mechanisms; it has the

characteristic that the initial energy deposition profile is not

smeared by thermal conduction like it is in the corona. Although

energy is spread out over a photon mean free path, this is small

enough that the final temperature distribution is sensitive to

the initial deposition profile. For our purposes the chromosphere

is defined by its temperature structure. We call the chromosphere

that region of the atmosphere above the temperature minimum, but

below 105K.

During the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) and the Solar

Maximum Year, the extensive improvements in simultaneous

multispectral imaging of flares included substantial

improvements in Ha spectroscopy. In particular, the advent of

charge-coupled device (CCD) detectors led to spectroscopic

observations of Ha that have combined temporal and spatial

resolution approaching previous filtergrams. As a consequence,

there is available a new source of information on flare processes

in addition to the morphological Ha information commonly

available before. Among such spectral observations are those of

Acton It al. (1982) and Gunkler St al. (1984), whose observations

also combine simultaneous Ha and X-ray imaging and spectroscopy.
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Their Ha profiles show a wide variety of line profile types and

suggestive, but ill-understood, relationships to the spatial and

temporal structure of the X-ray emitting part of the flare. The

motivation for this work is to provide a theoretical basis for

interpretation of such observed Ha profiles.

b) Previous Work on Theoretical Ha Profiles

In the past, two different approaches have been taken to the

theoretical interpretation of flare chromospheric line profiles.

Authors who have adopted the semiempirical method have determined

an ad hoc distribution of thermodynamic variables in a flare

chromosphere that is adequate to explain the observed line

profile, consistent with known atomic physics and radiative

transfer. On the other hand, authors who have adopted the

synthetic method have supposed specific physical processes. They

have then modeled the effect of these processes on the

distribution of thermodynamic variables in the flare

chromosphere. Such model flare chromospheres can either be

compared to semiempirical model chromospheres or, alternatively,

be used to compute theoretical spectra for comparison with

observations. We take the latter approach in this paper.

There have been only a few applications of the synthetic

method to chromospheric flare spectra in the past decade, largely
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due to the lack of availability of suitably realistic (yet

expedient) methods for treating the highly nonlinear theoretical

problem of energy and momentum tranport in a partially opaque

atmosphere. It has been difficult to treat both radiative and

dynamic aspects of the problem simultaneously, because the

problem must be treated numerically, and it is highly demanding

of computational resources. The obvious importance of radiative

energy loss in the radiation-dominated chromosphere has led most

authors to treat the radiative aspects most completely, leaving

the dynamic aspects until later. Such work was first done by Brown

(1973), who modeled the chromospheric heating effects of

steady-state beams of nonthermal electrons. He used a simple

radiative cooling expression that assumed that the Lyman

continuum dominated chromospheric radiative loss. Theoretical Ha

profiles of these model atmospheres were determined by Canfield

(1974). These profiles were all strongly centrally-reversed, and

had very weak wings. In contrast, the highest-quality

observations, such as those of Zirin and Tanaka (1973), Schoolman

and Ganz (1981) and Acton et al. (1982), show both

centrally-reversed and nonreversed profiles, and in the most

intense kernels, pronounced wings.

Nakagawa, Wu and Han (1973) modeled the effects of flare

shocks on the chromosphere, using a kinematic approach for the

gas dynamics and assuming the chromospheric gas was optically

6



thin. Canfield and Athay (1974) determined Ha profiles for these

model chromospheres at selected times during the shock

propagation, and found that the theoretical profiles not only

were always centrally reversed, but also showed much stronger

asymmetry than typically observed.

Improved models of flare chromospheres heated by nonthermal

electrons were obtained by Brown, Canfield and Robertson (1978),

henceforth BCR. They, like Brown (1973), solved the problem of

the balance between heating by nonthermal electrons and cooling

by radiation, in order to obtain the static temperature and

density structure. They used an approximate source function

scaling-law approach to take optical depth effects into account

in hydrogen cooling, which they assumed was dominated by Ha and

La. Other hydrogen lines and continua were neglected; all other

atomic species were assumed to radiate in an optically thin

manner, cut off rather arbitrarily at low temperatures. BCR then

computed Ha line profiles for their model atmospheres

corresponding to various values of F 2 0, the input energy flux of

electrons with initial energies initial energies above 20 keV.

They found Ha profiles with widths comparable to the observations

for high values of F2 0, but the profiles consistently had central

reversals. Only by invoking inhomogeneous structure of the

electron injection region and of flare chromospheric motions 
were

they able to reconcile their synthetic line profiles with the
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observations of Zirin and Tanaka (1973), for values of F2 0

suggested by the hard X-ray observations.

Kostyuk (1976) also found that all her electron-heated

atmospheres (taking dynamics into account, but not radiative

.ransfer) produced strongly reversed Ha profiles. Like BCR, she

achieved agreement with the unreversed profiles often observed

only by hypothesizing the superposition of profiles that differed

due to inhomogeneous electron streams, velocity gradients, etc.

It is interesting to note that more recent work (of. Canfield

1982, Acton et al. 1982) argues against the presence of such high

broadening velocities. In these papers and in the present paper

(below), mechanisms other than such anhomcgeneities are seen to

give rise to unreversed profiles.

Our recent determination of the structure of flare

chromospheres (Paper I), which forms the basis of most of the Ha

line profiles of this paper, is a substantial improvement over

BCR. First, both thermal conduction and high pressure imposed by

the overlying flare corona are taken into account, in addition to

heating by nonthermal electrons. Second, the treatment of

radiation, which is all-important in such computations, includes

radiative transfer effects in all the energetically dominant

chromospheric radiators, not just hydrogen. Third, an improved

probabilistic radiative transfer equation is used in place of

source-function scaling laws.
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II. MODEL ATMOSPHERES

This paper is based on static models of flare chromospheres

that have been obtained for two limiting assumptions. For the

majority of the atmospheres, taken from Paper I, it is assumed

that the flare effects have obtained for a sufficiently long

period of time that hydrostatic equilibrium is a good

approximation. To complement these "hydrostatic" model

atmospheres, we have computed a few new atmospheres under the

assumption that the flare heating has Just been turned on and,

although there has been sufficient time to reach energy balance,

the density structure has not yet had time to change

significantly. The latter model atmospheres will be referred to

specifically as "impulsive" in the discussion to follow. Both

cases are, of course, limiting approximations for the actual

time-dependent situation; the static simplifications are useful

for understanding those phenomena that do not depend sensitively

on mass motions. Both models are relevant to flares; in some

flares the energy fluxes in both thermal and nonthermal electrons

are thought to change on characteristic times of one second and

less. In other flares, they change very slowly, with

characteristic times of order one hundred seconds and more.

The methods used to obtain the hydrostatic model

atmospheres are described in detail in Paper I; they will

therefore be described only briefly here. These models were
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obtained by numerically solving the equations of steady state

energy balance, hydrostatic equilibrium, radiative transfer, and

atomic statistical equilibrium. It was assumed that the

atmospheric response is confined to one dimension by a strong

vertical magnetic field. In order to obtain the radiative cooling

rate in lines for which optical depth effects are significant,

the probabilistic radiative transfer equation of Canfield,

Puetter, and Ricchiazzi (1981) (see also Canfield, McClymont and

Puetter 1983) was solved for each of the energetically most

important transitions of hydrogen, magnesium and calcium. The

probabilistic radiative loss rates computed here typically agree

with more rigorous methods (Vernazza, Avrett, and Loeser 1981) to

within a factor of two. Radiative losses due to H-, the EUV and

X-ray lines of heavier ions, and free-free bremsstrahlung were

included in an optically thin manner. Because the heating

mechanism of the ambient solar atmosphere is not well known, the

ambient (nonflare) heating rate was assumed to retain the same

distribution as the preflare atmosphere, Model F of Vernazza,

Avrett, and Loeser (1981), which represents the bright elements

of the chromospheric network. It was assumed that this heating

was a function of column depth alone. For most of the chromosphere

the flare heating rate by fast electrons far exceeds the ambient

heating rate.

The method for obtaining the impulsive model atmospheres
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differs from that for the hydrostatic model atmospheres only in

that the equation of hydrostatic equilibrium is not included.

These model atmospheres are thus in energy balance, but not

pressure balance. Their density distribution is that of the

preflare model atmosphere.

Under what circumstances are the two limiting static

assumptions close approximations to the full time-dependent

problem? We can answer this question by comparing the relevant

characteristic times: the pressure equilibrium timescale tp

(density scale height/sound speed), the flare heating timescale

th (mean thermal energy/flare heating rate), and the radiative

cooling timescale t (mean thermal energy/net radiative coolingr

rate). Our assumption of energy balance will be a reasonable

approximation if the flare effects have obtained for a time much

greater than tr and th' Hydrostatic equilibrium is possible only

if the elapsed time is much greater than t . The impulsive modelsp

will be valid only if the elapsed time is much less than t butp

much greater than tr or t For the models discussed in this

paper, the value of t is of order 10 s in the chromosphere andP

exceeds 60 s in the photosphere. The value of th is much less than

that of t in the chromosphere, and much greater in thep

photosphere. The value of t exceeds t only around ther p

temperature minimum. It is the chromosphere that is of primary

interest to flare Ha profiles, since Ha has no significant
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opacity near the temperature minimum, and the flare effects

modeled are insignificant in the photosphere. In the chromosphere

both the heating and cooling times are much less than a second, so

the impulsive models can in effect be plausibly compared to the

observations for the first few seconds; after tens of seconds

only the hydrostatic models are plausible.

In the model chromospheres on which this paper is based, the

flare corona is not included explicitly. Instead, the coronal

flare inputs to the chromosphere are treated parametrically. We

explore these parameters over ranges of values believed to be

relevant to solar flares. The input parameters are:

Nonthermal electron flux (F2 0 ): The flux of electrons above 20

keV is specified. The electrons are assumed to have a power-law

spectrum given by N(E) a E_ , where N is the number of beamed

electrons of energy E per square centimeter per second, and 6 is

the spectral index. The cosine of the pitch angle of the

nonthermal electrons is called g, where u = 1.0 indicates that

the electrons are going straight down into the chromosphere. The

values used were P2 0 = 108, 109, 1010, or loll erg cm - 2 s-1;

- 3, 5, or 7; and M = 1.0 or 0.5.

ConduclyftluX (Fs): The thermal energy flux from the corona is

specified where the temperature is l0 S K. Values used ranged from

106 to 109 erg cm- 2 s-i
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Coronal Pressure (Po): The gas pressure at the top of the loop,

the site of postulated electron acceleration, where the column

depth is zero, is specified in the hydrostatic models. Values

used were 1, 10, 100, or 1000 dyne cM- 2 . In the impulsive model

atmospheres the coronal pressure is not a parameter; the density

distribution is that of the preflare atmosphere.

III. Ha LINE PROFILES

a) Radiative Transfer Methods

After computing the model atmospheres, the next step is to

generate theoretical Ha line profiles for each model. Taking the

temperature and density structure as fixed, we solve our

probabilistic radiative transfer equation for a 4-level plus

continuum hydrogen atom, again assuming atomic excitation and

ionization equilibrium. Complete redistribution within a pure

Doppler absorption coefficient profile is adopted for the Lyman

lines (following Milkey and Mihalas 1973). The absorption

coefficient profile for all subordinate transitions has a Doppler

core and wings due to both the linear Stark effect (we assume a

Holtsmark profile) and resonance broadening (hydrogen-hydrogen

collisions, see Mihalas 1978).

The use of probabilistic radiative transfer for the

computation of line profiles is uncommon in the current
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literature, because it has developed into a useful working method

only recently. It is clear on various grounds that it is well

suited to the calculation of Ha profiles for our flare model

atmospheres. First, we have already shown that probabilistic

radiative transfer gives total radiative loss rates that are good

to about a factor of two (Canfield and Ricchiazzi 1980). The

computed source functions will be yet more accurate, since

radiative loss rates are more sensitive to small errors than

source functions. Second, as we will show below, the major

challenge in the computation of Ha line profiles is not the

radiative transfer in Ha itself, but rather in the Lyman lines,

owing to the importance of interlocking between the various

hydrogen transitions. Methods of probabilistic radiative

transfer for resonance lines have not yet been developed fully,

owing to the breakdown of the assumption of complete frequency

redistribution within the line prof-le in such lines under

certain conditions. However, in flare atmospheres the high

collisional transition rate due to the high density of the

Lyman-a forming region tends to make this line's source function

frequency independent farther into its wings, and hence make our

calculation of Ha line profiles better for flare atmospheres than

for the quiet sun. Finally, we made a quantitative comparison r

flare profile based on probabililistic radiative transfer to one

given in the most recent semiempirical flare modeling work, that

of Dinh (1980). Dinh solved a frequency dependent radiative
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transfer equation instead of our frequency-integrated form; he

did not have to ignore the depth dependence of the absorption

coefficient profile, and hence in this respect his method is

superior to ours. For computational expedience, however, he

assumed that the Lyman lines were in radiative detailed balance,

an assumption that is inferior to our treatment. Comparision of

our computed Dinh Model 3 Ha profile to his shows satisfactory

quantitative agreement. Our profile has a central intensity which

is approximately 20% lower than his, due to a small central

reversal that his profile shows only weakly. We anticipate that

this is due to our different treatment of the Lyman lines, which

have their biggest effect where the core of Ha is formed. The

half-width and intensities throughout the wings are virtually

identical.

b) Dependence on Input Parameters

We now investigate the effects of the physical parameters

of the model flare chromospheres on Ha profiles, using the

models, methods and parameters discussed above. Our approach is

to adopt a nominal set of parameters, and then to vary each

parameter, by itself, to see how it affects the Ha profile.

Obviously this does not necessarily imply any physical

consistency of the values adopted; the temporal evolution of a

flare loop, even if it can be described to a good approximation as

a sequence of steady states, is associated with variations in
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more than just one of our input parameters. The relationship

between these parameters is a function of coronal plasma dynamics

and particle acceleration, which is beyond the scope of this work

(see, e.g., Ricchiazzi 1982, Ricchiazzi and Canfield 1983, Fisher

et, al. 1984).

Our primary objective in this section is to establish the

relationship between the input parameters of the models and the

Ha profiles; we defer a complete physical discussion of such

matters as the mechanisms and origins of the Ha radiation until

the following section.

We start with models computed in the hydrostatic

approximation. The results are shown in Figures 1 through 7. The

upper panel of each figure shows how the columnar temperature

structure changes as the values of the parameters are changed,

i.e. how the temperature structure reflects the physical process

whose role is being varied. The lower panel shows the

corresponding Ha profiles. The values of Ha spectral intensity

are expressed in terms of the preflare solar continuum near Ha,

and the wavelength range shown is Ha ± 4A. The nominal set of

parameters is F 2 0 = 1010 erg cm- 2 s- 1 , F s f 107 erg cm- 2 S-1,

P 0 i00 dyne cM - 2 ,-, - 5.

Figures 1 and 2 show how the temperature structure and Ha

profile change as the nonthermal electron flux is varied. In
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Figure 1 Po = 1 dyne cm- 2 , a low value, but P0 has its nominal

value (100 dyne cm- 2 ) in Figure 2. The low value is intended to

represent pressure in large coronal loops in which material

heated to coronal temperatures is distributed over a large

volume; the nominal case is more typical of the later phases of

compact flares with small coronal loop volumes.

The upper panel of Figure 1, the low pressure case, shows

that the nonthermal electron heating penetrates well into the

chromosphere; temperature increases even down to the preflare

temperature minimum for high electron flux values. The lower

panel shows pronounced sensitivity of both total emission and

profile width to the value of F2 0* However, each of the profiles

shown in this figure has the same amplitude of central reversal,

i.e. the same ratio of central intensity to peak intensity.

Figure 2 shows the effect of varying the nonthermal

electron flux in the nominal pressure case. The temperature

structure of the upper chromosphere is much different from that

shown in Figure 1; this is due to the dominance of the source term

in the energy budget by nonthermal electron heating, not thermal

conduction. It remains true that throughout the chromosphere a

higher temperature is reached at all column depths as F20 is

increased, just as was the case at low pressures. The main point

to be made regarding the Hf profiles shown in the lower panel is

that, just as in Figure 1, both the total emission and the profile
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width are sensitive functions of F2 0. Again, the amplitude of the

central reversal is quite independent of F2 0.

Figures 3 and 4 show the effect of changing the coronal

pressure P0 at two different values of nonthermal electron energy

flux F2 0. In Figure 3 the nominal value is used (F 20 =

1010 erg cm- 2 s-l), as might be the case for a long-lived

electron beam in a fairly strong flare. In Figure 4 we consider

low values of F20' which mimic the effects of long-lived weak

nonthermal electron heating, as well as the effects of typical

values of X-ray heating during the thermal phase of flares

(Ricchiazzi 1982).

Figure 3 shows the effect of varying the coronal pressure at

the nominal value of F 20. Increasing the coronal pressure has a

very different effect than increasing the electron flux. The

temperature structure in the lower chromosphere is not affected

much, but the column depth of the transition region decreases as

the pressure increases. As shown in Paper I, the pressure

sensitivity of the temperature structure is easily understood. At

high coronal pressures, owing to the increased value of density

at a given temperature, the outer atmosphere is more able to

radiate away the imposed energy flux at a given value of column

number. As the lower panel of the figure shows, the coronal

pressure not only affects the total emispion and profile width,

it also affects the amplitude of the central reversal. The
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amplitude of the central reversal changes rapidly between i0 and

1000 dyne cm- 2. The reversal disappears entirely at the upper end

of the range explored.

Figure 4 shows the effect of varying coronal pressure at a

low value of F 20the electron beam is very weak, the chromosphere

is cooler and the transition region forms at lower column depth

than in the high F 2 0 case. Again we see that as Po is increased

the central reversal goes away. The Ha profiles have less width

and lower intensity than those from the more strongly

electron-heated atmospheres of Figure 3. The key feature to note

is that extensive wings indicate nonthermal electron heating.

The effect of varying the amplitude of the conductive flux

at 105 K, F5, is shown in Figures 5, 6, and 7, for low, nominal,

and high coronal pressures respectively. These figures show both

similarities and important differences. All three figures show

that when the conductive flux is high enough, the top part of the

chromosphere is evaporated to coronal temperatures, while the

lower chromosphere is virtually untouched. However, it is

important to realize that the critical value of F,, at which

conduction begins to affect the transition region temperature

structure and the Ha line profile, varies with coronal pressure,

and that the coronal pressure may or may not be important to the

pressure of a conduction-dominated transition region. Heating by

conduction will be unimportant to chromospheric structure until
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it dominates over heating by nonthermal electrons in the energy

balance at the point where T = 105 K. Lin and Hudson (1976) have

given an expression for the column depth of the transition region

when the heating is electron-beam dominated. In Paper I we have

given the corresponding expression for the conduction-dominated

case; we showed that in the latter case the column depth of the

transition region (Ntr) adjusts so that the total pressure there

is proportional to FP: Ptr" P0 + mgN tr 2.2 x 10-6 F, (m - mean

mass of nuclei - 1.4m , g - solar gravity, cgs units). Note that

the column depth of the transition region is insensitive to the

value of P0 until it dominates the total pressure. This is

illustrated by the models with F 5 = 108 erg cm- 2 s- I in Figures

5 and 6. From the equation above, the total pressure in both cases

will be (2.2 x 10- 6) x 108 = 220 dyne cm- 2 . It can be easily

shown that Ntr must only change by a factor of 1.8 to adjust for

the extra 99 dyne cm- 2 in the nominal pressure case. The Ha

profile becomes sensitive to F 5 only when the transition region

becomes conduction dominated. Figure 5 shows that the core is

affected first, and then the total intensity drops, as F5 is

increased. Figure 6 shows that the effect of increasing F can be

sudden, which is explored further in Figure 7.

Figure 7 shows a conduction-dominated case in which coronal

pressure determines the transition region location. In this

figure a conductive flux of 108 erg cm - 2 S- 1 is not enough to
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evaporate the upper chromosphere, in contrast to the nominal

pressure case in Figure 6. The models with F5 - 108 erg cm- 2 s- I

are virtually identical. However, when the conductive flux is

increased to 109 erg cm - 2  s -1 , the atmosphere becomes

conduction-dominated and the above equation relating P0 and P5

again obtains. One can establish whether the transition region is

electron-heating dominated or conduction dominated by comparing

values of the transition-region column depth determined by each

mechanism in the absence of the other [cf. Ricchiazzi and

Canfield 1983, equations (36) and (37)]. When conduction

dominates, the atmosphere is extremely sensitive to the value of

F5 . High values of conductive flux make the chromosphere very

thin, which is accompanied by a substantial reduction in Ha

emission.

We now investigate atmospheric structure and Ha profiles in

the impulsive approximation discussed in Section II. Figures 8

and 9 show the effects of varying F2 . and F, respectively; Po is

not a free parameter. Both figures show effects that are similar

to those in the hydrostatic cases.

The upper panel of Figure 8 shows that, as F20 is

increased, the temperature increases throughout the

chromosphere, and hence the region of significant heating extends

to greater column depth. The temperature structures bear

considerable resemblance to those of hydrostatic models with
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intermediate values of coronal pressure. This is simply due to

the fact that the density distributions for the preflare case

resemble those of the hydrostatic models with intermediate

coronal pressure. The lower panel of Figure 8 shows that the Ha

profiles change in total emission, width and central reversal as

F20 is varied. The behavior of the width and total emission is

qualitatively similar to the hydrostatic models; substantial

wings and higher total emission still correspond to higher values

of F20. However, the behavior of the amplitude of the central

reversal is somewhat different. It is no longer true that it is

independent of F 2 0 ; instead, as F2 0 increases, the amplitude of

the central reversal decreases.

Figure 9 shows the effects of varying F 5 in the impulsive

approximation. At the lowest value of P 5 conduction is not yet

important in the energy balance at temperature 105 K. For higher

values of F., both the temperature structure and the Ha profiles

are sensitive to F5, for the same reasons alluded to above in the

paragraphs on hydrostatic atmospheres.

Finally, we have explored the effect of varying the

nonthermal electron spectral index and the electron pitch angle.

Their effects are straightforward. Varying the spectral index

smoothly varies the relative amount of heating in the upper

chromosphere versus the lower chromosphere. The Ha profile

manifestation is as expected: Relatively more heating at high
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values of column number (smaller spectral index 5) produces

relatively more wing emission. Varying the pitch angle also

varies the relative columnar distribution of heating in a smooth

way. As expected, more heating at higher column depth (smaller

pitch angle angle, larger g) gives more wing emission.

c Mechanism f Formation

What physical factors determine the form of the Ha profile

for each model flare atmosphere? Crudely speaking, in the region

where continuum opacity is negligible, the emergent intensity as

a function of wavelength displacement from line center is a

mapping of the Ha source function, S, as a function of Ha optical

depth. The intensity at line center depends on the value of S

relatively high in the chromosphere, and the intensity in the

wings depends on S in the lower parts of the chromosphere. The

source function is a measure of the ratio between upper and lower

level populations in the transition. This ratio is determined

both by collisional processes, which depend only on the local

temperature and density, and on radiation fields, which can be

very non-local. If collisions dominate, the source function will

be the Planck function, B. If radiation dominates, and if escape

of photons from the region is significant, S departs from B.

A useful way to understand the profiles is to look at the
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depth dependence of both B and -he departure of S from B. A third

useful quantity is the effective Ha Planck function, B, which

includes the effect of interlocking with other transitions, i.e.

the effect of indirect transitions between the second and third

levels of the hydrogen atom. In analogy with the simple two-level

atom formulation, B is defined so that the source function is

given by S - (fdvj V V + eB)/(l + e) where J is the mean

intensity of the radiation field in Ha, V is the Ha absorption

coefficient profile, and E/(l+6) is the effective Ha photon

destruction probability per scattering (see, e.g., Canfield and

Puetter 1981). If S closely matches B, it means that the level

populations are controlled largely by interlocking with other

transitions. If B closely matches B, it means that all

interlocked transitions are in local thermodynamic equilibrium.

To show why the Ha profile depends sensitively on the

temperature and density distribution of the flare chromosphere,

we look in detail at three hydrostatic models that have the

nominal values of the nonthermal electron energy flux and

conductive flux and differ only in the value of coronal pressure.

Figure 10 shows how pressure affects the line center optical

depth dependence of S, B and B; pressure is lowest in the top

panel and highest in the bottom. The first point to note is that S

follows B very closely in all three cases. This illustrates a very

important fact: Ha is just one of a strongly interlocked set of
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transitions, and its source function depends on other lines. The

second point to note is that, as pressure increases, B approaches

B more closely throughout all but the upper chromosphere. This

reflects the increasing dominance of the interlocked transitions

by collisional processes that push their source functions toward

the Planck function. At small optical depths the interlocked

transitions decouple from the Planck function due to photon

escapes, so B is insensitive to variations in B there.

To find out which interlocked lines are important we

carried out an analysis comparing atomic transition rates between

the n = 2 and n = 3 levels of hydrogen via all possible third

levels, following the methods described by Jefferies (1968) and

Canfield and Puetter (1981). We find that the principal

interlocked transitions are Lyman a and Lyman ., with Paschen a

contributing increasingly with higher pressure. Lyman a, in

particular, is known to be highly sensitive to local values of

temperature and density. The behavior of Ha in flares is thus very

different from that in the quiet sun, where the Ha source function

is determined by radiation in the Balmer and Paschen continua

(Gebbie and Steinitz 1974). These continua are formed in the

photosphere, and thus in nonflaring conditions Ha is sensitive to

chromospheric temperature and density only through changes in the

optical depth scale.

What affects the variation of the Ha source function in
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these flare atmospheres? The optical thickness of the

chromosphere is of considerable importance. For example, if its

thickness is increased, Ha tends to be formed in a higher

temperature region. This effect can be seen by comparing the

absolute values of S and its depth dependence in the low pressure

and moderate pressure cases (top and middle panels) in Figure 10.

Increasing the pressure adds more absorbing material to the outer

atmosphere, so the Planck function becomes higher at a given

value of Ha line center optical depth for the moderate pressure

case than for the low pressure case. This causes the Ha source

function to be higher as well.

Why should the amplitude of the central reversal be coronal

pressure dependent? The important factor is the relationship of

collisional and radiative transition rates. At the outer edge of

an atmosphere, the number of upward transitions is lowered by the

escape of photons into space; they are not scattered there, and do

not contribute to maintaining a large ratio of upper and lower

level population. This lowers the value of the source function

near the outer edge, and causes the spectral line profile to have

a central reversal. However, if the collisional rates are high,

as is the case at high pressure, the loss of radiative upward

transitions is less important, since collisions do the job, and S

stays closer to the Planck function. This effect can be seen by

comparing the moderate and high pressure cases in Figure 10. A
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high pressure corona increases the density in the upper

chromosphere, resulting in higher collisional transition rates,

and a smaller departure of S from B. This results in a source

function which continues to rise all the way out to the point

where T Ha=, thus giving an unreversed profile.

Where in the model atmospheres does the emergent Ha

radiation originate? For several different models, Figure 11

shows the depth dependence of the Ha flux divergence, defined

here is the derivative of the integrated flux

(H = ffdv ui Vdw/47T) with respect to the logarithm of the column

number, N. Since we plot dH/d(log N) vs. log N, the flux from any

given column depth range can be integrated by eye, noting that the

vertical scale is logarithmic, The flux divergence distribution

is given by the solid curve, the temperature by the dashed curve.

Note that continuum absorption cuts off the Ha flux divergence at

(log N) = 24.5 in the photosphere. Figure 11 (a) shows the

distribution for a quiet sun model, Model C of Vernazza, Avrett,

and Loeser (1981). The quiet chromosphere is very thin in Ha, so

the vast majority of the total emission (though obviously not

line center emission, for example) comes from the photosphere. If

we heat the atmosphere with beamed nonthermal electrons (!.g.,

increase F 2 0 ), the chromosphere becomes increasingly thicker in

Ha due to the increase in the second level population. This

increases the chromospheric emission, as shown in Figures 11 (b)
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and (c). The photospheric Ha flux divergence is actually slightly

decreased, since the escape of photons from there is inhibited by

the thicker chromosphere. Figures 11 (d) and (e) show the effect

of increasing the conductive flux (Fe), which pushes the

transition region down toward higher column depth. Although

stripping off the top of the chromosphere allows more radiation

to escape from the residual chromosphere and photosphere, the

emerging fla flux in the high FS case is lower because of the high

emissivity of the layer that was evaporated. Comparison of

Figures 11 (d) and (f) shows that increasing the coronal pressure

(P0) simply adds more chromospheric material, thus adding to the

total emission. As a general rule, the total Ha flux is strongly

related to the Ha optical thickness of the region where the

continuum optical depth is less than unity. Finally, although the

Ha flux divergence in the conductively heated transition regions

of some of the model atmospheres is very large, especially in

Figure 11 (e), these regions are so thin that their contributions

to the emergent Ha flux are negligible.

Finally, what processes dominate the formation of the Ha

wings? For all F2 0 and our nominal parameters, we find that Stark

redistribution is the dominant escape mechanism in the wings of

Ha throughout the chromosphere. Resonance broadening is

important only at and below the temperature minimum, where flare

effects are small.
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d Interpretation of Dependence on Input Parameters

On the basis of our understanding of the formation of Ha

in the flare model atmospheres, it is now possible to interpret

many aspects of the input-parameter dependence of the line

profile characteristics seen above.

( i) Heating by No'thermal Electrons

In the range 108 ! F 2 0 5 loll erg cm- 2 s 1 , shown in

Figures 1, 2, and 8, increasing F2 0 produces more Ha emission.

The analysis in the preceeding section indicates that this is due

primarily to enhanced production of Ha photons per hydrogen

nucleus. In the hydrostatic case, the amplitude of the central

reversal is essentially independent of F20 because the ratio of

collisional to radiative rates at the point of unit line center Ha

optical depth does not change significantly, due to the

hydrostatic adjustment. In the impulsive models, however, the

amount of central reversal decreases as F20 increases, because

the density at the unit optical depth point increases (the

density at each column depth remains the same as the preflare

atmosphere). The unique signature of substantial nonthermal

electron heating is formation of extensive Stark wings; they are

strongest at IL - 1 and small values of 6, since they reflect

heating of the deep chromosphere.
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(ii ) Heating by Thermal CodCtion

Thermal conduction has no effect on chromospheric structure

until it begins to dominate the heating term in the energy balance

at T = 105 K, which depends on the value of the coronal pressure.

Figures 5, 6 and 7 explore the range 106 6 F5  -

109 erg cM- 2 S-1. When thermal conduction first becomes

important, only the core of Ha is affected, because only the upper

atmosphere is "evaporated" to coronal temperatures, whereas the

lower atmosphere is virtually unperturbed. As F increases

further, the entire Ha profile is affected, dramatically reducing

the total amount of Ha emission. The total number of atoms in the

chromosphere decreases, and the number of Ha emitting atoms

decreases even more dramatically, since the remaining

chromosphere has a low characteristic temperature.

(iii) The Role of Coronal Pressure

In the range 1 6 PO d 1000 dyne cm- 2, explored in Figures 3

and 4, the effect of increasing the value of the coronal pressure

is both to enhance the total amount of emergent Ha radiation and

to reduce the Ha central reversal. The reason is straightforward;

the pressure at any given temperature, and hence the density, is

increased down to the point where mgN - P0. This results in the

production of more Ha photons, as a result of interlocking with

the density-sensitive Lyman lines. The higher density also

enhances the production of Ha photons in the outer chromosphere
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by making collisions even more effective at photon generation in

the interlocked transitions, which fills in the central reversal

of Ha.

IV. DISCUSSION

We now have available a variety of theoretical Ha

profiles, corresponding to the specific physical processes

thought to be of dominant importance in the energetics of flare

chromospheres. How can they be used in the interpretation of

observed line profiles? First, they may be compared directly to

the observations, which we leave for a future paper (Gunkler et

al. 1984). In addition, one must ask whether the calculations

reveal any unique qualitative spectral signatures. In fact, the

calculations show that in some cases such signatures indeed

exist. In others, however, there is considerable ambiguity, which

can be resolved only by further constraints on the values of one

or more parameters, or a specific relationship between two or

more of the parameters.

Our results show two unambiguous qualitative line profile

signatures. First, only sufficient dominance of flare heating by

nonthermal energetic electrons (F 2 0 ? 1010 erg Cm- 2  - 1)

produces broad Stark emission wings of obviously non-Gaussian

form; neither thermal conduction nor high coronal pressure alone

do so. Low values of F20 are inevitably associated with the
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absence of obviously non-Gaussian emission wings. Second, only

high coronal pressure produces strong unreversed emission

profiles. Neither high nonthermal electron flux nor high

conductive flux alone does so. Conversely, Ha profiles with

substantial central reversals are invariably associated with

relatively low values of coronal pressure (P. ( 102 dyne cm- 2 ).

Other profile characteristics are ambiguous and cannot

immediately be related to a unique physical process without

additional information. High total Ha emission certainly

indicates flare heating, but one cannot quantitatively fix the

values of all three of the most important parameters (F2 0, F5,

and P0 ) on the basis of total intensity alone. Conversely, low Ha

emission alone does not necessarily imply low flare heating; we

have seen that even in the presence of high nonthermal electron

heating, the total Ha intensity can be made low by a high value of

the conductive flux. Also, one must bear in mind that there is an

intrinsic uncertainty in the atmospheric temperature values owing

to a factor of two uncertainty in the total radiative losses, and

hence (roughly speaking) a factor of two uncertainty in the total

Ha emission would not be surprising. Finally, although the

amplitude of the central reversal is useful qualitatively, it

cannot be used to Suantitatively establish the values of the

important parameters without additional constraints or

relationships. It depends on both pressure and conductive flux in

some ranges of conductive flux, and depends on which of the two
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static approximations (hydrostatic or impulsive) is used.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1.-- The effect of varying the energy flux of nonthermal

electrons above 20 keV, F 2 0, at low coronal pressure.

Hydrostatic approximation. Top: model atmospheres. ColumP

depth is the number of hydrogen nuclei measured from the

acceleration site in the corona. Bottom: Ha profiles.

Intensity is measured in units of the preflare continuum

near Ha.

Fig. 2.-- The effect of varying the energy flux of nonthermal

electrons above 20 keV, F20' at nominal coronal pressure.

Hydrostatic approximation. Top: model atmospheres. Bottom:

Ha profiles.

Fig. 3.-- The effect of varying the coronal pressure, P.' at

nominal nonthermal electron flux. Hydrostatic

approximation. Top: Model atmospheres. Bottom: Ha

profiles.

Fig. 4.-- The effect of varying the coronal pressure, P0. at low

electron energy flux. Hydrostatic approximation. Top:

Model atmospheres. Bottom: Ha profiles.

Fig. 5.-- The effect of varying the conductive flux, F5., at low

coronal pressure. Hydrostatic approximation. Top: Model

atmospheres. Bottom: Ha profiles.
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Fig. 6.-- The effect of varying the conductive flux, F., at

nominal coronal pressure, Hydrostatic approximation. Top:

Model atmospheres. Bottom: Ha profiles.

Fig. 7.-- The effect of varying the conductive flux, F. , at very

high coronal pressure. Hydrostatic approximation. Top:

Model atmospheres. Bottom: Ha profiles.

Fig. B.-- The effect of varying F2 0, the energy flux of

nonthermal electrons above 20 keV. Impulsive

approximation. Top: model atmospheres. Bottom: na

profiles.

Fig. 9.-- The effect of varying the conductive flux F5 . Impulsive

approximation. Top: Model atmospheres. Bottom: Ha

profiles.

Fig. 10.--The effect of varying the coronal pressure P0 on the

source function (S), Planck function (B), and effective

Planck function (B), as a function of Ha line center

optical depth. Top: low pressure, P. = 10 dyne cm - 2 .

Middle: nominal pressure, P0 = 100 dyne cm- 2 . : ttom: high

pressure, P0 = 1000 dyne cm- 2

Fig. ll.--The dependence of the columnar distribution of net Ha

emission on atmospheric parameters. Hydrostatic

approximation. The solid curve shows the Ha flux divergence
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(left scale) and the dashed curve shows the temperature

(right scale). Note that the ordinate is logarithmic.

Panel (a): Average quiet sun model VAL/C.

Panel (b): Low electron heating, low coronal pressure.

Panel (c): High electron heating, low coronal pressure.

Panel (d): Low coronal pressure.

Panel (e): High conductive flux, low coronal pressure.

Panel (f): Nominal atmospheric parameters.
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EFFECT OF NONTHERMAL ELECTRONS
(LOW CORONAL PRESSURE)
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EFFECT OF NONTHERMAL ELECTRONS
(NOMINAL CORONAL PRESSURE)
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EFFECT OF CORONAL PRESSURE
(LOW NONTHERMAL ELECTRCN FLUX)
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EFFECT OF CONDUCTIVE FLUX
(LOW CORONAL PRESSURE)
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EFFECT OF CONDUCTIVE FLUX
(NO-INAL CORONAL PRESSURE)
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EFFECT OF NONTHERMAL ELECTRONS
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c) Solar Coronal Loop Magnetohydrodynamic Stability Theory

Magnetic flux tubes, manifested as X-ray emitting loops, are ubiquitous

in the solar corona. They are not yet fully understood theoretically, and they

are therefore an active area of current solar research. We have carried out a

variety of theoretical studies that have contributed to progress in this field.

Results of our solar MHD stability studies include the following:

1. Radiative energy loss affects both the growth rate and stability

boundary of ideal-MHD modes.

2. Compressibility of the solar plasma is a stabilizing effect on ideal

.UD modes, and the effect comes in through magnetosonic modes.

3. The twist of magnetic field lines (nonpotential) in a cylindrical

pi 3:7a ( flux tiube) has a significant effect on the stability of thermal

condensation modes.

4. Kink instabilities show magnetic field line-tying (at the feet of

coronal loops) effects that depend on whether or not the equilibria are force-

free, and on the degree of magnetic shear.

5. The effect of line-tying depends on the radial pressure profile

wi.thin the cylindrical model of the coronal loop.
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ABSTRACT
Previous studies of the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) stability of solar coronal loops hae not

taken into account the effects of radiative or conductive energy loss in the energy equation. However,
since coronal loops continuously lose energy by radiation and heat conduction, it is important to
understand how these energy loss mechanisms affect MHD stability. We in sestigate the problem
assuming that a magnetic loop has cylindrical geometry. As a first step. stability is studied for a
localized mode. and the result is applied to a specific equilibrium. We find that the radiative energv
loss effect not only changes the groth rate of ideally unstable modes, but also alters the tablity
boundary predicted by ideal MHD theor,.
Subject headings: hydromagnetics - radiati'e transfer - Sun: corona

1. INTRODLCTION

Numerous observations have shown that the solar corona consists of many loop structures. Ahich are believed to
he magnetic loops. The interesting features of these magnetic loops are that they- are long lived, and solar tares occur
in hem n active regions, In recent %ears many ,tudies have been done to understand their arparent stability.
Nvla.netohdrod.namic (MHD) stabiliv studies hae emphasized photospheric line ting and posime pressure profile
effects (Foukal 1975) on global MHD modes. Giachetti. Van Hoven, and Chiuderi (19-1 ') and Van Hoven. Chiuderi,
and Giachetti (1977) studied MHD stability of a cylindrical loop with a positive presst.re gradient (Foukal 1975)
using Ne,,comb's (1960) criterion; Raadu (1972), Hood and Priest (1979). An (1982), and Einaudi and Van Hoven
(1981) studied the photospheric field line tying effect using the energy principle of Bernstein et al. (1958). All of these
studies neglected radiation and heat conduction effects, even though these are the dominant energy dissipation
mechanisms. On the other hand. Antiochos (1979), Hood and Priest (1980), Chiuderi. Einaudi. and Tomcelli-Ciamponi
11981). McClymont and Canfield (1983). and An er al. (1982) studied thermal instability driven by radiative energy
loss to understand long-lived nonflare X-ray emission of coronal loops (Vaiana er al. 1976). They found that instability
is localized near the transition region. In their calculations they did not take into account the magmetic field, except
that heat is transmitted along magnetic field lines. Field (1965) studied field effects on the thermal stability of a
uniform atmosphere. He found that the effect can enhance or reduce stability, depending on modes considered, as
%kell as the angle between the wave vector and the magnetic field. Chiuden and Van Hoven (1979) extended the work
to study the effect of spatial variation of the background magnetic field on the thermal instability.

It is not yet known how radiation and heat conduction affect the MHD stability of magnetic loops. From recent
observations (Van Hoven et al. 1980; Harvey 198 1: Davis and Webb 1981) it is suggested that thermal instability may
be a trigger mechanism for global MHD instabilities. For better understanding of the observational characteristics of
solar magnetic loops it may be important to include radiation and heat conduction effects in MHD stability calculations.
This is the motivation for the present study.

In this paper we investigate how energy dissipation and redistribution mechanisms affect the MHD stability of a
coronal magnetic loop. We assume that the loop has a cylindrical geometry, with physical quantities uniform along
the loop, which have only radial dependence. The loop can be subject to MHD as well as thermal instabilities. By
including these energy dissipation mechanisms we hope to better understand observational characteristics and to
find clues for flare eruptions. As a first step. we study stability for localized modes and apply the result to a specific
equilibrium, cool-core loops (Foukal 1975). We find that the radiative energy loss effect not only changes the growth
rate of ideally unstable modes, but also alters the stability boundary predicted by ideal MHD theory.

In § I, we describe the basic equations and derive a second-order ordinary differential equation. Stability for
localized modes is studied in § Ill. In § IV we apply the results to cool-core loops, and the conclusion is given in
SV.

It. GO) tRNING EQt. AIroNs

In this section we will deri,,e a differential equation for stability of a coronal loop with the following configurations.
I. The loop is assumed to be a circular cylinder with tniform temperature. density and magmetic field along the

loop direction. We will consider only radial dependence of these equilibrium variables.
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2. Plasma is confined by a nonpotential magnetic field generated by plasma current. Therefore, magnetic field lines
are helically twisted along the loop.

3. Since for coronal temperature T z 100 K, heat conductiity parallel to the magnetic field line is much larger
than the perpendicular component (Spitzer 1962), we will neglect the perpendicular heat conductivity in this calculation.
In this case, radiative energy loss is balanced by ambient heating for a loop in steady state.

Before perturbation a coronal loop in a steady state is governed by the equations below:

VPo - Jo x 8o = 0 (1)
V xBo=Jo. (2)

H(p) - R(p, T) = 0. (3)

Here Po, J0, Bo are equilibrium pressure, current density, and magnetic field H(p) and R(p. T) are ambient heating
and radiative energy loss function, respectively. Because T has only radial dependence, the contribution of conduction
to energy balance is zero.

Assuming we give a linear perturbation of the formfl(r t) = e"fi(r)e kz1, the loop is governed by the following
equations:

(V
po C-= IVPt " ,) x B, -- J, x B, (4)

Ct

CPI- = --. oj- R- ) . T + ).P,-, (k .BO) , T- 1 v - VPo (5)

J,= x B, . (6)

B= V x ( x Bo). (7)

= - Vp, - S)V  M

Here),' is an equilibrium andfh is a perturbed quantity: ! is a displacement %ector which satisfies j4 it v: K is the
coefficient of heat conduction parallel to the magnetic field, and is the specific heat constant. k is the wave vector,
and k • Bo = kBo0. - m, rBo,. where k and m are longitudinal and poloidal wave numbers. In equation (5) we assume
that the ambient heating function is not perturbed mainly because we do not know the form of the function.

We simplify the calculation by assuming that plasma is incompressible, i.e.. V • v = 0. This assumption may weaken
the effect of the radiative instability since it disallows the isobaric condensation mode. but the essential features of the
radiatixe energy loss effect will remain.

Using state equation P1 = i(Tipo + T pl) and equations (5) and (8), we get
P (D - w t P

= + 0 (9j

where

0 = o '-, +T (k" -B,)- (o

fTQ 10R B0 .
G!) = ( - 1 ) R p + T ( k " .(Bt )P

po cT Po B2J

Here 2 is 2 times the Boltzmann's constant, and P; is a derivative of Po with r.
From equations (4)-(8) we derive a second-order ordinary differential equation:

1,B ~ X (P 0' '- oO
F,i+ ), + + ( ) =F0+, (12)

where x = r,, and , , is r component of . Here
F, p0O 2  + (k - Bo))']  V _ - '.o01

po w +B[( )2 ] , F, F, H, + H, (13)
+ _2 [(B0 ,r2) +* k~jl ~+ 0)

2 R, f _m B, (k .B)). r

H,= -[p' 2 + (k B,)2] 2B,,[(B-.k)'{ B.) I mBo B,.)__-P.

r rr-J 1,WjI-rpoi r frpowj r W ) t- 4

(14)
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In order to study stability for various equilibrium loop configurations we have to soke equation (12) numerically.
Since the equation is not Hermitian. the eigenfunction and eigenvalue are complex variables. When we sol'e the
equation numerically, we have to decouple the equation into real and imaginary parts and sol'e them simultaneously
for gien boundary conditions. Because of this non-Hermitian property it is a difficult task to solve the equation
numerically. However, we can solve it analytically for some special case. In the next section we will sohe the equation
analytically for localized modes and find the radiative energy loss effect on the MHD stability.

Il. STABILITY FOR LOCALIZED VIODES

For ideal MHD stability, the eigenfunction is localized near a mode rational surface r, where kr, B: + mB = 0
is satisfied as the poloidal wave number is increased (Goedbloed and Sakanaka 1974: An 1982). We find that the same
is true for the case discussed in this study. We will take the limit as k and m go to infinity while keeping a safety
factor q finite in order to study the stability of local modes. The safety factor q is defined as

q = krBo:,'nBo. .

and n is the number of the wavelength in the cylinder length L. By taking the limit In - x. we will show that the
eigenfunction of equation (12) is localized near r(kr, B: i- B, = 0) and Aiil dorie an equation for the local mode.

If we take the limit )n - )c. with q and n In fixed, equation (12) becomes

t 'B2- - , - -- /. D, -I(D, -D3) =0 . 1

Here

I , D - P:, 01 B,!,,[1 -- (n, ), ] ID, =
r (2 -10 IrBi[l + (nqBog,mBB)2]

, .,I - P ',)) B,-),[l - (n n)q]- 2 .,[l .- (,,, , I

D, I r(t - ) Bo[l + (nqBo,,mBo,) 2 ] - r[ - (nqB),,,mB,4:li

2B,, Boo nqB0  1:8,) ,qB.,, ?n[ - (,uB,, i,B,);2 ] (1)- P' 0
r[l P~qBo,,mBo:)-)  r roBe): r rrB0

P, 4'':" ('n2:Bo~0,r')[l ~ (n')q]2  16D3 = (16)
r

For the limit m -. x, D, and D, stay finite, while D3 goes to infinity in the region where I - (n m)q > I i. In this
region equation (15) becomes

B0+ n )B( +_lq In 0 ., (17)

and. = Ois the solution. On the other hand, in the region where I - (n ,n)q < I in (near r = r,). equation (15) becomes

(C' S2 + 222) + - Po C, . = o (18)
is Cs I I r, t- /O.

Here
r ao] q r"2B2°+j = ' 2.1..

s= r-r,. c, =n ) C,)' B - _ _' -

B0B2 ) 2 n ., +2B 0*B, B 0,B. B0  B~ oJ-qo+ rBTo a', +', 2 (19)rB0  + ,-T-o l +,ro'. T-t1" B2 ,m2B

When we derive equation (18), we expand [1 + (n,m)q] 2 in Taylor series at r, such as

l+ Mn q  (M q")( - r,)-'

for the first term of equation (15). We keep x2 in equation (18). e~en though x1 goes to zero as -in x. By keeping
42 we can avoid a singularity at s = 0 which appears for marginal stability analysis of ideal %IHD (Newcomb 1960).
From equations (17) and (18) we find that for the limit m - m. X is localized near a mode rational surface r,. Since
/ is localized at r = r,, equilibrium variables in equation (18) are all calculated at r = r, and coefficients in equation
(19) are all constant. We can solve equation (18) for a gien boundary condition. Howe~er. if we do not want detailed
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information about eigenfunctions but only want to know eigenvalues. we may multiply the equation by X* (complex
conjugate of ) and integrate by parts.

The result is

1 P _ _ 2o1 2 X'd + f xjdI'Id
e7_. r, + -)= J'l Ids ,C, J l,Ids

Since 4 is infinitesimally small as m -- o. we can neglect the last term of the above equation. Using an estimate of
integral J s" Ix'2 ds _ i f, 1

2ds, we get
P0 C,

- .+ " c, (20)

where a > I.
If we exclude w = 0 as a root. equation (20) is a cubic equation for (w:

r, a (r C, r(Wo + 0,,2 + G-IC,-gI O--(yc'- g) "' 1=0. (21)
p )04 Po P0

Roots of equation (21) ,or aniv equilibrium are not ditficult to get. but it is more instructie to stud', the case in
which the ideal MHD gro%,th rate is much bigger than the radiatie growth rate. This is true for T - 10 ' K. In this
case %e can let (o = wo '9L With i = , u, <., L Here w.io is the growth rate for ideal MHD. and (JI is the contribution
due to radiative instability. Since 0 is the growth rate of the isochoric mode. 0/4 0 : c < 1.

The zeroth order in t ot equation (21) is

4 !4 )

and the roots are

= , -r, , a C22)

Here we have to neglect v), = 0 as a solution because this solution implies that a loop is in a marginally stable
state for any equilibrium.

If q - (a 4)C, < 0. the !oop is in an ideal MHD stable state, and if q - (aT 4)(_t > 0. the loop is in an ideal MHD
un.table state. The explic:t expression of y - (a 4)C, is

a 2B- a ~ B4. , nq'2
S- - ' - ,P I - I .(34 r -B 4 rBo'! (23)

Therefore. the ideal MHD stability condition q - (a 4)C, < 0 turns out to be the Suydam criterion (Suydam 1958)
if we let ay= 1:

r2 (q )2 + 2 1-oP (24)
4 q B2--> .(4

The first-order solution in t of equation (21) is
C , C , ( 5

= 2[(1,4)C, - g] = -(po,'rto (25)

The effect of radiative energy loss on MHD stability is stabilizing or destabilizing, depending on the sign of wo,
i.e.. stabilizing for a, < 0 and destabilizing for cc, > 0. We will study the radiative energy loss effects on the MHD
stability for several cases:

Case I: W2 > 0, i.e., the ideal MHD unstable case. If C2 > 0 (i.e.. dR.dr < 0), (0, is negative, which means the
radiative energy loss effect is stabilizing. If C, < 0 (i.e., dR dr > 0), the effect is destabilizing.

Case II: w!, < 0. i.e.. the ideal MHD stable case. If C2 > 0 (dR,dr < 0), the radiative energy loss effect is
destabilizing. If C_, < 0. the effect is stabilizing.

Case III: w'o = 0. i.e.. the ideal MHD marginally stable case.
In this last case we cannot use equation (25). From equation (21) we get

C! r,

0wo . '2 + " =0. (26)
Po
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The roots of this cubic equation are (Abramowitz and Stegun 1970)

0I 0 i(3)1 2  1 0 1(3)' 2
:,=(s,-s.)- 3 . :,_=-(s +s)- +-- 2 (s,-s,). := -j+ 2s,-s ) S)3 2 (s,-s). (27)

Here

si=[r+(q3 +r2 )t2 ] 3, s 2 =[r_(q +r2)1 ], 3  , 1_ q (28)
2p 27

Since we consider a loop with T <_ 106, 0 (eq. [10]) is negative near r,.
If dR dr > 0. then :1 is real positive, and 'Z., _3 are complex conjugates. The real part of :2 and :3 can be positive or

negative depending on the detailed equilibrium. In this case there is at least one unstable mode. even when ideal MHD
theory predicts marginal stability. If dR,dr < 0, stability is not obvious unless we solve the roots numerically for the
given equilibrium.

Case III shows that there are unstable modes even when ideal MHD predicts a marginally stable state. This result
indicates that the stability boundary is altered by the inclusion of radiative energy loss. Since we study a mode
localized near a mode rational surface where the radial component of the magnetic field is not perturbed, conduction
does not play any role in stability for this mode. The results are summarized in Table I.

Next. let us consider how radiation affects the stability for various cases. Note that the local mode treated in this
section is an interchange instability driven by a pressure gradient. This mode has analogies to the Rayleigh-Taylor
instability driven by a density gradient under a gravitational field. The pressure gradient in the MHD interchange
mode has the same effect as the density gradient in the Ravleigh-Talor mode, and the curxature of the magnetic
field line plays the same role as gravitational force (vith the opposite sign). We can. therefore, understand how
radiation affects MHD interchange modes by analogy.

The Ra.leigh-Taylor mode is unstable when the density gradient has a sign opposite to the gravitational force. If
plasma diplacement in the same direction as the eravitational force is ac'companied b a Jensiiv decrease due to
some mechanism (e.g.. radiation), then the instability growth rate decreases because the reduced density causes the
buoyancy force to be increased. If the density increases, on the other hand, the growth rate will be increased. For the
unstable MHD interchange mode, the radiation increases P1 from that of ideal %IHD (see eq. [9]) for positive , ,.
ifdR dr > 0. B. analogy to the Rayleigh-Taylor rode, radiation increases the growkth rate of the instability. lfJR dr < 0,
the radiation decreases P, from that of ideal MvHD. resulting in enhancement of stability. For ideally stable cases, we
can use a similar argument to understand the results.

IV. STABILiTY FOR A COOL-CORE LOOP

Foukal (1975) observed cool-core loops whose radial pressure gradient is positive. The cool-core loop is especially
interesting from the MHD stability viewpoint because the equilibrium satisfies the Suydam stability criterion (1958),
i.e.. the loop is stable for the local mode by the ideal MHD theory. Since violation of the Suydam criterion implies
(Goedbloed and Sakanaka 1974) that the entire infinity of all lower-mode solutions, including m = 1, n = 0, is unstable.
the cool-core loop has certain advantages for stability o%er equilibria with a negative pressure gradient. Giachetti.
Van Hoen. and Chiuden (1977) studied local and global ideal MHD stability for cool-core loops and found stability
for the short-wavelength mode. Xue and Chen (1980) found that the positive pressure gradient is a necessary
requirement for the existence of an equilibrium toroidal loop.

Observations (Foukal 1975) show that pressure has a positive radial gradient. vhile density is nearly uniform:
dp dn,/- > 0. dn Z 0. (:9)

r Jr

For the radiative energy loss function R, we use

R = n 2 T - 3'2 (30)

TABLE I

RADIATiO". EFFFrs oN MHD STBILIrY

Parameter . > 0. 0 .-,i = 0

JR Jr < 0 . ,tdnhztng !L,.rhilz:ng not "uu
JR Jr > ) dc,ahiing *I~huizjng d .-,ijng
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and for the ambient heating function H, we use

H = nh. (31)
Energy equation (3) becomes

nh = n"'XT- 3 2  (32)

If we assume h - T-sz, density n is uniform. Since stability depends on the sign of dR,'dr, we calculate the term
using equation (30):

dR 3 dP dPT= 2-- nXT- 5 2 _(33)

. . . . - -r 
(33

For the cool-core loop which is ideal MHD stable we can use the result of case II from the previous section. From
equation (33), which shows dR/dr < 0, and the result of case II, we find that the radiative energy loss is a destabilizing
effect. Because the observations show that the temperature at the core is much lower than 106 K. we can expect that the
loop is unstable for the local mode even though ideal MHD theory predicts stability.

Before closing this section, we have to mention that local instability of the cool-core loop due to the effect of radiation
does not mean that the loop is globally unstable. The observations (Foukal 1975. 1976) show that cool-core loops
maintain long-term stability.

The following physical picture of the cool-core loop can be drawn from this study and the obserations. The loop
is stable for global modes, and therefore maintains its iong-lied loop configuration. On the other hand, it is unstable
(due to radiation) for the local interchange mode. especially near its cool core. Therefore. there is mixing of materials
in the core and in the surrounding hotter region. The mass flow across magnetic field lines due to radiation might
be the source of mass flowing continuously down along the cool core. as claimed by Foukal (1976).

V. CONCLLSIONS

We have studied the effect of radiative energy loss on the MHD stability of coronal loops. Because of the effect,
the gov erning differential equation is not Hermitian. This non-Hermitian property of the equation causes mathematical
and numerical difficulties. We have attempted to solve the equation analytically for a limitirg case where poloidal
and longitudinal wavenumbers go to infinity. We have derived results for tile stability of localized modes and apply
the results to a specific equilibrium, cool-core loops (Foukal 1975). Our result demonstrates that radiative energy
loss can enhance or reduce the stability of a loop, depending on the detailed equilibrium profiles. The result also shows
that the cool-core loop, which is predicted to be stable for localized modes by ideal MHD theory, can be unstable
due to radiation and predicts the mixing of the material between the cool core and the surrounding hotter region.
This result supports the claim by Foukal (1976) that the mass flowing down along the cool core is supplied from the
surrounding plasma by MHD instability. The effect will be more important for filaments where the temperature is
much less than 10' K.

We have considered the stability of local modes as a first step in the study of large-scale modes. By solving equation
(12) in § I numerically we can see how the stability boundary of the in = I mode is changed by radiation and heat
conduction. For a more complete treatment, we have to discard the assumption about incompressibility of plasma
and include the perpendicular component of heat conduction for low-temperature coronal loops.

The author thanks Dr. R. C. Canfield for his valuable discussions and comments during the course of this work.
This work is supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research. Air Force Systems Command, USAF, under
grant AFOSR 82-0092. and by NASA under grant NSG-7406.
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NIHD SI-\BILITY OF COMPRESSIBLE CORONAL LOOPS \WITH R\DIATIVE ENERGN LOSS
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Rc, 'd 1N'2 .\,,mhe' I -,,ptd I vY Jim, 14

ABSTRACT

We hase studied the effect of radiative energy loss on the stability of compressible plasma in coronal loops
By taking the limit as poloidal wasenumber n - x. we derive stabilitN conditions for local modes. We hase
found that the radiation effect can trigger MHD instabilities of coronai loops which are in ideall,, marginally
stable states.

Compressibility is a stabilizing effect for ideal MHD local modes because the compression of magnetic field
lines exerts a restoring force by increasing magnetic pressure. Compression of plasma induces tm'o modes in a
radiatielh unstable plasma. magnetosonic and condensation modes. Compresibilit affects the stabilit\ of
ideally stable (or unstable) coronal plasmas through magnetosonic modes, wxhich are a stabilizing (detabihihing
effect for ideally stable (unstable) plasmas For coronal plasmas in ideall marginally stable states,. condenation
a, \ell as magnetosonic modes can triger x1HD instabilit,, Becaue of these tmo modes, the efflet ot
radiation on compressible coronal plasmas, is more dcstabilizing than it is on incompressible plasmas %hen the
plasmas are in ideal MHD unstable or marginally stable states.
Suhjc t hadils. hydromagnetics -- pla,,mas Sun corona

t. IN TRiit) ,t tlN core i, supplied from ,urrounding plima b M\ IlD
In rccent ears. nuierou, studie, ot coronal loop stahlit, intihilitiLc,

hae been carried out to understand their stable nature. To This study is a continuation of Paper I and includes the
different approaches hase been used. magnetohsdrodynamic effect of plasma compression. Since Paper I did not conside-
SNIHD) and radiatise h.ydrodynamic approache,. MHD compressibilit. magnetoonic and condenation modes '5cr.
stabilit, studies hase emphasized the effects of photospheric excluded. Noting that compressibilit, is an expected charac-
line tying (Raadu 19'2: Hood and Priest 1979: Einaudi and teristicofcoronal loop plasma. %ke belie\e that compresibilits
Van Hosen 191: \n 19s,') and radial pressure profile ssill hase , significant effect of radiati\e NIHD tabhity
I(Jliacheiti. \an Hosen. and (hluderi 19': Van Homen. Thi, paper is organized as fol ov,. In ,II . e decr:he ec
Chiuderi. and Giachetti 19-7) on the ideal MHD stability of basic equations and dese a second-order ordinars differential
loops. For radiatise hydrodynamic studies, condensation equation. The effects of compression on localized ideal MHI)
modes hase been studied to understand solar prominences modes is considered in , Ill. and the elfects of radiatie energy
(Field 1965) a, %%ell as long-lied coronal loops (.-\ntiochos loss on the mode, are Studied in ' IV The concluion i-
19"9: Hood and Priest 1980: Chiuderi. Einaudi. and gisen in V.
Torricelli-Ciamponi 1N,1. McClymont and Canfield 1953: .\n
,r a 19,',3 Antiochos ,1 A. 1954) The presious MHD studies I1. (,o)\ RNI'Oi l,)t1 ,I.
did not take into account radiation and heat conduction. esen In this section %%e 'ill densc a differential equation for
though these are important energy dissipation mechanisms in stability of a cot.nal loop ",\ith the follo%'|ng configuration,
coronal loops. Most of the preious studies of thermal stabjlit\ 1. The loop is assumed to be a circular c\linder \kith
neelected magnetic field effects other than heat conduction uniform temperature. density, and magnetic field along the
and mass motion along magnetic field lines. Since radiation loop direction. We will consider only radial dependence of
as %ell as magnetic field, plays a role in loop stability. it i these equilibrium %ariables.
important to include these effects in MHD as s, ell as thermal 2. Plasma is confined by a nonpotential magnetic field
stability studies. The effects of magnetic field on thermal generated by plasma current. Therefore, magnetic field lines
stability w.ere studied by Field (1965). Chuideri and Van are helically tmisted along the loop.
Hoen (1979). and Zweibel (1980) for plane-parallel 3. We neglect the perpendicular heat conduction In thi,
atmospheres. Recently. An (1983. hereafter Paper 1) studied the case. radiatise energy loss is balanced by ambient heating for
effect of radiatise energ. loss on MHD stability of loops with a loop in a stead. state.
cylindrical geometry In Paper I. %.e found that radiation not Before perturbation. a coronal loop in a stead.\ stlle i,
only changes the gro%%th rate. but also alters the stability goserned by the equations below.
boundary predictedh% ideal IHD theors We also found that
a cool-core loop (Ioukal 19-5) '. ih a positie pressure \ I, - J x B .
gradient. vmhich is stable for ideal MHD interchange modes.
can be unstable because of radiation This result supported the
clam h% Foukal 196 I that mass tlo. ing do. n along the cool 11(,. I - RI,. 7 1t
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cre. P. Jj. B.) are equilibrium pressure, current density, and The compression term. " can be deried using equations
magnetic field. H(p. T) and R(p. T) are ambient heating and (4). (7). and (10).
radiaineenerp loss function. respect'~ely. Because T has only F
radial dependence. the contribution of conduction to energy v [,F - X
balance is zero.

The linearized dimensionless equations are - t(n 2 + k~r-)F

o #3VP, +JoxB, + J Bo (4) x rp'o+(I-l)t(k.Bo)2 T OP ot tc

-P -.P... V r-v-VP-(;- 1) - T Here

3~r~ =(j)2~Ti.).() D ,j' F = pow1 + (k -B8)2 -'.- (k "-l'l B- (~TI + T'o1,) ( 5)

B2- t) 1 2CP r0D p,j.'- io)-" B. i - k, (t" AT fl;-Po F.

J, V x B, (6)r
f(o, - :P-)(,, r" F

B, = x (11 x B,). () -

D -,D,
P:, is the derix ative of P, Aith r. :, is the radial component

of X = r.,. Using equations (4). (). (10). and (12). %ke can
dcri2e a ,ccond-order differential equation for :he stud%.

I-. P T,. and B, are scaled by standard values of Q:.X ) (Q -0)X -,[(G,.\")'- G: \ - G 1 \ 0.
" '.11.11 .,ure. Jensit%. temperature. and magnetic field: and

,:aled b% the MIHD time scale, r~ = .a- B- (a is the Here
!tus of a loop). The radiati e time scale is t, 3P,, 2R.
.;onducti.e time scale is t, = a-P, k, To is the ratio of ,= F[p,,:)(P3-P,) - B2) - 3; P(k • .,) rD

HD and radzati'.e time scales. E = (, t,): and 3 is the ratio
oi pia,ma and magnetic pressure. P3 Po, B2; is a displace- O. -2B, [k • B P.1 F - , B;)
ment '.ector t,' ,t = r): K = k, To 2 is the coefficient of heat --

conduction parallel to the magnetic field: -' is the specific heat B .1

constant, k is the wa,.e sector: and k • Ba = kB: -- rB, . -, rD
-. khcre N and in are longitudinal and poloidal wa,,enumbers. r
In :quation (5) %%e assume that the ambient heating function I I (B,
is not perturbed. In this stud, we assume V - 7 0; i.e.. Q3 - F - 2B
plasma is compressible. r I r

\ perturbed quantity is expressed as 4PB[,.AB( - P ,)]I

Ii(r. t) = t,(r)t"" a k:ye
'
r r:D I.

',ing equations 15). (8), and (9) we can express the perturbed G = + k(;-) B,)' 0 T, - aP:

preure P, as
2kBp 0u(rOnB 0 - krBOjop, - P,9)

P. = -PoV. 4-,- P's) -4v. ( - i-)-o)IG t = fl(Po )F(Wo - 7PoO)/[(w + td)rDD].

- - (k . B°)'(To°",, )T;(t,/r)(;' - 1)1 Go ,l'.o ,,2AB 0 (mBn: 'r - kBo) [figqw 2FC "

(10) /3F[,, ) ( t- I ot, rJ(k B,,)2-T,4 - Bi)T; -OP]
G = --- __ ----

I ere rD(, ,)

Equation (14) consists of two parts, an ideal MHD part (first
V T~,1 ee 'erms) and an oncra\ di-,ipation part (!.aM, three terrm ).- - rhe ideal MHD limit (zeroth-order solution) is, = 0: %,e know

), (I that t 4I for coronal loop conditions. As in Paper 1, we will

I) (f, i p ( ,))z( Vi, t. studs the effect of radiaie energy loss. a, higher order[ -1 TI. BT2 t, P ,olutions. on localized interchange modes.
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1i. THE EFFECT OF COMPRESSIBILITY ON As found in Paper 1. X is zero far from r, but satisfies the
IDEAL XIHD LOCAL MODES following differential equation near r, as m x:

,Vj; will deri.e a stability condition for local ideal MHD
modes of compressible plasmas as a zeroth-order solution of [(). w)X']' - g(r, co),X = 0, (17)

equation (14). Since radiation effects appear in high-order where
olutions. and the solutions depend on the zeroth-order

solution (see eqs. [23] and [27]), a detailed study of the zeroth- rp 0 w
2  (nBo0 q' m)'(r - rJ)2

order solution is necessary to understand the radiation effects. f(r. ) .- , r.4
The stability condition for local modes, the Suydam con- r + 1,
diton (Suydam 1958), is derived from marginal stability B2,(1 + nq,m + A.
analsis by excluding the compressibility of plasmas (New- r2.41  r
comb 1960) in minimizing the energy equation (Bernstein
ct a!. 1958). The effect of compressibility on ideal MHD = 1 + (nqBo mBo).
modes was studied by Ware (1964) with assumptions that the = 2 - IB 0 , - 4, + 4B0,8'P 0
magnetic shear is negligibly little and Ix'/xl 4 k. Since he .2B0 7) - o r-B2(Bo - [:Po)
conidered,. arious modes (i > 1), his stability condition is not

a So'.dam-tpe local stability condition. By taking the limit as After multiplying equation (17) by X and intezrating by parts.
IM - X with kB. nB, fixed, we derie a local stability con- we can derie the stability condition for localized modes of

:aion. the Su.dam condition for compressible plasmas. A compressible plasma:
: ohIe a ,pect of our result over that of Ware (1964) is that our
derination isbasedstrictlv on the localization ofeigenfunctions r (q q): 2r3P', 4B j3-Po
near singular surfaces as m - x (Paper 1) 'tnther than any 4 B. -BB- f"P)) .

> 0 (18)
approximations.

Bfore derising the stability condition, let us consider how Here q - krB.l. mB 0 ,, and n is the waenumber in the
the compression term. V. behaves near and far from a lonttudinal direction. When we deri e equation (18). we

:e,-Ular urfacc. na..e!ect a term which is proportional to I m2 as the term goes
\ccordg :oIquaton 121) ith = 0. the compre.,sion term. to zero for in )c, Unlike the Suydam stability criterion

i .is proportional to ,zJ. Therefore, we tend to believe that (Su'dam 1958). equation (18) has an additional stabilizing
there is no distinction between compressible and incom- term. 4B"/7P) [B':(Bo -- i;P0 )]. We can easily find out the
press;ble plasmas for marginal stability because V • = 0 for origin of the term by taking a limit as m -x in equation

, 0. Ho%,eer. we notice that the behavior of V i is (16)..-s in -X V - becomes
d;:fferent at a mode rational surface r, when compared with its
heha% ior far from the surface as j2 -0. Let us consider the V B 0, [r(fliPo +B ' (19)
compression term V ., at r, and at a region far from r,
:uing the explicit expression Noting that the compression term in equation (5) has ;Po.

v,.e can understand that the additional stabilizing term is due to

V E, E., . compressibility. Since V • 4 is proportional to 1,, V • 4 is finite

F r I at r, but smoothly goes to zero at a region far from r,.
E ,t : . - l (r _ )' - .~ 0 -- B oo •1 .E 'q a i n ( 8 h w h t e e h n t e e i o s e r (~ .

r r q = 0), the locat mode can be stabilized.

E. , - k') (fP, - B,2) It. LOCAL MODES OF COMPRESSIBLE PLASMA W TH RADIATION

"1 tioField (1965) found two modes. magnetosonic and condensa-
+ k-)ILP,(k ) . 01') tion, with wave vector perpendicular to the magnetic field.

Since these two modes appear only for compressible plasma,

For a = 0. V - = 0, where k. Bo 0. but V. is not the stability condition for compressible plasma will be different
defined at r,, where k • go = 0. If we take a limit as w2 _o0, from that derived in Paper I for incompressible plasma.The stability condition for local modes of compressible
V •- becomes plasma can be obtained by studying higher order solutions of

2kB,,(mB: r - kBo0 )4,, equation (14), after taking the limit as m -. o. with the same
V -, = - rB) (16) methodusedin Paper [:multiplyequation(14)by X* (complex

rn k-)(#IkPO B,-))conjugate of X) and integrate by parts. After using the relation

at r, On the other hand. V - becomes zero at k . 8 0. (Paper 1)

Equation (16) has two implications. The first is that marginal ( d X ds 2Js >
,tabilty analhsis cannot tudy the effect of compressibilit by ds

letting u)" = 0 from the beginning. The second is that the effect
of compressibility is especially important near the mode and neglecting a term with I in . we have
rational surface. r,. From equation (16) ,e expect that com-
pre,,,ibility significantly affects the stability of localized modes. ?, P,.3 r - Po Qw- r - Y)5u) j t(YQ + WV) 0 (20)

72
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If plasmas are in an ideal MHD marginally stable state
(i.e . ,.,o', 2 = 0), the radiation effect can trigger MHD instabili-

P ,Cl,- C1). ties, which might lead to flares. or completely stabilize the

- l)C2 fC; iR\ PIRI instability depending on initial equilibrium. The radiation

7 [I)C :R 2) 2'R (21) effect on ideally marginally stable plasma can be studied by
letting j'"' = 0 (or Y =0) in equation (20). The equation

- [4(-,- - i)-TB-A>oC,,(jR ?T), I dR becomes
r rB , P dr poP"-3'r ,o3 . Q," r + c W=0. (24)

y =3.3, Bo(q' q) r 2Bo2 +3P - 0i;P0  The roots of-this cubic equation are (Abramowitz and Stegun
4rBo  r-B BB fl: P) 1970)

and = (s I- s.) - a. 3
C;, = I. C = [3Po.Po . ,= -(si + sj),2 - a,3 i3 .3(s, -s 2),2, (25)

ICPRRR [ (I )2-a, 3 -% 3(s, - s,), 2- ,G ) [ o(-,- l .-I
- or Here

Te Qantity Q is proportional to the growth rate of the coa- , = P 3

.o:na::on mode whose ,a~e vector is perpendicular to the
.. : e!d n a uniform atmosphere (Field 1965). The first J = - l (, ) _ , , 6)3

term of lV is proportional to the growth rate of the - (fQr P)-9 a, Qr P (26)
ma-etosonic mode in a uniform medium (Field 1965). and the 9 = " P = r 2
oh, .s the same term dR dr that appeared for incompressible A marginally stable equilibrium hasdp dr < 0 and dR dr > 0

A n 1983). Since t < I for coronal loop conditions. (see eq ['Il of Paper I). For coronal loop conditions (i.e..
.ke :-a, obtain zeroth-. first-, and second-order solutions from T - 10' K), Q < 0. W < 0. ,hich results in d > 0, q < 0. and
:.'1%.l (20) L. expanding '. as a, < 1) in equation 126). Therefore. '.e can ee ,that i - i1) The

,, 2,:, . , :n tof the reai ,art ot :. or :;) ,s not eail% determined
because the first and second terms of :, hae d-iterent siens.

.:eroch-order solution. o''. is We need numerical calculation to determine the signs for a
g2 en equilibrium, The solution shows that there is at least one

F)'o t unstable mode in coronal plasmas due to radiation if the
and : e condition uwO'o' < 0 is a sutficient stability condition for plasma is in an ideally marginally stable state. The solution
loca jcd modes of compressible plasma. i.e.. equation (18). (see c- ofeq. [25]) also shows that not only magnetosonic but

T..e first-order solution. i,. is. assuming 4")' t 0. also condensation modes destabilize coronal plasmas in an
ideally marginally stable state. By comparison Aith the results

r= -rtl(2Ppo &3°'.). (23) of incompressible plasmas with j"' =0 (see eq. [2-1 of
Paper 1). we find that radiation has more of a destabilizing

Frtm equation (23) ie can understand how radiation affects effect on compressible coronal plasmas. For plasmas of
the stabijity of compressible plasma. A difference of stability quiescent prominences with w' = 0, the radiation effect is
bet',i incompressible and compressible plasmas is that not as obvious as for coronal plasmas because in quiescent
stab-:iit.o ocompressible plasma is affected by the magnetosonic prominences. condensation modes are stabilizine. while
mode as xell as the sign of JR dr. The effect of condensation manetosondc modes are destabilizing, effects.

mod.s does not appear in the first-order solution. For optically The effects of condensation modes on MHD stabilitv are
thin -adiative energy loss function. R - p2T-", (RaT), is different depending on ideal MHD stability: when o)1" , 0,
poitt'e because n < 3 (Hildner 1974). Since (MRdT), > 0 for condensation modes affect MHD stability only to second
an% temperature profile. the magnetosonic mode is a stabilizing
effect for to 2 "< 0 (i.e.. ideal MHD stable) but a destabilizing
effect "or ,0 2 > 0. 1 = 3(,i1 '' ° - 2w( 'Q (210''). (27)

Since 4 1 for coronal loop conditions, the radiation effect while condensation modes are first-order effects for w'012 = 0.
is insiznificant except when the coronal loop is in an ideal

-HD marginally stable state (w 2 = 0) For quiescent The physical interpretation of the effect of radiation on com-MHD argnaly sablestae (,o) = 0. Fr qiesent pressible 'plasma is essentially the same as that in incom-

prominences, however, the radiation effect is important because pressible plasma mentioned in Paper a te, including the
, ? 0110 -). For example. for a quiescent prominence with

-10 K. n = 10im -.a = 5 x 10 km. and B. = 8 gauss. compression term in equation (20). radiation affects the
T aperturbed pressure P, and then affects the stability of localized
is -3timated as 0 (10- '). If the quiescent prominence

is ideally unstable (c)1 012 > 0). the radiation effect accelerates modes.

NIHD :rttabilities. Since the condensation mode is a second- 1A't si(),\
order -f!ect in t for to') ' : ,; 0. it is an insignificant effect for the

ronal loop condition. but it can be an important effect for We have studied the effect of radiation on the local stability
- prominences. The second-order solution will be ofcompresible plasma. We hae found that compressibil t.

der. e ater. is not important far from a mode rational ,urface
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r,(kr, B. +-PB9 = 0) but is important near it. We have pointed where k -B0 * 0, heat conduction can be a stabilizing
out that the Suydam stability criterion (Su~dam 1958) deriv.ed mechanism. The other effect of global modes is that plasma
from marginal stability analysis excludes th~e effects of corn- current density can be enhanced in a condensed region. Fof
pressibility by fetting w)2 = 0 (so V - =0) from the beginning. (ideal MvIHD) marginally stable plasmas, as thermal instability
Careful study of the compression term V - 4 reveals that develops, condensation modes squeeze the plasmas, resulting

V ~is not zero near a mode rational surface as w2 approaches in enhancement of plasma current density. As plasma current
zero, Compressibility has a stabilizing effect on ideal MHD density increases, the plasma can change its state from
local modes because compression of magnetic field lines exerts marginally stable to unstable. We do not know how the two
a restoring force by increasing magnetic pressure. The corn- competing effects actually influence the global MHD modes
presibility induces magnetosonic and condensation modes in until we solve equation (14) numerically.
a radiati~ely unstable medium. Stability for ideal MHD local modes in toroidal plasmas

if the plasma is in an ideal MHD stable (or unstable) state. wasstudiedby Mercier (1960) and Greene and Johnson (1962).
the effect of condensation modes on the localized MHD and the physical meaning of the stability condition is discussed
nstability is insignificant. However, if the plasma is in an by Shafranov and Yurchenko (1968). While an ideal MH-D
,deally marginally stable state. condensation as well as local stability condition for toroidal plasma can be derived
mac-netosonic modes leads to MHD instabilities. Because of using the energy principle (Berstein et al. 1958), we cannot
zhe se tv%,o modes, the effect of radiation on compressible use the method for local modes of radiative IID. We can
c:oronal plasma is more destabilizing than on incompressible postulate how toroidal effects alter stability by considering
c:oronal plasmas for ic" > 0. The effect of radiation on MIHD equation (11). From this equation vwe can see that the

.oiii~ of solar filaments will be sienificant because the radiation term depends on local density, temperature. and
radiati~e time scale is nearly the same as the MIHD time mavnetic field. On the other hand, the heat conduction term
scale for filament conditions. The results suggest that thermal depends on the magnitude of (k - B,)2 as well as local plasma
instabilities might be a triggering mechanism for global MHD quantities. Noting that toroidal plasmas do not hase mode
m~tabilities l-Iar~ey 1981: Da~is and Webb 1981). rational surfaces for a zi~en loneittudinal mrode, the heat con-

We ha~e studied radiation effects on localized interchange duction term may be affected strongly.
:mod;:- in cylindrical plasmas. How does the radiation affect For better understandingz of the radiation effect on MHD

- dY \n unitt~ n~rt hituaio s~~ bioi of coronal !oops. oe ha~e to extend our -.ffort to
cc rtainl% out of the scope of this paper. Ho%,e~er. we can elohal mlodes arid include toroidicitv in :,he calculations.
consider two important effects of global modes. First. heat
conduction plays a stabilizing role on the zlobal modes. For
'l-,-local modes. heat conduction does not pla% any role because Tite author thanks Dr. R. C. Canfield for his .aluabie
heat conduction atfects the stability through 'he term (Ak 'B) 2 discussions and comments during the course of thiswsork. This
(see ~) or 0 in eq. (Il I]), w hich is zero at a mode rational w~ork was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific
urface. r, Ahere the modes are localized. Since elobal modes Research. .Air Force Systems Command. USAF, under girant

are distributed o'.er regzions beyond the mode rational surface. AFOSR 8_%W~92. and ri N SAuder grant NSG-7406.
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ABSTRACT
We ha~e studied condensation modes of the thermal instability in a cylindrical plasma to understand the

formation and stability of solar prominences.
The magnetic field in the cylinder has both potential (longitudinal) and nonpotential (poloidal) components

which form helically twisted field lines. We find that the twist of field lines has a significant effect on the
-tability of condensation modes; these modes are unstable if field lines are nearly straight but become stable
as the twist increases. This trend is opposite to that of the ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) modes.
%%htch become more stable as the twist decreases. Stability is also strongly affected by magnetic field strength
and !oop aspect ratio. In a strong magnetic field region, condensation modes are stabilized at a low field line

.On the other hand. in a weak magnetic region, hisgher twist is needed for stability. A loop with higher
.bpect ratio needs higher twist for thermal stability. From the results, we can understand why prominences
ha~e long-lived global structures.

We ha~e treated the problem in a fully self-consistent way to deri%e a second-order ordinary differential
equation for radiative magnetohydrodynamic stability. Because the differential equation is not Hermitian. a
complete solution has not been attempted. We hate made an approximation, by neglecting inertial terms.
which is .alid for coronal loop conditions and if there is no singular surface in the plasma. and we hate
..- .j i : mplified differential equation. We ha~e tuded ,tabtiit. ,or the n = ). 1. and 2 modes numerically
;or ' ariou ioop parameters.
Suiect 1,eadiqs. h.drodynamics - Sun: corona - Sun: prominences

I. INTRODLCTION studied by An (1983. 1984) to understand the effects of
P-. ious hydrodynamic studies of thermal stability of loops radiative energy loss on the MHD stability of incompressible

i-kntiochos 19-9: Habbal and Rosner 1979: Hood and Priest and compressible plasmas.
1),,0: Chiuderi. Einaudi. and Torricelli-Ciamponi 1981: Craig In this paper. we study the effects of magnetic field on
and McClmont 1981: McClymont and Craig 198 1a. b. c; condensation modes of a cylinder to answer the following
.\ntiochos et al. 1984) neglected MHD effects. It was found questions. Is the thermal stability of loops in hydrodynamic
that stability can be obtained if thermally stable chromo- approaches altered by including the plasma motion
spheric material is included (Craig and McClymont 1981; perpendicular to field lines? How does the magnetic field
Peres et al. 1982) and if the ambient heating function affect the condensation modes in loops? Can we understand
iatisfies certain conditions (McClmont and Craig 1981c). the formation and stability of prominences with the
The stabilizing mechanism in the hydrodynamic model is heat clindrical models'?
conduction parallel to field lines. Since these studies neglect We will present detailed explanations of how a helically
plasma motion perpendicular to magnetic field lines and twisted magnetic field affects thermal stability, and we will
examine the thermal stability of single field lines, potentially apply the results to prominences in order to understand their
important MHD effects remain to be studied and understood, formation and stability.

The effect of a magnetic field on thermal stability was This paper is organized as follows. In § II we present
studied by Field (1965), Nakagawa (1970), and Zweibel (1980) governing equations for radiative magnetohydrodynamic
for uniform magnetic field configurations in plane-parallel (RMHD) study, and in § III we obtain a model equilibrium.
geometry. Chiuderi and Van Hoven (1979) extended the work We linearize the governing equations and derive a differential
of the above authors by considering the effect of magnetic equation for RMHD stability in § IV and study the stability
shears in plane-parallel geometry. Noting that observations of condensation modes in § V. We discuss the formation
of acti.e region filaments and prominences (Smith and Smith and stability of prominences in § VI.
1Q63: Zirin 1966; Gibson 1973. Rust 1972) have shown that
-hey consist of many small-scale individual loops, the stability I. GOVERNING EQUAlIONS
of cy lindrical plasmas should be studied to understand various

hnomena of prominences. Since the magnetic field con- We make several assumptions for this study: Coronal

'uration of coronal loops is basically different from that of plasma is compressible and is confined in a rigid straight
iniform atmosphere, it is expected that the stability of circular cylinder. Physical quantities are uniform along the

.. indrical loops w'.ill be significantly different from that of loop direction. ha%ing only radial variations. The loop has
plane.parallel plasmas. Recently. c.,i'drical geometry was nonpotential as well as potential magnetic field; i.e.. field

755
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lines are hclicalh twisted. Heat conduction perpendicular to compared with the %ariation of temperature or plasma
magnetic field lines is neglected. pressure.
We assume plasmas are goerned b. the follow ingequations: The equilibrium quantities are as follows:

01VL'it -PVP -./ J B= 0. B): = 1. Boo =rB. . P, = B-(1 -r-),[- I.

q = -2,rBo. LB, B 4= - 2nqA

x [H - R(p. T) + V K., ebeb VT] = 0, (2) Here A is the aspect ratio, A = La (a is a radius of the

ip ,t - V • (pv) = 0 (3) cylinder cross section). The quantity q stands for the twist
of magnetic field lines: q > 1 means that field lines are nearly

V x B - J= 0. (4) straight lines, and q 4E I implies that field lines are highly

i8 (t + V x E = 0, 5) twisted. We assume that the radiative energy loss function R
is R = P0 T -I. Coronal temperature. pressure, and loop length

E --v x B = 0. (6) are obtained by solving the hydrostatic energy equation.
P = KpT (-) The standard equilibrium studied in this paper has coronal

temperature of To = 2.3 x 10' K. density no = 4.4 x 10) cm

Hee :. P. and T are plasma density, pressure. and and length L = 1.7 x 10' cm.

t,cmerature. and S. J. and E are magnetic field, plasma
cUr.-nt denit. and electric field; H and R(p. T) are ambient i\. LINEARIZED EQLATIO\S FOR STABILITY
iatng and radiative ener., loss functions: , is the heat After gi'ing a linear perturbation. we obtain linearized
conducti|.t, parallel to the magnetic field, defined as dimensionless MHD equations:
, =,, T' .and k,, is a heat conduction constant (Spitzer
!Qo_2).e, = B B! isaunit vector parallel to the local magnetic p, Ori = -3VP, -J, x 8, -J, x Bo . (12)

i ! . .is he pecific heat constant and K is a as constant. P 3i R , , 31 ) P
IlI L It I BRIL \1 0F C Y INDRIC , L PL \SM\ _

BcKor, perturbation. a coronal loop is assumed to be T T.,kB K t, (kVBP)K 1
go0crned b' the steady state equations below. B -t T.

/VP, - J) x =0. (8 (13)

V x B0 =J. (9) J, = Vx B. (14)

H - R(p. T) =0. (10) BMVx(x80 ). (15)

Here P,. J,. B. p. and T are dimensionless equilibrium P, vio - PoV . (16)

pressure. current density. magnetic field, plasma density. and P= TIp 0 - Top, . (17)
temperature scaled by standard coronal values. The quantities
H and R(p. T) are dimensionless ambient heating and radiative Here , is a plasma displacement vector. j4, t = v; t is
energy loss functions, respectively. Because T has only radial scaled by the radiative time scale, t, = 3Po0 2R, in order to
dependence. there is no contribution of heat conduction to the study the effect of magnetic field on slow condensation
ene'g, equation (eq. [10]). The quantity #? is the ratio of modes. The MHD time scale is t2; = poa 2 B'. the conductive
plasma to magnetic pressure at the surface of the cylinder, time scale is t, = L-Po. ko To 2. and i is the ratio of MHD to

= P, B,. radiative time scales, f = t.t,. In order to define the
We can calculate equilibrium quantities by solving equations conductive time scale t,, we use the expression ko To 2 for

(S)-( 10). However, since we do not know the functional form parallel heat conductivity, K,; L is a loop length, and ko is a
of the ambient heating rate H, complete solutions of heat conduction constant. For derivation of the linearized
equilibrium equations are not possible. We solve equations (8) equation, we assume that the ambient heating rate H is not
and (9) with a specified plasma current density to obtain disturbed by perturbations, because we do not know the
plasma pressure Po(r). In order to calculate the ambient functional form of the ambient heating function (Chiuderi
heating rate H. which satisfies steady state energy equation and Van Hoven 1979).
( )). Ae have to specify p = p(r). The heating rate calculated If we express a perturbed quantityf,(r. t) as
from equation (10) with a specified p(r) is not a function of p
and T but a function of r. If we know the functional form fi(r. t) = fi(r)e"' e
of H = H(p. T), p(r) can be obtained by sol. ing equation (10). we can derive a second-order differential equation for radiative
We assume that longitudinal current density. longitudinal manetohvdrodvnamic (RMHD) stability of compressible
magectic held, and plasma density are uniform. Since such m o r i
profiles produce uniform twisting of field lines, we can simplify plasmas (for a detailed deriation, see An 1984).

the analysis. The justification of uniform plasma density can (Q X)' + (Q'-- Q3)X -4 [(G X')' + G , X + G3 X'] = 0
be found in Foukal (1975), where he found that variation
of plasma density along the radial direction is insignificant (18)
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H Xre . = r.,. and ., is a radial component of . The let us consider Q, in equation (1,S). Even when i.,A: , 1
coe.cients of the differential equation are defined as follo%%s: is satisfied, we cannot neglect the term near a mode

rational surface %here k. Bo = 0 hecause the term with
Q, = F[ ,( P.)"- B2) - l PA(k" rD . ,p.,'" r is not smaller than the term with (k. BJ) near the

surface. In other words, the inertial term is important near the

Q -BZk'8o)(13;PoF + po( OB) mode rational surfaces. In the following anaihsts. we neglect
p wu" terms assuming that the instability growth time is of

Pthe same order as the radiative time scale and there are no
, rD , mode rational surfaces in the plasma. If mode rational surfaces

r , are in plasmas, the plasmas are subject to ideal MHD

instabilities, whose time scale is so much shorter than
QB- F - 'BO, radiative time scales that it is meaningless to consider theslow thermal modes.

4k 2B1[tP°W2 B -, 3 P°(k -B°)"] r (19) If we neglect tpowz terms in equation (18), we have

= { t,B • T : )T - ( 9P ) ! -- B - r r

t :. - - .'[( _ - )(dR dr)] = 22)L"B . ,(B- kirB.,)(0, - ;P,)0) .M P, - .

r:D Here x = k - B0 and M = k r -- . We will solve equation

G: 31 )F(Opo - P, 0) [(w - O)rDD] . (22) numerically to study ,n = 0. 1. and 2 condensation modes.

.= - i ) r [p B .D( 'IL-IT)Y"

,(AB) - 8J We sohc equation (22) numerically for e*Ulihrium
JF d/- (Acalculated in III. The differential equation is converted

tr, B5 to a fintte difference equation to find eigen.alues and

T' P eienfunctions of a tridiagonal matrix using standard pro-
'- 1)T, - 0 r/(. - 0) . (2{0) cedure (Potter 19"3). The boundarv condition X = 0 at r = 0

, is obtained by sol,.ing equation (22) near r = 0, and the
boundary condition X = 0 at r = I is determined by the

F =.,' A - (k B,): . assumption that the cylindrical plasma is surrounded by a rigid

( 3 (,-R ( 8~,~ ri2 wall. A more realistic boundary condition at r = I will be
= (; - 1 ) (k, - Po . considered in future work. Since equilibrium profiles are

-T ~ t uniform along a longitudinal direction. periodic boundary
3 'R)" 8,)) T052) r POconditions are given at both ends of the cy .linder. The effect

TA.o. - 1(2 of finite loop length on stability appears through longitudinal
( 1) Z wavenumber and aspect ratio. For a given aspect ratio, shorter

.r.'9 i- Bl 0-' 0)+ +k'fiP longitudinal wavelength enhances conductive stabilizing effect
D-(over longer wavelength. and for the gien wavelength. shorter

aspect ratio induces higher conductive stabilizing effect (see 0
D, - :P, O)(nA r 2 k2)F and 0 in cq. [22]).

a -For ideal MHD study, stability is determined by q. which
measures the relative twist of field lines. We also find that

D - Do. (21) stability of thermal modes strongly depends on the twist of
field lines. Since the sign of t, (the real part of to) indicates

Note that the energy dissipation term due to radiation is stability, the maximum values of w, versus q are plotted in
expressed as 3(RT)8,2 in 9 and 3(OR,'OT)p12 in 0. and the following figures. Note that w, > 0 implies instability.
the term due to conduction is expressed as (k B,) In Figure 1, we plot the maximum value of (,, of the

(T.4- 2 B )(t,, t.) in 0 and 0. In the equations, k is a wave in = I mode versus q for various values of aspect ratio. The
,.ecor. and k • B = kB,. + m rB,,. where k is a longitudinal assumed magnetic field is 100 gauss and /3 = 1.75 x 10 .

component of k. and in is a poloidal waenumber. First, the figure shows that stability of condensation modes
For coronal loop conditions. 4 1 (. 10-8). Since other is strikingly different from that of ideal MIHD modes. The

terms in equations (19) are on the order of 1. we can neglect in = I ideal MHD mode becomes unstable as the twist of
.-=s :,hich have ,p,, unless instability growth time is field lines exceeds a certain value which corresponds to

much ,horter than the radiative time scale. This approximation q < I (Bateman 1918). The stability of condensation modes
ias been used by numerous authors for hydrodynamic study has the opposite tendency: i.e., they become unstable as the
of ,e.rmal stability. For magnetized cylindrical plasmas. this twist of field lines decreases. The result indicates that the
approximation should be viewed with caution. For example. m = 1 thermal mode is unstable at values of q where the
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unstable for q > 1, at which value the m = I kink mode is
8 stable, but becomes stabilized as the twist increases. This is

important for the understanding of the very stable nature of
prominences.

Conceding that detailed observational phenomena cannot be
understood with this simple model. we try to understand
some of the essential features of the observations qualitatively
by dividing field configurations into three types: very low
twist (q > 1). medium twist, and high twist (q < 1) of field

-~ lines. Since condensation modes are unstable for q *t 1. we
believe that prominences (or filaments) are formed in this field
configuration. Noting that eruptions of prominences are

FiG' 4-i) Condensation of plasmas perpendicular to field lines believed to be due to MHD kink instabilities for high
4 • B, = 0). Since heat flos only along the field lines, the condensed twisting of field lines (q s 1) (Sakurai 1976). we expect that

region cannot receie heat from adjacent regions. (b) The bending of field
lines makes it possible for the heat to flow into the condensed region from the prominences and filaments are in globally stable con-
a..iC ,fli -egions along ield lines. The shaded areas in Figs. Ja and 4b are figurations; i.e.. the prominences (or filaments) are in thermally
.x..Acn~eJl regions. and the thick arrows in Fig. 4h are heat flows along unstable but MHD stable states. This assertion is supported

• o ¢, s, by numerous observational studies (Rust 1972: Malville 1979:
Smith and Smith 1963: Gibson 19-3: Zirin 1966: Tandberg-
Hanssen 1974) which describe prominences which have

For ,i~en 4 and g. plasma pressure increases as q decreases. materials flosing down continuousl, along the field lines in
Since we assume that equilibrium plasma density is uniform, stable global configurations. The flows of materials in
the increase of pressure is associated with the increase of prominences are interpreted as a result of continuous
temperature. As temperature increases, the destabilizing effect condensation of surrounding plasmas.
of radiatise energy loss is reduced, while the stabilizing effect According to Mal, ille (1979), preflare loops do not exhibit
of heat conduction is enhanced. That is the reason why the extensive down flows that postflare prominences do. Our
:hermal modes are stabilized as q decreases. The effect of interpretation is that ioops about to flare ha~e medium t,,i'ting
.ipect ratio .4 on the stability is similar to that of q. of field lines.'.%.hich results in stabiiit, for condensation modes
" .)r gi.en q and fl, a higher aspect ratio means lower pressure as well as MHD kink modes. On the other hand. since

d lower temperature. which enhances the destabilizing effect postflare loops lose much of their free magnetic energy to the
radiation and reduces the stabilizing effect of heat ffare, their field lines are less stressed (q i> 11, and their

,:onduction. Therefore. Figure 1 shows that plasmas become configurations allow more extensise plasma condensations.
more unstable as .4 increases. Equation (23) also indicates Figure 2 shows how the formation of condensations is
that for a lower value of f. a certain increase of field affected by the strength of the magnetic field. In a strong
t.isting causes higher increases of pressure and temperature magnetic field region. where B - 200 gauss. condensation will
in the plasma. This is the reason why plasmas in stronger cease before prominences are formed, as the field lines start
magnetic fields are more stable for a given q-value (see Fig. 2). to twist further by the buildup of nonpotential magnetic
The insensitivity of the stability to different poloidal modes field. On the other hand. in a weaker magnetic field region.
(Fig. 3) is due to the facts that the major destabilizing where B - 50g auss. condensation continues until the twisting
mechanism. radiation, is independent of poloidal modes, and of field lines increases to a larger degree. During this time,
the major stabilizing mechanism, heat conduction, weakly the condensation develops fully to form prominences. From
depends on poloidal modes (see 9 and (A in eq. [21]). Figure 2 we can predict that prominences and filaments

are more likely to form in a weak magnetic field region
Vt. DISCUSStON AND CONCLUSION than in a strong one if the other physical conditions in the

We have studied the thermal stability of coronal plasmas regions relevant to the formation of filaments are the same
assuming that the plasmas are confined by magnetic fields, and (e.g., existence of neutral lines, etc.).
physical quantities vary only along the radial direction. By Flare loops have high twisting of field lines (q _< I) in
discarding a hydrodynamic assumption that plasmas move strong magnetic field regions. where condensation of the loops
only along the field lines, we study the MHD effects on is not likely to occur. Erupting filaments also have high
condensation modes of cylindrical plasmas. We find that loops twisting of field lines, but they are in weak magnetic field
can be unstable even when they satisfy the hydrodynamic regions. where condensation can occur in relatively highly
stability conditions (McClymont and Craig 1981c) unless the twisted field configurations.
t%% ist of field lines exceeds a certain value. Therefore, whenever We have found that the effect of magnetic fields on
%%e discuss the hydrodynamic stability of condensation modes, condensation modes is different from that on MHD kink
%%e hase to implicitly assume that the twist of field lines modes. Magnetic tension and magnetic pressure do not directly
exceeds a certain value. affect the condensation modes. unlike the ideal MHD case. but

\n interesting result of this study is that the condensation they influence the stability b% affecting heat flo\%s along field
modes are distinguished from ideal MHD kink modes for lines.

ability: The m = I kink mode is unstable for q < I but The results enhance our understanding of the formation
'comes stabilized as th, twist of field lines decreases and stability of prominences. Since our model is extremely

> I). On the other hand, the m = I condensation mode is simplified, any quantitati e comparisons betseen theory and
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obser'ations are not appropriate. In the future, we will study The author thanks Dr. R. C. Canfield for his valuable
thermal modes with nonuniform current density to understand discussions and comments during the course of this work.
the effect of magnetic shear, and we will abandon the rigid This work was supported by the Air Force Office of
wall boundary condition. It can be expected that studies of Scientific Research. Air Force Systems Command. USAF,
more realistic geometries of prominences with longitudinal under grant AFOSR 82-0092. and by NASA under grant
• ariations of temperature and density will further enhance our NSG-7406.
understanding of the physics of prominences.
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ABSTRACT

The pffect of line-tying in the photosphere on the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) stability of coronal loops
has been investigated by a number of authors. We comment on the various boundary conditions, plasma dis-
placement functions, and other assumptions used by a number of investigators. Our comments lead to three
conclusions. First. as a boundary condition for line-tying studies, the plasma at the footpoints of a loop may
safely be assumed to be stationary. Second, when a simple perturbed test function is used for the energy prin-
ciple. the function should be helical in form, because the complete stability of ideal 3IHD modes obtained in a
prexious study is due not to line-tying but to the choice of a nonhelical perturbed function. Finally, con-
straints on the test function (e.g.. the component parallel to field lines is zero) should be discarded because
they overestimate stability.

We study kink instabilities in cylindrical plasmas on this basis. The results are very different from those of a
previous study which used a nonhelical test function, which indicates the importance of a helical test function.
We rind that the effects of line-tying on force-free equilibria are not the same as on non-force-free equilibria.
As the value of the aspect ratio increases, the effect of line-tying becomes less important for force-free equi-
libria, but more important for non-force-free equilibria. We also find that line-tying is a more stabilizing effect
on the quii bria with a higher magnetic shear (or a more peaked radial current profile).
Sz,', ;,.zdnqs. hsdromagnetics - instabilities - plasmas - Sun: corona

I. INTRODUCTION

Numerous earlier papers concern the effect of photospheric line-tying on the ideal magnetohydrodynamic MHD) stability of

coronal loops. Most of the authors have used simple test functions in order to represent plasma perturbations satisfying a line-tying

boundary condition. Because the simple test functions lack generality and cannot include all displacements, they cannot be used to
.crine both necessary and sufficient stability conditions. Recently. more sophisticated methods have been proposed to evaluate loop
,tability. Hood and Priest (1981) used a two-dimensional numerical analysis to obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for
stability of a force-free loop equilibrium. Their results showed that the method of Hood and Priest (1979) using much simpler test
functions gives a good bound on the critical values of the stability parameters. Einaudi and Van Hoven (1981) developed an
energy-principle method, in which a general initial perturbation is expressed as a uniformly convergent sum over a complete discrete
set of longitudinal mode numbers. With this method, they later defined necessary and sufficient stability conditions for various loop

equilibria tEinaudi and Van Hoven 1983). But while these studies have improved on previous work. none allows the addition of

nonideal effects i i.e., resistivity, radiation, and heat conduction), because of the extreme complexity of the methods. Use of a simple
test function may thus have certain advantages if we wish to study nonideal effects.

Looking at the various ways in which boundary conditions and simple test functions for line-tying have been determined, we note
that the results do not coincide. For example, Hood and Priest (1979) used a helical form of displacement function whose amplitude
is modulated by the factor cos :z, i.e., ?(r) = jr)e'('0 'Z cos :. Here m and k are poloidal and longitudinal mode numbers.
respectively, and 2 = bn,2L. Here b and L are the radius and the length of the cylinder. The quantity 2 (= bn/2"L) is one of many
possible choices from 2 = (n + I)bn!L (n = 0, 1, 2, ... ) to satisfy the line-tying boundary condition. The quantity x = btr, 2L was
used by Hood and Priest (1979) to study the least stable case. By applying the energy principle (Bernstein et al. 1958), they predicted

instability onset for a force-free equilibrium with aspect ratio (= 2Lb) larger than 3.3n. On the other hand, Van Hoven, Ma, and
Einaudi (1981) obtained complete stability for any equilibrium by using a nonhelical form of test function, (r) = (r)ee cos 2:. The
two contradictory results demonstrated that the choice of the function is crucial in determining loop stability. Raadu (1972), Hood

and Priest 11979). and An (1982, hereafter Paper I) used the helical form of the function, while Van Hoven. Ma. and Einaudi 11981)
used the nonhelical form. The study of line-tying has been extended to include resistive instabilities by Mok and Van Hoven 11982).
Aho used the nonhelical test function.

As for boundary conditions. Raadu (1972), Hood and Priest (1979, 1981). and An (Paper I) assumed that plasmas do not move at

,he footpoints, % hile Van Hoven. Ma. and Einaudi (1981), Einaudi and Van Hoven (1981, 1983). and Mok and Van Hoven H 9,R2) all
asurned that plasma motion perpendicular to the magnetic field would be zero, but that an arbitrary parallel component might
e xist. The different assumptions yield different results.

Most of the previous works by Hood and Priest (1979. 1981) assumed that there is no plasma motion parallel to magnetic fields.

rhis assumption overestimates stability unless plasma pressure is identically zero.
Since different choices of test functions, boundary conditions, and other assumptions give different results, it is important to

disi:uss how the choices affect the results and to determine which test function and boundary conditions are the most reasonable in

419
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order to evaluate stability properly' These problems should be clarified before we study nonideal effects on the stability of coronal
loops.

In this paper. I discuss which boundary conditions and test function for !ine-tying are more reasonable and how the choices affect
the results. I %ill also present my results for cylindrical plasma stability. Throughout this paper I will use dimensionless equations
for con; enience.

It. COMMENTS ON THE PREVIOUS STUDIES

a) Boundary Conditions

Why should a line-tying boundary condition be considered in order to study the MHD stability of coronal loops? The tops of
coronal loops are occupied by tenuous plasmas of density n : 109 cm -3 and have a narrow transition region in the chromosphere
V here plasma density increases steeply. The loops may extend farther don n. to the photosphere. whose density is about 101: cm - .
The huge difference of densities between the coronal and photospheric regions means that the MHD time scales,(p, b

2 Bo)l 2 of the
o regions are ',ery different: i.e., r , r:Z: 10'. Here po, b, and Bo are density, radius of loop cross section, and magnetic field,

respecti',el., and r, and : are the coronal and photospheric MHD time scales. A perturbation of the loop plasma in the coronal
rezion generates changes on the coronal MHD time scale. while the plasma at the photospheric footpoints undergoes no appre-
,cuabie change. This is the phsical reason to consider the effect of line-tving on M H D stability.

Einaudi and Van Hoven (1981) assumed that at the footpoints motions perpendicular to the magnetic field (_) are zero. but that
parallel components of the motions - l are arbitrary. This permitted them to neglect the plasma compression term. V •, when they
minimized the energy integral. iV iBernsteii. et al. 1958). Their analyses -.ere greatly simplified by the condition . = arbitrary at
:c orporatS. The choice of boundary condition was inspired by obsertations ie.g.. Foukal 19'76) that sho,,d quasi-stead flons along

oops that probably extend down to the footpoints.
A question concerning such plasma flows at the footpoints is whether :he flows are induced by perturbations. For an answer to

,hi, question. we must recall the assumption that plasmas before perturbation are in an equilibrium state with no motion. The
!nerz%-principle method iBernstein et al. 1953) is based on the assump:ion. Let us consider the parallel component of plasma
mtion. The perturbed momentum equation parallel to the magnetic field :s

B ',1 = -B" VP B - B VP, .

Hre. ,. P. and B are dimensionless density. pressure. and magnetic rie.id and the subscripts 0 and I stand for equilibrium and
perturbed quantities. respectiel,. The quantity w is the dimensionless gro. ,th rate. and ,' is the plasma displacement. The equation
,hos that parallel motions change on a hydrodynamic time scale. !p, L- P01' 2. not on an MHD time scale. Here L, is a scale
height. If the hdrodynamic time scale at the footpoints. -". is comparable :o the coronal XIHD time scale. ri. a perturbation on the
coronal time scale would cause substantial parallel motions at the footpoints. It this case. we must treat the observed plasma flows
is a boundary condition. But if 71 :3 4 1, however, parallel motions at the .ootpoints are negligible on the coronal MHD time scale.
Thus we can assume that plasma motion in any direction is zero at the footpoints. If we wish to consider the observed quasi-steady
flovs iFoukal 19"6. we must construct a steady state with a steady flow and study the stability of the steady state. But note that we
can no longer use the energy-principle methods of Bernstein et al. 11958).

Let us estimate the ratio of the coronal MHD time scale to the photospheric hydrodynamic time scale. 7, r3 , for a semiempirical
equilibrium. We take the VAL model tVernazza. AVrett. and Loeser 1981 as an example. since it has been used extensively to study
both linear (MeClymont and Canfield 1983) and nonlinear (An et al. 19831 thermal instability. The plasma pressure in the loop at the
minimum temperature region is about 10' dyn cm -, and the photospheric scale height. measured from the lower transition region
down to the minimum temperature region. is about one-tenth of the loop length. For a magnetic field of 100 gauss, T 3 Z 10 - L,

Ahich is the same as the ratio of coronal to photospheric MHD time scales rt, r,. Since we neglect gravity in our calculations, we
may not put the footpoints at the minimum temperature region, where gravity is important. We also estimate the time scales at the
regzion with temperature T = 6.5 x 103 K and density n - 8.5 x 10"2 -r , where the gravitational force is negligible (about 1'. of
the Lorentz force). The estimated time scales are r 1,'r2 z 10-' and rl,r, z 10'. Thus we may justifiably neglect parallel as well as
perpendicular motions at the footpoints.

There are two different ways to represent the absence of motion at footpoints. One is that the plasma displacement , = 0 (Raadu
1972; Hood and Priest 1979, 1981, Hood, Priest, and Einaudi 1982); the other is that the perturbed magnetic field B, = 0 (Paper I).
Note that the condition B, = 0 ensures the condition ' = 0, but the reverse is not true (Paper I). Since the condition 8, = 0 imp.ies
tighter binding of field lines to the footpoints than the condition = 0. B, = 0 should yield a higher stability boundary. Using

r) *r)e'  " cos' x: (An 1982) and (r) = (rioe"  : cos x. (Hood and Priest 1979) t, represent B, = 0 and = 0 at the
footpotnts, respecti%,ely, we can derive an energy-principle expression

,I / = +w, -*- 0OlI,. 12)

Here 6WtI< is the energy integral without line-tying tNewcomb 1960). and dtW, is due to line-tying; 6 = I and 4.3 for the boundary
.,,mnditions , 0 and B = 0. respectively: and M, is identical for the t%,wo different boundary conditions. (Paper Ii. Since oti' > 0.
'.e can see that the condition B, = 0 gives an insignificantt, higher stabilit. than . = 0.

hi Test Functrinsf)rF Line- Tw nq

Which test function Es,tr) = ,lre"" . k:1 cos :z or ,.ir) = ! irie' " cos xt:] represents a perturbation with line-tying most reason-
ably. and how does the choice affect the results? Let us first consider the form of the perturbations. The helical form of

(r,, -" cos a: is shown in Figure Ia. Line-ting is expre-,ed wAith cos a:. Since equilibrium magnetic field lines
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(a) (b)

F -. -ai The form of a helical perturbed displacement function ,(r) = trie ' '- cos zz. (bi The form of a nonhelical perturbed displacement function
, OS I:.

.ire helically tmisted, the field lines are least disturbed if their helicity is the same as that of the perturbation. The nonhelical form
= frie"' cos za] is shown in Figure lb. Because the perturbation is not helical, it can disturb the field lines greatly no matter

what helicity they possess. The disturbance of field lines can induce two competing mechanisms, slow magnetosonic modes Ahich
ma. be destabilizing and magnetic tension which is stabilizing. The following calculation will show that I,.tr) results in complete
tabilit,. while .,1iri predicts instability for a force-free equilibnum. The result implies that the stabilizing effect of magnetic tension is

7,,re ginificant tha-, the destabilizing effect of the slow magnetosonic mode for kink modes. The effect of choosing the helical -,ir)
oser the nonhelical .,,(rl is easier to understand if we simply note that the nonhelical .',r) is a special case of the helical 4 (r), with

Consider the force-free equilibrium given by Gold and Hoyle t 1960); namely.
B, = I (I ".r- ) . Be = r (I -i- r2-) .(31

rhe macnetic ieids hae a uniform tmist and a uniform p!asma pressure. Hood and Priest 119"91 showed. using -,r) as the test
:u,:lon. that the -,,,ihbrium xith pressure p, = ) becomes unstable as the aspect ratio 4 = 2L b becomes larger than 3.3,7. Here L
s a half loop length, and b is the radius of a loop cross section. But if we use 2ri, we can show analytically that the equilibrium is
:,,mplerelv stable no matter what the aspect ratio is. By letting k = 0 in the energy integral of Hood and Priest 1979) for the
orce-frce equilibrium, we obtain a 51V for the nonhelical .(r

Here

irmB + ,'r'B2), D g = (m2 l)2zrB2 D - 214r'Bf D- Hr D , D = m+

wA.here ' is a radial component of 't, x = rb 2L. B 2 B- + B', and B' is the derivative of B, with respect to r. For the force-free
equilibrium. , > 0 for m _ I modes. Sincefis always positive. j1V is positive form > I no matter how large the aspect ratio is.

This result contradicts the result of Hood and Priest (1979), who found the instability for .4 > 3.3tr. The different results are due
soielv to the different choice of test function. Because Van Hoen. Ma. and Einaudi (1981) used ,(r(, the complete stability they
obtained is not from line-tying but is owed rather to their choice of test function. The analysis suggests that results obtained using
the nonhelical 42(ri do not predict the stability correctly. Mok and Van Hoven (1982) used the nonhelical 2(r) to study the effect of
line-tying on resistive instabilities, They concluded that line-tying completely stabilizes m > I resistive modes by noting that 4,(r)
does not allow mode rational surfaces in the plasma except for the m = 0 mode.

c) A Constraint on the Test Function. • Bo = 0

It was assumed that plasma motion parallel to the magnetic field is zero, i.e.. • Bo = 0. to simplify the calculations (Hood and
Priest 1979) and to obtain a necessary and sufficient stability condition for a force-free equilibrium in the limit # = 0 (Hood and
Priest 1981). The validity of the constraint can be checked by studying a component of the perturbed momentum equation parallel
to the magnetic field (eq. I1]). For the left-hand side of equation (1) to be zero, the equilibrium pressure must be identically zero. For
force-free equilibria with po # 0, the constraint 4 • B0 = 0 is not valid; it results in an overestimation of stability.

Since Paper I did not use the constraints that Hood and Priest (1979) used for 1. comparisons of the results obtained in Paper I
%4 ith those of Hood and Priest (1979) will give a good indication of how the constraint affects the stability. For comparisons, we have
to change 4,3 to I in equations (16)-- 24) and correct a mistyped term 2z2 T, r3 to x2 T, r' in equation (18) of Paper 1. The number 4,3
came from the use of 81 = 0 (rather than C, = 0) as a tine-tying boundary condition. The non-force-free equili'irium which Hood
and Priest used is

B: = 1 B@ = (b, 2LlDfO)r (I + r 2) , po = .,2 + [ib 2L410)] 2 2(I + r')2 . (6)

Here ',IQ0 is a tmist of field lines at r = 0. defined as 0r) = 2LB4, brB:, and fl is the ratio of plasma to magnetic pressure. Figure 2
shows how the stability boundary is changed by the constraint - =B- 0. We plot the critical twist (I01,2 versus longitudinal wave
%ector k for a marginally stable plasma with aspect ratio .- = 2L b = 10. Line I is the Kruskal-Shafranov limit (Kadomtsev 1966),
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0 2. 4,, 6 8ir

0 (0) /2
Fu Z.-C.-ttcal :Aiit. ti) 2, ~s longitudinal %asenumber k for <4 '_ h l~= 10. Line I ii the K:.i kai-Shaifranov !imli. tine 2 s the re~uit j( Hood and Prieot

,19 )1sing the constraint B,~ = 0.line 3 is the result fC this paper without the abose constraint. and line as the result without line-iting,

ine _' is a result of Hood and Priest (19791 usiniz the constraint above, line 3 is the same result without the constraint idetailed
c.alculation is in the next sectioni. and line 4 is a result without line-tying. The instability region is the right side of each curve. The
figure shows how the constraint Bo = 0 alters stability for vartous'values of k. Note that the effect of the constraint is to raise the

.:bit oundarv. and chat 'he effect is sienificant for low values of k-. As the difference betwxeen lines 2 and 3 shows. constraint
*B" 0 yields, for certain values of k. two stability regions for high and low '.alues of (Di0; without the constraint. only one

stability reeion exists. The figure demonstrates that the constraint should be discarded for a meaningful study of the line-tying effect.
More detailed calculations and compartsons are given in the next section.

t1t. KINK INSTABILITtES IN CYLINDRICAL PLASM AS

a) .4 Differential Eqiuarion for StabilitY
In Paper 1. we studied the %IHD stability of cylindrical plasmas with line-tying using the energy principle (Bernstein et al. 1958).

The test function .tr) = f(eJ COS-, 1: was used, with 8, = 0 at the footpoints. A stability condition for local modes was
derived analyt ically by taking a limit as m goes to infinity. In this section. we will study kink instabilities for various equilibria. A
detailed physical explanation for the effect of line-tying will result. For comparison with other work, we will use =0 rather than
B. = 0 as the boundary condition. By changing the equations to the dimensionless form. w'e have

6 W = (:7 2a1F7 Q() ) G~t]dr (7)

C= [rimB3, + krB,)2(l + So) + 2-r'(B2 + B-S,i -l4

G = rlk -B,) 2(I - I/A,) + 213p' 0k
2r2 i.4i + 2k-r~k 2rB - m2BI92Y.4-1 + 2k2r)(2 Tr' + XT).-

22 T(kYrBf - m2B02 + 22T r' + 2.,T,/,4' - i'(r-B S)' - x2Tjr2-) r2,1 ' B20l + S)r

+ (22T, + x'T3)/rA, _ [3a2(r'T,)' + x 4T*1'.41  (8)

Here

T= r2B2 + r2S[M2(8- 1 )-2mkrB. B,] T2 = r'(lI + m2S) T, =(mr-
2 B.S

T = B' + S(B, - B )m' + ZkrrnB.B.]. T, =lB - B-) r -SB2 m2, r (9)

AL inM
2 + k2r' + 2 T, . S = f?,po, Clkr B: + m B,)' 2 2 

2r2 B] . SO = 7
2r2

lS

and -, is a specific heat constant. Stability can be studied after obtaining the Euler-Lagrange equation from equation (7):

- G,=0 . (10)

We use Newcomb's theorem iNewcomb 1960) to study the stability, as previous authors have done (Chiuderi. Giacchetti. and Van
Hoven 1977. Hood and Priest 1979; Ray and Van Hoven 1982): stability is determined by examining~ whether or not the solution of
equation 001~ has a zero crossing between r = 0 and a radial boundary r = d iNewvcomb 1960). The boundary condition for ~,at
r = 0, w.hich is obtained by solving equation (10) near r =0. is

I,= for m~ 1, 0 for rn 1
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-~ ~.c. it n- ,:ularitN. we integrate the equa!ion ap to r = J For mokst of our calculations, I 4 is used e~en
_,n e n~inAt :h e -~ait st r nscrisitts e to the hoi:eo j' for 4

e '..~d:he stabilitN of t\4o different equilibria Ones the for e-tree equilihrium. equations 31. with p, 0 the second is
n:~rcetrc ecilbrim.equations 161. Both Aere studied b% Hood and Priest 19-9. We ha'.e already taken these two

*..r.A to understand how the constraint 80 = 0 atfects the results q 11) Since the equilibna hase current densities distributed
* r Pace. Ate hase constructed two new equilibria A iih current densit. localized w.tithin a cylinder of radius r = 1. namely,

j. = JoLA -r 2i for rl. i= for r >lI B. = 1 0Il)

et uilibrium has a current density localized at r < I and becomes Nmoothl. zero for r > I The current channel is embedded in
.e-e ambient plasma 2 x 10- 1. e took two different :urrent densities. I =I and I = 2. to learn how different

..--,:nt-,CnNit% profiles ior ri. -ic shears) affect loop %tabijitN with ine-irsine Note .hit the current-density profile with I = I is
i:. han h at with! 2. and that I =2 has a higher magnetic shear !han

l' 'et -s:,n-ider the force-free equilibrium, equation _'i Sin:e castj~ons -iH re denvical to equationsi'2,5, and 2.6) of
P-:ct ,l1N) for this equilibrium, we can use the result shown nf care 24Hood and Prt1 199 Aithout repeating the

.n 1-11te tere hows that plasmas without incising are a.-.eor *l.ran.% aspec:t ratio Line-tying completely,
,f a'pect ratio 4I hL < I - the A'Pe"t 'ati. .rei.-:we he ffc oflint *t ne -comnoi neeliptble.

'i~~~.k e ced to) indcrstand h A !lie pre'src gr~id:te-t ki~r.~a'is i n examr e take the
-- ''on t, .ind -- npare our _:i!, -kitti e ; H-i inmu P.est ,)iFcrs id - hoA the

o 2 ersu s o n itad in al wAa %e %ct or ktr a spec,:t ratri os o f 4 = D) and 4 =20. respectisel v The nut - in each curve
-'s*e-ime -meaning as, ;n F !iure 2' As -.% pointed oat !n . I. he - ns~traint ' 8 , = 0 strongl% at' tie stability of

r :e .. td nee ,'i 'e ignificant at the lower a~piect ra!:o) it .s also .h,,% rt.hat stabilt% A ithot t-i~inq. line 4)
in e K. ~-Shtano% imitin a,. n reases A _,mrparison ,iine I Aith inc -e~ iecas t Ai.ng has a

ant) ,Ain::r -A ~ modes. but insignificant for higher , mo 'es The two fieures do not showk ans .,shing effect
7,,,e c _ in , nrm Its th) tore :7 ;-u:' cm t,_died aseIn act:. is th L6ratro increases.

:a :tt -: <a t. -,en -h,,.-.gh :he -na,!C!t ,:ret ,1r111 kI to Iw r'. t C te- IIin 1'e , eascs".
In F k e a,' Artia tw st eilding margzinal tiahilit% tor -.arnous aspect ratios. The critical twist increases with aspect

-.'The ;rcae-rimnstrates that linc-t'.ing is more stabilizing at higher aspect ratios
tre hance, :n the piasma :urrent-density prsfile drise instabilities, dirferent current-density profiles should result in differing

~:i;In l-:ue wePresent the stability of the equilibrium shown in equations i 11) for i= I and I = 2. The ivure shows that
.-.ichas a more stabilizing effect on more peaked current-density profiles.

J) I'ir,'rpr.'!rroti

%%.e hase foand that :inc-tying has a significant stabilizing effect at small longitudinal wasenumber k. but the effect becomes
.rt.Ignirtcant As .ncreases5 for a gisen aspect ratio. As the aspect ratio :ncreases. line-tying becomes more stabilizing for equilibria
-sith a pressure gradient. hut less stabilizing for force-free equilibria. The stability of force- free equilibria with and without line-tying
.s :ndiscinguishable at extremely high aspect ratio. In this section. Ae pros ide the physical explanation for these results.

First, why does the effect of line-tying b :me negligible as k increases ' The contribution of line-tying to stability is expressed in
termns proprortional to Y2 or xa in equationis 18) and 19); x2 is a small quantity aS v i I ) for the usual coronal loop condition. For
e\ampie. for a loop wkith L =0.1, a: is less than 0.04. Because a- is so small. any terms vwhich hase a: or xa can be negligible.

4

kI -

05- 72 -

0 2T 4v 6v 8.

0 (01/2

FiG 3 -Cn-ticat t~isi s. longituinil .%a~enumher k. for 4 =20
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Hosteler. terms which ha~e S-'S are not negligibolv small for some cases, even when x-' 0. From equatons 19) e have

I'S = x2flpo. [r 2(k • 8o,) , x:2r'B2] 12)

A -mode rational surface, where k-rB. - mB = 0. 9S= 0;:p,) rzBE. which is not negligible even when x" 0. From this mathe-
matical behavior of x"S we concluded quickly in Paper I that line-tying was important only near a mode rational surface. However.
* ,: ,n :hat :he .:onclu~ion is "rue onI for large %alues of *1 for a non-force-free equilibrium. This equilibrium, equations 16. has
3,= t,')r -=t - r)=Bir. = 4n in is a 'ongitudinal wa~enumber. and tkrB. - nB,)- = xazi4nr - tnBj For large %alues oK

'or ,i ikrB. - rnBbi" is large; in other words. z5 is small, except near a mode rational surface, where line-tying will be important.

On the other hand, since ikrB. -rnB42 is small i - 12) for small values of k even far from a mode rational surface, line-tying can also
e in :mportant stabilizing mechanism far from a mode rational surface. Figures 2 and 3 show that the critical twists (o0) with and

.%ithout line-tying approach each other for higher k but significantly depart from each other for low k. The physical explanation is
that magnetic fields are bent so severely by a perturbation with a short longitudinal wavelength (large k) that the bending caused by
line-t.ng does not make a significant contribution to the magnetic tension. On the other hand, for a perturbation with a long
'. aeength, the bending of field lines by line-ting makes an important contribution to the magnetic tension.

How does the pressure gradient affect the stability of plasmas with line-tying? It does not directly affect kink instabilities, because
:e driving force of the instability is plasma current, not pressure (Bateman 1978). Rather, it affects the stability indirectly. by
:ntluencing the magnetic field profiles. If the plasma has a pressure gradient. B. depends on the aspect ratio as well as the field twist.
WA1). as we can see in equations (6). The quantity B9 decreases as aspect ratio increases for : given 1$0), resulting in decrease of the
?;asma current density (the driving force of kink modes). In equation (8) we note that as x - 0. stabilizing terms (magnetic tension)
-case '.,ith ;(: ie'en at mode rational surfaces), but driving terms decrease with x'. Therefore, as the aspect ratio increases ix - 01,
ie%-t, ing is more stabilizing. The stabilizing force increases compared with the destabilizing force. On the other hand, for a

I-

i l.1

0 2r 4v 6r 8v I0l

(D (0) /2

F ., " (-'! jj i.st .s ,rigtudlnral .. ,enumber k f,)r -qulihra va.kh hongmudinal i urt den, , I j nd 4 20
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force-free equilibrium, since B, is independent of aspect ratio (see eqs [,]I, the plasma current densitv does not change while the
stabilizing effect of line-tying - x-') decreases as 2 - 0. If the aspect ratio increases ,,u'ficientlv i, (6I. the stability of the plasma
with line-t ing becomes indistinguishable from that without.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have discussed several studies of the MHD stability of coronal loops with line-tying, concentrating on boundary conditions,
test functions, and other assumptions commonly used, and we have reached the following conclusions:

1. A reasonable boundary condition for line-tying is to assume that plasmas do not move in any direction at the footpoints of a
loop.

2. When a simple test function is used for the energy principle (Bernstein e al. 1958). the function should be helical in form, i.e..
tri) = 5(re"" f(:), withf'(:) = Oat the footpoints.

3. The constraint on . ' , So = 0, should be discarded because it overestimates stability when B 0.
We have compared the stability of cylindrical plasmas on this basis with the results of Hood and Priest (1979) and Van Hoven,

Ma. and Einaudi (1981). We have found qualitative agreement with Hood and Priest 1979) although their results predict a higher
stability boundary. The very different results of Van Hoven, Ma. and Einaudi 1981) appear to underline the importance of choosing
a heiical test function. Our previous assertion (Paper 1) that line-tying is an insignificant effect for a loop with a high aspect ratio is
true only for high values of the longitudinal wave vector k and only for force-free equilibria. The effects of line-tsing on force-free
c).uiiibra are not the same as on non-force-free equilibria. As aspect ratio increases, the effect of line-t ing becomes negligible for
"orce-free equilibria, but it becomes more important for non-force-free equilibria. We ha%e pro.ided detailed explanations of Ahy
.ie-:. ing has different effects on the force-free and non-force-free equilibria.

Even though the simple helical test function does not give sufficient and necessary stabdit) conditions. it has a certain advantage
oser more sophisticated methods. i.e.. Einaudi and Van Hoven (1981, 1983) and Hood and Priest (1981). With the method of Hood
and Priest i19811 we cannot study the stability of non-force-free equilibria because their assumption 1 B0 = 0 is not %alid for
V- t= 0. The method of Einaudi and Van Hoven t1981 is so complicated that nonideal effects cannot be included in the calculation.
That is why Mok and Van Hoven (19821 used a simple test function to study the effect of line-tying on resistive modes. Because they
:4:d not use a helical test function, their results could not properly predict the stability of resisti'.e modes. The ideal \IHD ,tabilit of
,:oronal arcades ith 'ine-tin was studied b, various authors. vho found that !ine-t inq completeis stabilizeb kink modes. Nto't of

:ese studies, too. used the constraint B ,o = 0 or nonhelical test functions, and their results o'erestimated the stabiit-. We beliese
at further careful studies are needed, using helical perturbed functions, to understand the effect of line-tying on nonideal \IHD

:ides as well as on the stabuiit) of coronal arcades.

The author thanks Dr. R. C. Canfield for valuable discussions and comments during the course of this work. This work was
supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research. Air Force Systems Command. USAF. under grant AFOSR 82-0092. and by
NASA under grant NSG--406.
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ABSTRAT

We have studied the effects of photospheric line-tying on

the localized radiative magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) modes of

compressible coronal plasmas. We used a simple trial function to

represent the effect of line tying.

We have found that the effect of line-tying on radiative

MHD stability varies, depending on the radial pressure profile;

line-tying completely stabilizes both ideal and radiative MHD

modes for plasmas with a negative pressure gradient. For plasmas

with a positive pressure gradient (e.g., cool-core loops), which

are in ideal-MHD stable state, radiation can initiate MHD

instabilities near the center of the cool-core loop. In the

surrounding hot region, however, line-tying completely

stabilizes the plasmas. It also has stabilizing effects on the

magnetosonic and condensation modes; bent field lines allow heat

flows into or out of the condensed (compressed) region.

Sub'iect Headings: hydrodynamics - plasmas - Sun: corona
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since coronal plasmas are strongly coupled with magnetic

fields, the plasmas are subject to MHD as well as radiative

instabilities. A number of investigators have studied the MHD

effect on the thermal instabilities to understand the formation

of solar filaments in a plane-parallel geometry (Field, 1965;

Nakagawa, 1970; Chiuderi and Van Hoven, 1979). Because loop

structures are basic magnetic field configurations in the solar

atmosphere, study of the stability in cylindrical geometry is

preferable. In previous papers, the radiation effects on local

MHD modes of incompressible (An, 1983a) and compressible (An,

1984a, hereafter Paper I) cylindrical plasmas were investigated,

and the magnetic field effect on condensation modes was also

studied (An, 1984b). Since cylindrical geometry is closer to the

real solar loop geometry, these studies enhanced our

understanding of observational results,

However, these and earlier studies have not taken into

account the photospheric boundary, in which plasmas are

essentially motionless on the coronal MRD time scale. The effects

of photospheric line-tying on ideal MHD stability have been

studied by numerous authors (Raadu, 1972; Hood and Priest, 1979,

1980, 1981; Einaudi and Van Hoven, 1981; Van Roven, Ma, and

Einaudi, 1981; An, 1982; Migliuolo and Cargill, 1983). All found
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that line-tying has a stabilizing effect on ideal MHD modes.

Magnetic tension is the most important stabilizing mechanism

arising from line-tying.

How does line-tying affect radiation and heat conduction?

We may certainly expect that its effects on energy dissipation

mechanisms will not be the same as on ideal MHD modes-magnetic

tension does not affect the energy dissipation directly. This

study is a continuation of the attempt made in An (1983b) and

Paper I, to study the true role of photospheric line-tying in

compressible radiative plasmas. In Paper I, we found that

radiative and compressible plasmas have magnetosonic and

condensation modes that affect the MHD local interchange modes.

Radiation can initiate MHD instabilities in plasmas that are in

marginally stable ideal-MHD states. Cool-core loops (Foukal 1975)

with positive pressure gradient everywhere in the loops, which

are stable to local interchange modes, are also destabilized by

radiation (An 1983a). According to recent theoretical studies of

loop equilibria, the cool-core plasma is a natural consequence of

force and energy balance (Xue and Chen, 1980; Einaudi,

Torricelli-Ciamponi, and Chiuderi, 1983). In other words, the

cool core is not a result of dynamical evolution, but a condition

of loop equilibrium. If a cool-core is a general phenomenon in

solar loops, as observed by Foukal (1975) and predicted by the

theoretical studies, the radial pressure profile should be taken
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into account in the stability calculation.

In this paper, we will try to derive the basic physics

underlying the effect of line-tying on radiative modes and to

study how different radial pressure profiles influence the effect

of line-tying on radiative MED stability.

II. GOVERNING EOUATIONS

We make several assumptions for this study. Coronal

plasmas are represented as compressible cylindrical plasmas of

circular cross section, with helically twisted magnetic fields.

Heat conduction across the magnetic field is neglected. The

ambient heating is assumed constant over time. Physical

quantities are uniform along the loop direction and have only

radial variations. This assumption does not represent the

photospheric boundary where variations of temperature and density

from coronal values are significant. As a realistic treatment of

the photospheric boundary would require solution of two 2-D

second-order partial differential equations, we assume an

idealized boundary condition, discussed in Section III below, to

simplify the calculation.

(a) Time-Dependent Equations

The equations that describe the MD properties of the loop

plasma under the above assumptions are
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__ _ D+ B (1)St

dP -)
d P .v + ('-I)[H-R(p,T) + 7- ee (2)

-±-+ 0 (3)3t

V x B= j (4)

.B= 7 E (5)

t (6)

P = K;T (7)

Here p, P, and T are plasma density, pressure, and

temperature, and B, j, and E are magnetic field, plasma current

density, and electric field, respectively. H and R(p,T) are

ambient heating and radiative energy loss functions. The quantity

K I is the heat conductivity parallel to the magnetic field,

defined as K, - K0T
5/ 2 where K0 is a heat conduction constant

(Spitzer, 1962). The quantity eb - B/IBI is a unit vector

parallel to the local magnetic field; V is the specific heat

constant; and K is the gas constant.
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(b) Steady States

An equilibrium for a cylindrical plasma can be obtained by

solving the dimensionless static steady-state equations below:

VP= J B (8)

0. 0

Vx B J (9)

0 0

H - R(:,T) = u (10)

Subscript 0 signifies the equilibrium quantity and 0 is

the ratio of plasma to magnetic pressure at a standard point, 8

P / B0 2 . Because T has only radial dependence, heat conduction

does not contribute to the steady state energy balance, Eq. (10).

As discussed in Paper I, we obtain equilibria assuming that

density is uniform along the radial direction. This assumption is

supported by Foukal (1975), who observed that radial density

variation is insignificant compared with the temperature

variation. We assume that the radiative energy loss function

R(p,T) has a functional form as R(p,T) " p 2 /T for T ) 10 S k. We do

not attempt to solve Eq. (10), because we do not know the

functional form of the ambient heating rate H. Rather, we

calculate H as a function of radius from Eqs. (8) and (9).

In An (1983a) we found that the effect of radiation on MHD
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stability varies, depending on the pressure profile. We expect a

similar effect of the pressure profile on line-tied radiative MHD

modes. We therefore construct two different equilibria. One has a

negative pressure gradient (i.e., the pressure is greatest along

the axis of the cylinder and decreases outward), which is

unstable to local interchange modes, and the other has a positive

pressure gradient, which is similar to that of cool-core loops

(Foukal, 1975). The profiles of the two equilibria are as

follows:

Equilibrium I (negative radial pressure gradient

B =1
z

7 =- (r3 - 2r)
Aq °

P P - ( -) (-r: - 3 r + 4 r (11)0 Aqo 0

Po =I + I (A-

3 q0

Equilibrium II (positive radial pressure gradientI

Bz = 2-r 2 , B = -r/3

(12)

P = I + [ 2 r___

9 2

Here the boundary of the loop is r 1 1, A is the aspect ratio,

defined as A L/a (a and L are the radius of a cross section and
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the cylinder length, respectively), and q0 is the safety factor q

at r - 0, defined as q - -217rB /LBE .

III. DERIVATION OF A DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION FOR STABILITY

The linearized, dimensionless Eqs. (1) through (7) are

0 SVPI +j x BI + J,1  B (13)

-{- = - PoI o- 7 (y- )! -R3_02 T 1 (14)
B

- , 1+ (--) 7.. e 0

j= 7 B, (15)

B1 = 7 × (C x B0 ) (16)

1 - ' o C (17)
01 0 0

P1 = Tp 0- (18)

Here subscripts 0 and I stand for equilibrium and perturbed

quantities, respectively. Time t is scaled by the MHD time scale

tM (P 0a 2 /B02 ) ./2 The radiative time scale is t r - 3P /2R; the

conductive time scale is t c L2PO/KoT 0 7/ 2; and c is the ratio of
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MHD and radiative time scales, E = tH/tr . The quantity 4 is a

plasma displacement vector (aS/at - "), k is the wave vector, and

k'- kBz + (m/r) BE, where k and m are longitudinal and poloidal

wavenumber. In Eq. (14), we assume that ambient heating is not

perturbed.

In order to impose a line-tying boundary condition, we

assume that the plasma displacement function t is

- ~ i (m" i~+kz) -,tr,t 0 (r)e vo COS z (19)

Here a 7 7a/2L and cos az, which is zero at the footpoints,

represents line-tying. There are several other choices of t(r)

for line-tying; the effects of different choices on the results

were discussed in detail by An (1983b). Equation (19) represents

a helical perturbation, which least perturbs a magnetic field

line if the helicity of the field line is the same as that of the

perturbation. Note that the trial function does not predict a

sufficient and necessary stability condition. The most general

form of ( for line tying can be expressed as a Fourier series in

the z-direction (Einaudi and Van Hoven 1961; Hood and Priest

1981), which gives the lowest bound for stability. However, the

general form does not allow the addition of heat conduction and

radiation because of the extreme complexity of the calculation;

couplings between all the longitudinal harmonics will frustrate

the analyses.
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By substituting Eq. (19) in Eq. (14) and using Eqs. (17)

and (18), we can derive a perturbed pressure with a form P1 -

CI(r) coo az + C2(r) sin az. In this form, P is never zero at the

footpoints. For ideal MHD studies, both C (r) and C2 (r) are

included in the calculation (An, 1982). But adding radiation

effects with the additional term C2 (r) makes the calculation

hopelessly complicated. For simplicity we therefore assume that

P1 is zero at the footpoints, i.e., P1 is

P1 = PI(r) e i(mc+kz) Cos Iz (20)

This simple form allows us to understand the basic physics

without making the mathematics overcomplicated. Neglecting the

sin az term in Eq. (20) can be justified if we restrict the study

to high aspect ratio loops (i.e. a << 1) because the term, which

comes from a3 / 3 z, is proportional to a. Equations (19) and (20)

imply that plasma velocity and perturbed pressure are both zero

at the footpoints. In a hydrodynamic study of thermal stability,

Antiochos (1979) used the same boundary condition to discard the

symmetric modes as unphysical. Recently, Antiochos e% S1. (1982)

found that Eqs. (19) and (20) correspond to the boundary

condition for antisymmetric modes and Eq. (19) alone corresponds

to symmetric modes with a rigid wall boundary. Hydrodynamic
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stabilities for the two different boundary conditions are

different. For a detailed discussion of the boundary condition

and stability, see Antiochos et Al. (1982) and McClymont and

Craig (1982,a,b,c).

By substituting ( from Eq. (19) and P1 from Eq. (20) in the

linearized Eqs. (13) - (18), we can derive a differential

equation for stability. We do not consider sin az terms by

restricting the problem to high aspect ratio loops. For a general

expression of ( used by previous authors (e.g. Einaudi and Van

Hoven 1981; Hood, Priest, and Einaudi 1982), the sine, cosine,

and their cross terms might all be important for determining the

stability. After a lengthy calculation, we have

'i"' (21)

A~p + X'F + o0P 'K

1 r[- r:

(k+P-+r7),P 0 2kB 10B (22)
+7[ + - (U. - )]

r r, r

02 (Be 2  2kB mB
r - -ql' + x'[2(r-) + -r (2 ]

r 6 r' ( 23 )

2Be B, 2kBe mB
+ X[- (6) + (B -

r r r~ 0 4

(2kB2)2 B 2 {(k.B )2 + a2 B 21

+0 0Z
r-~. r
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mB
, F 2. k2 B (kB3kF X(4 + j-0 (24)q = + -L 7 Zr 2 ,

Here

r 
(25)

K =k
2 + m2+ 2 (26)

= 2+ B 2 K
+ 0 (27)

o2(rjj + k 2 ) + K(k-B )2
A0 "- + 2(29)

0

2/

2+ (k.B 0 + :,rB 0 (29)

T t

+ (-.- )k + zB >] (30)3Tp B 2t 0 z
0 CO C

(-1)T T 5/2t
- ) + B f 0 + c.'-B 2" (31)

0 P 0 c

5/2 +(*
+ a2 T ° 02(y-1) 2T B z(kB ) t r ko°w2 + ( k ' 0 ) B K

Bo2 p 2 . (32)
00 C

B
2

• i  (W3 +T)/I (33)

W2 = W4 - P '/r2o (34)
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T G/ (-1)2T B,(k.B C ±
- - [0 9

B (,-+E5) ( r £+YP c) (35)
+ + -

r r

0P 0

(-1)-T 5 /2T 'o o 
+ C B [k.B ) --- 2B 2]

rB 0 z
o (36)

T 5/2 (-I)2T B o- (kB 2kB:o 09 9 o
+ E:01

rB 2 r
MB

(:0 E+'P _)2kB (kB - z)

+

Here X' is a derivative of X with r. Eqs. (26)-(29) represent

terms for ideal MHD and Eqs. (30)-(32) are due to radiation and

heat conduction. Eqs. ( 33 )-( 36 ) show how perturbed pressure is

affected by the energy dissipations and line-tying. The effect of

line-tying appears in different forms in Eqs. (26)-(29) and (30)-

(32). Line-tying enhances magnetic tension in the ideal MKD terms

in Eqs. (26)-(29), but affects heat conduction in the energy

dissipation term of Eqs. (30)-(32). Note that at a mode rational

surface heat conduction plays a role only for line-tied plasmas.

We now derive the stability condition for local

interchange modes to study how line-tying affects them. The

method is the same as in An (1983a). A second-order ordinary
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differential equation is derived from Eqs. (23) and (24). As m and

k go to infinity while keeping q finite in the differential

equation, eignfunctions are localized near a mode rational

surface rs(kraB z + mBO - 0) (An 1983a) and the pressure gradient

becomes the dominant driving force over plasma current for

instability (Dobrott et at. 1977). Since radiation and heat

conduction affect directly plasma pressure [see Eq. (14)), we

expect that the effect of the energy dissipations on the local

modes (driven by pressure gradient) will be significant. After

taking the limit as m - -, the second order differential equation

becomes, at a region far from a mode rational surface r ,
s

--- (1 - nq) 2 = 0 (37)

here n is a longitudinal mode number and q is a safety factor

defined below Eq. (12). The solution of the equation is X = 0.

Near r - r . the differential equation becomes
5

2(iD §+jB 2 )rB 2 B 2B 2 -
[2B + - (i~ (r-r) t

r{ nB 2  rB q0 0

2B 2  02Bz2  2B 2  P 38
+ )(1- T7- 2 1 P * - 0 { 0 (38)

r B= SPo r r r
0

(-y_1)KTo5/2To0I2B 2 (p0oE+yP0w) 2B0
2

+ rBZ + rG
0 0
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where

G =C(B 0
2 + a-yp o ) + C(Bo0 +*oo)

Eqs. (37) and (38) show that X is localized near r - r s as m - O.

We can derive a dispersion relation for local modes by

multiplying Eq. (38) by x* (complex conjugate of X) and integrate

by parts.

0 r + C - " + Yp + + W) = 0 (39)

When we derive Eq. (39) we use f s 2 ,1' ds ! 1/4 I X 2 ds and

neglect a term with 1/M2.

Here

P= : (C + C) (40)
S R S

(y-1)c 2  C~y 2 C Ts1' t
(- -S S1) I + (Y-1)[C--- 4.

y o~3 T M my B' z t

B2B2  2+ 2B"P' a2B 2

-I _ 4B;_+ o YPo 42
- 4 rB 2  q 2 B 2  r r 3 B2 (B 2 + #-fyP

0 0 0 0 0
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dR tJt; > -1- 4. __ _ __ _ . [ \
T 1 dr s P- [T )W~~~~~~ r: r -) d--- , PrB 2 " s

U (43)

t
0+ a B- 2i r

-g2 z t
0 C

and

C2 = Po °  C 2  B2 /0

S 0 0 M 0 0

(441_'R R ( )(-) = (2 f) ± (5-)
S T t (y-1)T 0 ,T

The coefficients of Eq. (39) are evaluated at a mode rational
surface r s(krs B + mB - 0). The quantity Y represents the

stability condition for local ideal MHD modes, and Q and W are due

to radiation and heat conduction. The effects of line-tying

appear as magnetic tension in Y and as heat conduction in Q and W.

In Paper I, we found that heat conduction does not influence the

stabiity of the localized modes when no line-tying is considered.

Since Q > 0 is a stability condition for condensation modes in

uniform plasmas whose wave vector is perpendicular to the

magnetic field (Field, 1965), line-tying may be seen as a

stabilizing mechanism for the condensation modes. It also

stabilizes the magnetosonic modes represented by the terms within

brackets in W of Eq. (43).

There are sound physical explanations for the effect of

[ _-
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line-tying on the magnetosonic and condensation modes. As plasmas

are condensed (or compressed), so are the anchored field lines.

Plasma motions across the field lines bend the lines, as shown in

Fig. 1. In condensation, line tying connects the cool-condensed

central region to unperturbed boundaries, results in heat

conduction from the boundaries into the condensed region along

the field lines (Fig. la). On the other hand, in adiabatic

compression (magnetosonic modes), heat will be conducted out of

the hot compressed region (Fig. lb). The heat flows stabilize the

two modes and can do so only because of line-tying. Without line-

tying, the field lines are not bent by the perpendicular motion,

and heat cannot flow into or out of the condensed or compressed

region (Fig. lc).

Next, we may see how line-tying affects the local MHD

modes. As discussed in Paper I, we can derive zero- and first-

-4
order solutions of Eq. (39), noting that C 10 for coronal

-1
loops and e - 10 for quiescent prominences. The growth rate w

can be expanded with respect to E as

= + cA + C2., + ... (45)

The zero-order solution (0 (ideal MD) is

-_ rY 00 (46)
0
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and Y 0 is the condition for stability. (Note that we use e Wt

rather than e icit for time dependence of perturbed quantities, see

Eq. (19)]. A difference between stability conditions with and

without line-tying is the third term in Eq. (42), (a2Bz2/r),

which represents magnetic tension due to line-tying. For

Equilibrium I, [P0' c 0, Eq. (11)], a2B z2/r is larger than the

P0* term in Y because B z  0(1), B o  O(a), and j3P0  0(a2)"

Line-tying completely stabilizes the local modes for this

equilibrium.

The first-order solution, when w0
2 0 0, is

rw! - r(47)

2Pp
00

For W = 0 , we have to solve the equation

W3 + 0 W2 + EW 0 (48)r r

The solution is given in Eq. (25) of Paper I, where we find that at

least one unstable mode exists in coronal plasmas without line-

tying.

In order to understand the effect of the radial pressure

gradient, it is necessary to numerically evaluate c0 and cI . For

plasmas in ideal MHD stable states, co is imaginary [see Eq. (31)]
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and the sign of (i determines the stability. When plasmas are

ideal MHD unstable (i.e., wo £ 0) the sign of c'1 does not

influence the stability because e << 1. Let us consider the

stability of Equilibrium I, Eq. (11), and then Equilibrium II,

Eq. (12).

For Equilibrium I (P0' 0), a numerical evaluation of Y

[in ideal MD stability, Eq. (31)) with and without line-tying is

given in Fig. 2. The figure shows that plasmas without line-tying

are unstable for r d 0.35 and marginally stable at r - 0.36.

Radiation can induce MHD instabilities in the marginally stable

region (Paper I). When line-tying is included, the plasmas are

completely stabilized (w0 2 < 0). Noting that W < 0 for P0 . < 0,

radiation cannot induce MHD instabilities in plasmas anchored by

line-tying (see Eq. (47)].

For Equilibrium II (P0 > 0), whose pressure profile is

similar to that of cool-core loops, the equilibrium is ideally

stable ( 0 
2 < 0) with or without line-tying (see Eqs. (42) and

(46)). From Eq. (47), for w02 < 0, W % 0 (W < 0) implies

instability (stability). Figure 3 shows the numerical estimate of

W. For the estimation, we assumed that the temperature at r - 0 is

T - 1.5 X 10 5 K, density n - 1 X l0/cm 3 , magnetic field BZ - 10 G,

and aspect ratio A - 10. The stability of equilibria similar to

Equilibrium II (P0 > 0) was studied for the incompressible case0
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in An (1983a). It was found that radiation destabilizes the

incompressible plasmas with P0' > 0 which is in the ideal MHD

stable state. In Paper I we considered the effect of

compressibility on radiative MHD modes. The study showed that

compressibility is a stabilizing effect for cool-core loops but

did not mention how important the effect is. Is the

compressibility able to stabilize the radiative MHD modes? The

numerical estimate (Fig. 3) shows that compressibility does not

alter the result of An (1983a); radiation can destabilize the

compressible cool-core loops without line tying. The result

suggests that radiative plasmas can flow across magnetic field

lines, as claimed by Foukal (1976). When line-tying is included,

however, heat conduction plays a stabilizing role. Near the cool-

core region (r A 0.2), where heat conduction is negligible, the

stability with or without line-tying is nearly the same. However,

for r b 0.3, where heat conduction becomes important, stabilities

for the two cases are significantly different. Line-tying

stabilizes the modes for r b 0.3. The figure thus implies that

plasmas can flow across the field lines near the cool core but

that line-tying prohibits such flow in the surrounding hot

region.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the effects of photospheric line-tying on

the local interchange modes of compressible cylindrical plasmas

in which energy is dissipated by heat conduction and radiation.

By taking the limit as m - -, the modes are localized near d mode

rational surface rs (krs Bz + mBe - 0). Noting that the ratio of

MHD and radiative time scales f << I for coronal loops, we obtain

the zero- (ideal MHD) and first-order (with radiation) solution

of e by expanding the eigenvaue with respect to e. The effect of

line-tying appears as a magnetic tension for the zero-order mode

and completely stabilizes it. For the first-order mode, if the

lines are tied, heat conduction occurs along bent field lines

when plasmas move across the field lines. Without line-tying,

heat conduction plays no role in the first-order solution.

The effects of line-tying on stability differ for various

radial pressure profiles; for equilibria with P0 ( 0, since the

first-order mode is stable and line-tying completely stabilizes

zero-order modes, radiation has an insignificant effect on the

stability, i.e., it does not alter ideal MHD stability. On the

other hand, for equilibria with P0 I > 0 (T o . > 0), as in cool-core

loops, radiation has a significant effect on the stability. It

destabilizes plasmas in an ideal-MIID stable state.

Compressibility, which is stabilizing for P0' > 0 (Paper 1), does
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not alter the result. Line-tying here reduces the destabilizing

effect of radiation by generating heat conduction. The numerical

estimate of the stability of a first-order state in a cool loop

shows that plasma near the cool core is unstable owing to

radiation, i.e., the line-tying effect is insignificant in this

region. On the other hand, the plasma in the surrounding hot

region is stabilized by heat conduction: line-tying has an

important stabilizing effect on the hot region. The result

suggests that plasma mixing across the field lines occurs mainly

near the cool-core region, while the surrounding hot region

undergoes no appreciable MHD activity. If plasmas flow down along

the loop, as suggested by Foukal (1976), the flow might be

concentrated near the cool core.

Thus we see that radiation is an important mechanism for

initiating MHD instabilities in loops with positive radial

pressure gradient that are in an ideal-MBD stable state. If so,

radiation and radial pressure profile must be taken into account

in determining loop stability.

By neglecting the sin az term in P1 " as is done in Eq. (20)

to simplify the calculation, we render the line-tying boundary

condition essentially the same as the boundary for antisymmetric

modes in hydrodynamic thermal stability studies (Antiochos e

al., 1982). The constraint on P1 may overdetermine the stability,
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but the essential effect of line-tying on radiative as well as

ideal MHD modes will be the same as without the constraint.

we have studied the radiative MHD modes in cylindrical

plasmas analytically by utilizing the fact that the modes are

localized near a singular surface as m - m. A question arises

concerning the applicability of the results to finite m modes.

How large should m be for the results to be valid in good

approximation? Since m > 2 modes are localized near a singular

surface (An 1982) the results might be applicable for all m > 2.

Furthermore, noting that the major destabilizing mechanism,

radiation, is independent of m [see Eq's (30) and (31)], we may

expect that the dependence of the radiative modes on the poloidal

mode number m is not significant. The precise limit of m can be

obtained only by solving Eq's (23) and (24) numerically.

In this study, we have considered the photospheric

boundary in the stability calculation. Since our model is greatly

simplified, we do not attempt to compare our results with

observations. Rather we have put more emphasis on understanding

the basic physics governing the effects of line-tying and

radiation on RHD stability. Future work should include the

variation of physical quantities along the loop direction and

take into account more realistic loop geometry and boundary

conditions.

L.1.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1: Magnetic field lines after plasma condensation (or

compression. Because of line-tying, field lines bend for

plasma motions perpendicular to field lines: (a) when

plasma is condensed, heat flows along the field lines into

the condensed region; (b) when adiabatically compressed,

heat flows out of the compressed region; and (c) without

line-tying, the field lines do not bend for the

perpendicular motion. No heat flows into (out of) the

condensed (compressed) region because heat conduction

perpendicular to field lines is neglected.

Figure 2. Numerical estimation of the ideal MHD local mode

stability condition Y; Y > 0 implies stability. The left

vertical axis is for a - 0, and the right is for a # 0. The

abscissa is radial distance from the center of a unit

cylinder cross section.

Figure 3. Numerical estimation of first-order stability (the

effect of radiation and heat conduction) condition W; W 0

implies instability owing to energy dissipation.
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